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Abstract 
 
 
Social networking sites (SNS) have changed the way the world communicates and 
seeks information. Consumers are not just sharing information about themselves 
online but they are also voicing their opinions and making recommendations about 
brands. This customer empowerment gives consumers the choice to engage with or 
avoid advertising in this medium. Each year billions of advertising dollars are spent 
on this new form of media, yet there is limited academic literature on what 
influences consumers to engage with or avoid advertising on SNS.   
Therefore, the research question investigated in this thesis is: What influences 
consumer engagement or advertising avoidance behaviour on social networking 
sites? To respond to this question a three study approach has been adopted utilising 
a multi-method research strategy, consisting of both qualitative and quantitative 
studies. The research has been conducted using Facebook as the predominant SNS  
platform, as it is considered to be the world’s largest with over 1.15 billion monthly 
active users. 
In Study One, a series of qualitative focus groups were held to investigate consumer 
perceptions of advertising avoidance and privacy concerns on SNS. The participants 
in this study had previously been involved with a similar research project four years 
prior, so the study was able to evaluate the shifts in perceptions towards advertising 
on SNS over time.   
The second study utilised the critical incident technique, using in-depth interviews to 
investigate the triggers that influence whether a consumer will engage with or avoid 
advertising on SNS. This research resulted in a topography of seven triggers of 
engagement and avoidance. 
The final study consisted of a quantitative study which was conducted via an online 
survey and analysed using multiple regression analysis. The study tested the model 
of advertising avoidance on SNS and in doing so measured the relationship between 
the antecedents of advertising avoidance and the three dimensions of avoidance 
(affective, cognitive and behavioural avoidance). 
 iii 
This thesis is presented in publication format, where four journal articles have been 
developed in response to the research question. This research is important as it will 
not only contribute to the literature in this area, it also presents tested models of 
advertising avoidance on SNS. It is one of the first academic studies which measures 
avoidance as three separate dimensions rather than one single construct. The results 
also suggest that engagement and avoidance could be considered on a spectrum and 
presents a topography of triggers for engagement and avoidance on SNS. The 
research also provides value to advertising practitioners in extending the knowledge 
of how social networking sites can be better utilised as an advertising medium.  
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Chapter 1: Introduction 
 
1 
Chapter One Introduction 
 
 
‘Nothing endures but change’   
Heraclitus (540BC- 480BC). 
 
The Internet has changed the world. It has changed the way we communicate, the 
way we investigate and seek information, the way we share ideas and ideals, and the 
way we entertain ourselves. Nearly every facet of our life has undergone some type 
of change as a result of the introduction of the Internet. Mobile and tablet 
technology has meant that consumers now are able to get information fast, in real 
time, wherever and whenever they need it. Social media has enabled sharing of 
information on a broad scale. One in four people are now using social media 
(eMarketer, 2013) and giving empowered consumers forums to voice their opinions 
and make recommendations (Chen, Fay, & Wang, 2011; Pires, Stanton, & Rita, 2006). 
This empowerment gives consumers the choice to engage or avoid advertising.   
Marketers and advertisers have had to rethink the way they strategize to ensure that 
they embrace consumer change and new technologies (Grimshaw, 2012; Heinonen, 
2011). Brands using information disclosed on the Internet and social media have 
resulted in greater opportunities to engage with their target audiences with more 
relevant and appropriate advertising. Advertising on social media has accelerated in 
volume and changed over time. The aim of this research is to contribute to the 
understanding of how users engage with advertising on social networking sites (SNS) 
and why they might avoid advertising in this medium. What are the triggers that 
influence whether a consumer engages with an advertisement or avoids it? How 
consumers perceive the privacy issues relating to social networking sites is also an 
area worthy of research. Does the use of private information influence consumers’ 
attitudes towards the advertisements they see in this space and how has this 
attitude changed over time?    
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This research aims to contribute to the understanding of consumer engagement and 
advertising avoidance on social networking sites. The findings from three studies are 
presented in a publication format, where four papers which have been prepared for 
publication are presented in individual chapters.   
 
1.1 Justification for research 
 
The importance of this research can be summarised into five key areas. 
 
1. The context of social networking sites needs further investigation 
because of its size, growth, immersive and perpetually changing nature. 
Since its introduction in 2004, the growth of online social networking sites has been 
both rapid and dramatic, changing the purpose and the functionality of the Internet 
(Vogt & Knapman, 2008). Globally, one in four people have a social media account 
(eMarketer, 2013) with Facebook reaching over one billion users in 2013 (Facebook 
Newsroom, 2013). Facebook originally attracted young people (over 83% of US 
Internet users aged 18 to 29 have a Facebook account), and is now being embraced 
by their parents and grandparents with the 45 to 54 year old age group showing a 
46% growth since 2012 (Smith, 2013). Over one million advertisers are spending 
$2.75 billion on Facebook (Nielsen, 2012; Tassi, 2013), reflecting a confidence by 
advertisers that Facebook will effectively deliver their messages to the targeted 
audience. However there is limited academic literature on how consumers engage 
with brands in this space. 
Advertising on social networks is constantly changing. What began with badly 
targeted advertising messages on sites like Myspace, has now been replaced with 
advertising targeted specifically to the user based on their online activities (both on 
and off Facebook). This advertising may appear as a sponsored link or appear in the 
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user’s newsfeed with other messages from their friends. This study will be the first to 
examine how SNS users’ attitudes and behaviours in advertising avoidance and 
privacy concerns have changed over time, and as such will challenge the previous 
views of academics and practitioners. This research is important to both academic 
and industry, as it will help to extend knowledge of how social networking sites can 
be better utilised as an advertising medium.  
 
2. Privacy policies on SNS have changed over time and technology has 
made behavioural targeting more sophisticated. How the consumer 
reacts to these changes is a topic worthy of research.   
The evolution of SNS such as Facebook has seen these sites move from a 
communication tool between groups chosen by the user, to a platform where the 
user’s information is publically available by default. As a result of this evolution the 
responsibility for privacy has shifted from the social media platform to the user 
(Nehf, 2007). Much of the user’s personal information and activities are now 
considered public information and are shared with partnered websites and 
marketers for behaviourally targeted advertising (Opsahl, 2010). How this shift in 
privacy control and changing of policies affects those using these sites and the trust 
that they have in these sites is a key area of investigation for this study. Have privacy 
concerns by SNS users altered over time? Do concerns about privacy influence 
whether a consumer will engage with advertising or avoid it on SNS? 
 
3. This research is important, as we do not fully understand how and why 
consumers engage or avoid advertising, especially in the online 
environment. 
The Internet has meant that consumers are better informed and are able to consider 
word of mouth and referrals from others online when making brand decisions. This 
also means that they are less reliant on advertising to keep them up to date on new 
and improved products. The ‘rules’ of how we communicate in SNS  are evolving and 
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issues of privacy, engagement and advertising avoidance are likely to influence site 
users’ perceptions of the advertisements viewed in this space. Due to the newness 
of the media there is limited research on what influences people to engage with 
advertising or avoid advertising in SNS. Social networking sites are based on the 
concept of users sharing ideas and interacting with others, so it seems that it should 
be a good fit for advertising to engage and interact with potential customers. 
However, this is not always the case. Many of the advertisements in this space are 
often ignored (Kelly, Kerr, & Drennan, 2010). This means that whilst the advertising 
might have reached the appropriate person (based on behavioural targeting) they 
are not engaging or even acknowledging it, which results in media wastage. This 
research is important to extend the understanding of engagement and avoidance of 
advertising in SNS.  
 
4. No one has ever investigated engagement and avoidance as polar 
opposites, and considered the triggers that might influence whether a 
consumer engages or avoids advertising on SNS. 
The term engagement has become a buzzword that both advertising academics and 
industry practitioners have struggled to define (Calder, Malthouse, & Schaedel, 
2009). Despite being unable to articulate exactly what engagement means, 
strategists still consider engagement a priority (Hui, 2012), and just as important as 
reach and frequency when evaluating the success of an advertising campaign 
(Grimshaw, 2012). Little is known about what triggers engagement. This may be due 
to academics approaching engagement from differing points of view, with some 
considering engagement from a customer perspective (Brodie, Ilic, Juric, & 
Hollebeek, 2013; Grummerus, Liljander, Weman, & Sihlstrom, 2012; van Doorn et al., 
2010) and others from a media specific focus (Heath, 2009; Kilger & Romer, 2007). 
Some conceptualise it as a ‘turning on’, while others measure it as behaviour. If 
consumers are not engaging, they are likely to be avoiding the advertising. 
Advertising avoidance is a more researched construct and the antecedents of 
advertising avoidance are better understood (Cho & Cheon, 2004; Kelly, et al., 2010; 
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Speck & Elliott, 1997), and can provide insights into why consumers are not engaging 
with a brand.   
This study seeks to provide a clearer understanding of advertising engagement and 
avoidance in the social networking context and identify the triggers that influence 
whether or not a consumer engages with advertising in this space. 
 
5. Advertising avoidance is generally measured as a single construct, yet 
the dimensions of advertising avoidance are very different in nature. 
This research will investigate the antecedents of advertising avoidance 
on SNS and identify how they influence cognitive, affective and 
behavioural avoidance.  
There has been considerable research into the area of advertising avoidance in both 
traditional media (Speck & Elliott, 1997) and online media (Cho & Cheon, 2004), and 
more recently in the social media space (Barreto, 2013; Hadija, Barnes, & Hair, 2012; 
Kelly, 2008). In studies on advertising avoidance, avoidance is considered as being 
cognitive, affective, mechanical or behavioural in nature (Cho & Cheon, 2004; Kelly, 
et al., 2010; Speck & Elliott, 1997) and yet in many studies it is measured as one 
higher order construct of advertising avoidance. This study recognises that each 
dimension of avoidance may be influenced by differing antecedents, and as a result 
measuring avoidance as one overarching construct may be too simplistic. Consumers 
may exhibit affective avoidance (they hate the advertising) or make a conscious 
effect to not think about the advertising (cognitive avoidance), yet this is very 
different to actually using ad blocking software to avoid receiving advertising 
(behavioural and mechanical avoidance). There is currently limited scholarly 
research into examining how antecedents of advertising avoidance may influence 
each dimension of advertising avoidance. This research will address this gap and 
provide a model of advertising avoidance in the context of online SNS . 
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1.2 Research aim 
 
The aim of this research is to examine advertising engagement and advertising 
avoidance and the impact of privacy concerns on SNS. 
1. Investigate how SNS users’ perceptions of advertising online have evolved 
over a period of time. 
2. Explore the critical factors that influence advertising engagement and 
advertising avoidance in SNS and develop a typography of the triggers for 
advertising engagement and avoidance. 
3. Develop and test a model of advertising avoidance in the online social 
networking environment to enhance theory and contribute to the body of 
research on cognitive, affective and behavioural advertising avoidance.  
 
1.3 Research questions 
 
To address these aims the overarching question for this research project is: 
What influences consumer engagement or advertising avoidance behaviour on social 
networking sites? 
This study seeks to better understand how attitudes towards SNS have evolved over 
time, to investigate the triggers for engagement and avoidance, test the antecedents 
of avoidance on a SNS model and consider the relationship between cognitive, 
affective and behavioural avoidance. In doing so, the research explores consumer 
privacy concerns and their impact on both engagement and avoidance. 
 
 
Research Question 1 
How do consumer perception of advertising avoidance in social networking sites alter 
over a four year timeframe? 
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Research Question 2 
How do consumer online privacy concerns in social networking sites alter over a four 
year timeframe? 
Research Question 3 
How do critical incidents influence consumers' advertising engagement and 
advertising avoidance in social networking sites? 
Research Question 4 
What are the antecedents of advertising avoidance in the online social networking 
environment? 
 
1.4 Research methods 
 
To address these research questions this study will undertake a multi-method 
approach using both qualitative and quantitative research.   
The first study consisted of focus groups of online SNS users. The participants of the 
focus groups were involved with a similar study four years ago, so by re-interviewing 
them we were able to gain insights into how their perceptions towards privacy and 
advertising avoidance in the online social media space have changed over a four year 
timeframe. This study addressed the first and second research questions, and 
explored advertising avoidance and the relevance of privacy concerns. 
The second study specifically investigated the critical factors that influence 
advertising engagement and advertising avoidance in SNS by using in-depth 
interviews and the critical incident technique. The study aimed to identify the 
triggers of advertising engagement and advertising avoidance. 
The third study builds on and utilises the information gained from the first two 
studies by considering the antecedents of advertising avoidance and developing 
constructs for a large quantitative study to test a model for advertising avoidance.  
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1.5 Contributions to industry practice 
 
One of the key contributions to industry practice will be greater understanding of 
the online social networking environment for media strategists. This study will also 
contribute to industry practice by providing guidelines for the consideration of 
privacy concerns in the implementation of marketing strategies. Media strategists 
deal with the reality that traditional advertising media are starting to lose their 
effectiveness and technology has made avoiding/ignoring advertising messages 
easier for consumers. To overcome this avoidance and therefore wastage of media 
dollars, engagement has become an important media planning imperative.   
This research will give advertisers information regarding critical incidences that have 
influenced whether a consumer has engaged with or avoided an advertisement and 
will propose a list of triggers for engagement and avoidance. The research is also 
unique in that it is the first to suggest that advertising engagement and advertising 
avoidance are polar opposites and as such may have similar triggers that influence 
consumer behaviour.   
The research will also develop and test a model of advertising avoidance in the 
online social networking environment, which will outline the antecedents of 
advertising avoidance. Previous research has considered advertising avoidance as a 
single construct, however this research will consider what influences consumers to 
display cognitive or affective or behavioural avoidance. This will be of value to the 
advertising industry, as it will help strategists to better understand why people 
engage with or avoid advertising in online social networks, and assist in developing 
more engaging campaigns and effective media plans. 
 
1.6 Conclusion 
 
This section outlined the background to the research question by discussing the 
rapid adoption of online SNS, its role in changing how we communicate and share 
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information with others and perhaps its facilitation of advertising avoidance. The 
justification for this research was presented, as was the qualitative and quantitative 
methodology. An outline of the study was presented. A review of the academic 
literature begins in the next section. 
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Chapter Two Literature Review 
 
2.1 Introduction 
 
This literature review will provide an evaluation of the literature and relevant 
theoretical frameworks relating to advertising, online social media, privacy and 
advertising engagement and advertising avoidance. It will also outline the 
foundations for the research questions that will guide this study and the subsequent 
journal papers. This review has been divided into five sections: 
1. Advertising on online social networking sites 
2. Social networking sites as a unique and evolving advertising medium 
3. Social networking site users 
4. Privacy on social networking sites 
5. Advertising engagement  
6. Advertising avoidance  
 
2.2 Advertising on online social networking sites  
 
Online social networking sites began as a tool for college students to interact with 
each other and share thoughts and photos. Now it has become a multibillion dollar 
advertising medium with over one million advertisers (Tassi, 2013) accessing 
approximately 1.23 billion users (Facebook Newsroom Key Facts, 2014). Social 
networking sites provide their users with opportunities to share information, 
develop and maintain friendships, organise social activities and feel that they are a 
part of a community (Chu & Kim, 2011; Ellison, Steinfield, & Lampe, 2007; 
Gangadharbatia, 2008; Lenhart & Madden, 2007). Social media is defined as the 
“online tools that people use to share content, ideas, thoughts, opinion, 
experiences and media itself, that facilitate conversation and interaction online 
between groups of people” (Campbell, Conare, & Hernandez, 2010). These sites 
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include Facebook, Myspace, LinkedIn and Twitter (Hampton, Sessions Goulet, 
Rainie, & Purcell, 2011) and more recently photo sharing sites such as Instagram 
and Pinterest. It is estimated that now, one in four people use social media 
(eMarketer, 2013).   
The first form of online social networking sites appeared in 2003 and took the form 
of a very simple landscape. Live chat options such as MSN were readily embraced 
by teenagers. Myspace and Friendster were the first wave of online SNS to appear 
and LinkedIn was developed as a way for professionals to interact with each other 
and network (Boyd & Ellison, 2007). By 2013 the number of SNS had rapidly grown 
with Facebook and YouTube having over one billion monthly active users (Ballve, 
2013). Figure 1 provides an overview of the various SNS platforms (Marcelo, 2013).   
 
Figure 1: Social networking platforms 
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Social media was developed for social interaction and not as a marketing tool. 
Given the rapid adoption of these new sites as well as the time spent online, 
marketers were eager to leverage the opportunities and basic banner advertising 
was developed. At this stage there was limited understanding of how the data 
gained from these sites could be used or how online behaviour could be targeted. 
Facebook and other social networking sites had to evolve so that they could 
leverage the enormous numbers of users that logged online each day. In 2007, in 
an attempt to develop a business model, Facebook allowed brands and celebrities 
to create profiles (previously only individual users were allowed to create a profile) 
and in 2009 they allowed users to become a ‘fan’ of these sites. This move 
heralded the transition of Facebook from a networking platform for college 
students to include other young people and commercial brands. The brand pages 
gave users of online SNS the opportunity to ‘raise their hand’ and support a brand 
or celebrity.   
Being a ‘fan’ of a particular brand or celebrity added to a user’s social capital. 
Social capital is the term given to the capital (or resources) gained by an individual 
as a result of their relationship with others (Ellison, et al., 2007). Users are more 
likely to want to be involved with a brand that increases their social capital 
(Steinfield, Ellison, & Lampe, 2008). When a user becomes a ‘fan’ or ‘likes’ a site, 
marketers are provided with valuable information about users’ likes, preferences 
and activities (Lin & Lu, 2011). From this platform, special offers and competitions 
are specifically targeted to users, and because they are more relevant to the 
consumer they are more likely to be accepted. As technology developed, 
marketers were able to develop integrated strategies designed to engage with 
potential customers utilising information gained from other online sources such as 
consumers’ online searches and email lists (Taylor, Lewin, & Strutton, 2011).   
Technology continues to develop rapidly and consumers feel comfortable with 
sharing their lives online through Facebook, Twitter, LinkedIn, Instagram and 
Pinterest. Online social networking users can interlink their social media sites and 
share information placed across these platforms. Users value connectedness and 
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belonging, seek escapism and entertainment and want control over who they 
connect with and the content they see (Campbell, et al., 2010).  More recently, the 
media industry has had to contend with the rapid adoption of smart phones and 
tablets with 55% of Internet being accessed from mobile devices (O'Toole, 2014), 
so online campaigns need to be developed with both desktop and mobile in mind. 
 
2.3 Social networking sites as a unique and evolving advertising medium 
 
As an advertising medium, social media sites are unique. Advertising on social media 
consists of either banner advertising and videos which are adaptions of more 
traditional forms of advertising or fan pages or ‘tweets’ which have no equivalent 
offering offline (Taylor, et al., 2011).  Advertising in online social media sites such as 
Facebook presents new challenges to marketers. Unlike general Internet sites, SNS  
are social and private spaces, with etiquette and rules of behaviour, and brands need 
to be sensitive to this environment and how they target consumers in this medium 
(Kelly, et al., 2010; Knapman & Vogt, 2007; Taylor, et al., 2011). Unlike many other 
types of media, SNS  is an active medium, and requires the consumer to be logged on 
and to have created an account to connect personally with their friends (Roberts, 
2010).Facebook is a platform that was developed for communication and interaction 
between ‘friends’. Brands have the ability to advertise in this site using sponsored 
advertising or develop their own Facebook site that consumers can ‘like’ and engage 
with (Roberts, 2010).  Facebook users have advertising targeted directly to them 
based on their demographic profile and their activities online (Gangadharbatia, 2008;. 
Taylor, et al., 2011). Customers can review brands and share their brand experience 
with others. So while there are similarities with general online advertising, it is this 
concept of SNS  sites as a personal space which sets it apart from other advertising 
media (Kelly, et al., 2010).   
The acceptance of online social media saw marketers keen to leverage its success 
and connect with their target audience in such a personal environment. While 
early banner advertising resembled press advertising, there was a need to 
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understand what made people avoid or engage online and what shaped people’s 
attitudes towards advertising. 
Trust is considered an issue with many Internet users. Moore and Rodgers (2005) 
found that consumers did not feel comfortable about surfing the online 
advertisements and they did not find the Internet advertising trustworthy. 
Consumers were hesitant when required to give credit card details or personal 
information and only purchased off sites that they knew and trusted (Moore & 
Rodgers, 2005). When consumers were sceptical of the advertising messages they 
received, or are sceptical of the media source of the message, they will not be 
motivated to process the information they are receiving. This may lead to coping 
responses from consumers such as gathering information from other sources or 
avoidance of the advertising message all together (Obermiller, Spangenberg, & 
MacLachlan, 2005). Research suggests that consumers find 56% of online 
advertising and 50% of online video advertising irrelevant (Nielsen, 2012). The 
early studies of the Internet found that it was considered to be the least credible 
medium for advertising (Kiousis, 2001; Moore & Rodgers, 2005). Advertisers in this 
media must consider how they can overcome issues of distrust and credibly in 
order to minimise avoidance of their advertising messages. This starts by 
understanding the digital natives. 
 
2.4 Social networking site users 
 
Young people (aged between 18-29) are still the most enthusiastic social media 
users with 83% of those online using some form of social media (Madden & 
Zickuhr, 2011). Facebook in particular has a skew towards younger people, 
although the 45-54 year old age group has shown a 46% growth since 2012 (Smith, 
2013). Women continue to show a fascination towards communicating online, with 
69% of women being active online each day.    
The group of people aged 18 to 29 years are considered the first digital natives 
having lived their lives using digital technologies and feel comfortable with digital 
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technologies (McCrindle, 2012). This generation (also known as Gen Y) is inherently 
optimistic however they ranked a recession as the issue most feared. In research 
on Gen Y attitude and behaviours, McCrindle (2012) found that they tend to have 
limited life skills and are reluctant to take responsibility. One Gen Y-er suggested 
that “When I make a mistake, I just look for the undo button”. They are a well-
travelled generation and are happy to move from job to job. Gen Y are clever multi 
taskers and are outcome oriented rather than process oriented. They are the most 
social of the generations and use technology such as social media to constantly be 
in contact with friends. 
Table 1: The Generation Map – Gen Y 
Values Attitudes Lifestyle Personality 
Fun and 
enjoyment 
Tolerance of 
diversity 
Social awareness 
Friendship 
Outcomes not processes 
Enjoy the now 
Sexuality is a fluid thing 
Organise work around 
life, not life around work 
Why should I have to 
work my way to the top? 
When it comes to 
respecting your elders: 
‘Whatever! Prove it!’ 
Short term not long term 
Enjoyment before 
commitment 
Have limited or no 
savings 
75% are in debt 
Half still live in the 
parental home 
Lifestyle not life stage 
Juggling hectic work and 
social life 
Friends are the new 
family 
Confident 
Cynical 
Assertive 
High 
maintenance 
Demanding 
Sociable 
Optimistic  
Values driven 
(Source: adapted from McCrindle (2012)) 
Social media is a social space and its primary focus is around catching up with 
friends and family (over 96%), sharing of photos and videos (over 60%) and 
coordinating parties and activities (over 54%) (Sensis, 2012). Only 14% of 14- 19 
year olds and 30% of 20-29 year olds suggested that they use social media to 
research brands (Sensis, 2012). Fashion and music were the most common brands 
researched in the social media space (Sensis, 2012). Furthermore, 83% of 20-29 
year olds access their social media from a smart phone and 19% from an IPad or 
tablet (Sensis, 2012). A report from BI Intelligence suggests that Facebook is a 
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gender neutral social media and that 73% of internet users with incomes over $US 
75,000 are regular Facebook users (Smith, 2013). Social media enables a high level 
of self-disclosure and a continued social presence (Chu & Kim, 2011). It is 
estimated that Facebook users spend approximately seven hours and 55 minutes 
online each week which far exceeds the two hours two minutes spent on Google 
(Nielsen, 2012).   
In his study on young people and their relationship with the internet, Grant (2005) 
identified five motivations for why people go online. These were enhancement of 
their mood, to learn by experience, as passive escapism, for information and 
advice, and finally for social interaction. His studies found that mood enhancement 
(being entertained or being given a ‘lift’ in mood) was a very powerful motivator of 
Internet use. The second most powerful motivator was experiential learning, 
where Internet users are learning and exploring the Internet and are able to 
exchange ideas and discuss findings with others via email, bulletin boards and 
social networking sites. Notably the least powerful motivator of Internet use 
according to Grant’s research was searching for information and advice.  
Research done by the Pew Research Centre (Quitney Anderson & Rainie, 2010) 
suggests that these digital natives find the concept of privacy online as being less 
meaningful when compared to previous generations. It found that the social 
benefits that disclosure online carries outweighs their privacy concerns (Quitney 
Anderson & Rainie, 2010). This research also suggests that as this age group 
matures they will begin to limit their disclosure and be more strategic about who 
they share their information with. A new ‘netiquette’ will evolve as this generation 
understands the ramifications of over disclosure (Quitney Anderson & Rainie, 
2010). 
This age group embraces the empowerment that digital technologies provide. 
Consumer empowerment results from greater knowledge of the product, its price 
and competitors propositions (Pires, et al., 2006). This consumer empowerment 
has seen the shift from a marketer controlled environment to a consumer 
controlled one (Pires, et al., 2006) because business is unable to mediate the 
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information searches made by the consumer. Younger people are more likely to 
avoid advertising than their elders (Rojas-Menez, Davies, & Madran, 2009; Speck & 
Elliott, 1997). However, there is scant investigation of age as a factor in advertising 
avoidance in the online environment or in the specific context of SNS. 
Kelly et al.’s (2010) research into teenagers’ perceptions of advertising in SNS 
found that teenagers did not trust the advertising on the sites. They also generally 
did not notice the advertising (cognitive avoidance) as they believed the 
advertising to be irrelevant and untrustworthy (Kelly, et al., 2010). Other studies 
suggest that young people who are sceptical about online advertising also have a 
negative attitude towards advertising and online disclosure (Shin, Huh, & Faber, 
2012). These findings present a challenge to advertisers who are aiming to 
leverage off the behavioural targeting opportunities offered by social media to 
foster more engaging strategies to reach consumers (Plummer, Cook, Diforio, 
Sokolyanskaya, & Ovchinnikova, 2006).  
 
 
 
2.5 Privacy on social networking sites 
 
Privacy is constantly challenged in the social media environment as it is primarily a 
space for sharing information (Chu & Kim, 2011). Most SNS users have not read the 
privacy policies on their sites (Hoofnagle, King, Li, & Turow, 2010; Kelly, et al., 2010; 
Turow, Hennessy, & Bleakley, 2008; Turow, King, Hoofnagle, Bleakley, & Hennessy, 
2009), but many believe that the benefits of being a part of the site outweigh any 
privacy risks (Norberg, Horne, & Horne, 2007). Some studies suggest that users may 
provide false information to protect themselves from identify fraud (Grubbs Hoy & 
Milne, 2010), which in turn influences the accuracy of personalised advertising. 
For Facebook and other social networking sites to remain sustainable and continue 
to have public value, users must have confidence in the privacy afforded to them in 
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these spaces (Ellison, et al., 2007). Information disclosed plays a crucial function in 
online SNS usage and issues such as privacy controls and data mining are 
constantly reported in the media.   
An early study of college students examined their views of Facebook and privacy. It 
found very neutral attitudes towards most privacy issues except for the suggestion 
that ‘everybody should know about everyone else’ to which they strongly 
disagreed (Barnes, 2006). Having a neutral attitude towards privacy suggests little 
consideration to the ramifications of loss of privacy and use of data mining. This 
finding is supported by Grubbs Hoy and Milne (2010) in a later study who found 
that privacy concerns online amongst young adults aged 18 to 24 years is limited. 
Their research found that the opportunity to participate in the social networking 
format is considered a greater benefit than the risk associated with sharing too 
much online. 
Many teens naively believe that their site is private as long as it is not viewed by 
their parents (Barnes, 2006). Moreover, they are largely oblivious to the potential 
long-term privacy issues that their online profiles may create. Krasnova, Gunther, 
Spiekermann and Koroleva’s (2009) study of privacy in the online social networking 
space found that privacy concerns by users can influence and possibly reduce their 
use of the network. This trend may affect the long-term sustainability of these 
sites. Grubbs Hoy and Milne’s (2010) research found that the greater the privacy 
concerns by social network users the less the users felt that their privacy was being 
protected by Facebook.  
Lenhart and Madden’s (2007) study on Teens, Privacy and Online Social networks 
found that teenagers are aware of the dangers of releasing too much personal 
information on the internet, and that girls were generally more aware of restricting 
personal information than boys. Nearly half of the teens surveyed said they used 
online social networks as a way of meeting new friends. However a third of these 
stated that total strangers had contacted them and many felt scared or 
uncomfortable about the contact. Whilst they are aware of sharing too much 
information on their personal spaces, girls are more likely to post photos of 
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themselves and their friends on their profile while boys were more likely to post 
their mobile number, last names and the town that they live in (Lenhart & 
Madden, 2007).   
Some users believe that the information they put on their personal spaces is 
private yet they are unaware of the high level of surveillance placed on these sites 
by marketers, government agencies, the law and potentially school officials and 
employers (Barnes, 2006). Prior to registering for a Myspace or Facebook site users 
must agree to the terms of the websites’ privacy policy. This policy states that 
information may be collected and used and that websites will track the user’s 
online behaviour. The policies also state that others may view your profile if 
required (Hodge, 2006). What many teenagers do not appreciate is that even 
though their Myspace or Facebook sites are classified as being private, schools, 
universities and possibly potential employers have access. These sites are, in fact, 
public diaries (Barnes, 2006) and interactions on social networking sites are all 
recorded and retained for future social data mining (Dwyer, Hiltz, & Passerini, 
2007).  
There are a broad range of privacy issues that are relevant to online SNS (Krasnova, 
et al., 2009), including online bullying, reputation slander and the use of information 
to develop personal dossiers. The fear of social threats does not seem to have any 
impact on the amount of information disclosed online. It is considered that the 
privacy controls available online alleviate the concerns regarding social threats 
(Krasnova, et al., 2009). 
Organisational threats pose a greater concern. Users tend to limit disclosure in their 
social networking environment for fear of the information being collected and used 
by both the online social networking site and other third parties with commercial 
interests in their information (Krasnova, et al., 2009).   Recently the U.S. Federal 
Government accused Facebook of engaging in ‘unfair and deceptive practices’ by 
releasing without warning Facebook users’ information and data to other parties 
without approval (Sengupta, 2011). While no fines were issued Facebook is now 
subject to regular privacy audits for the next 20 years.  
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Behavioural targeting is the practice of customising an advertisement or service 
using the information collected online about a consumer’s behaviour (Berger, 2011; 
Grubbs Hoy & Milne, 2010). This type of targeted advertising is usually activated 
without the consumer’s consent (Grubbs Hoy & Milne, 2010). Whilst this type of 
customising the message and product to individuals based on identified behaviours 
may be considered the ultimate in customer centric marketing there are various risks 
to both consumer and marketer. 
Facebook originally targeted their advertising to consumers based on the personal 
information provided by the user and this was generally basic information such as 
age, gender and relationship status. In order to more accurately target consumers 
based on their behaviour Facebook then introduced a button where users can 
indicate that they ‘like’ a particular brand. Once this button is activated this means 
that the user agrees to receive messages and offers from the brand and potentially 
provide them with the user’s personal data (Gelles, 2010). 
The goal of behavioural targeting system is to customise the creative approach and 
message appropriate to the consumer based on their online activities (Jaworska & 
Sydow, 2008).  Berger (2011) suggests that behavioural targeting puts consumers in 
danger from exposure of private information to marketers, embarrassment of 
private details being publicly exposed, the risk of financial fraud due to information 
disclosure and the use of personal information to make adverse decisions regarding 
the consumer. 
The very nature of online SNS  as a space to share information has provided 
marketers with valuable targeting information via the user’s profile information, 
demographic information and also interests of the consumers based on applications, 
groups and ‘like’ pages (Grubbs Hoy & Milne, 2010). In addition to information 
gained from online searching, marketers can now paint a very clear picture of 
activities, interests and opinions of the people they want to reach. How the 
consumer reacts to the use of this personal information to target them will influence 
the response the marketers will receive.   
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Whilst it is evident that users of online SNS may not be fully aware of privacy issues 
when they use these sites, the fact that they reveal such personal information would 
suggest that they have high levels of trust in the site and trust in those who view the 
site (Dwyer, et al., 2007).  Dinev and Hart (2004) found that the antecedents to 
privacy concerns online are perceived vulnerability, personal interest and trust in the 
site. If users of online SNS are showing limited concern over privacy then is it 
reasonable to assume that they feel that the personal information contained on 
their sites does not place them in a vulnerable position, or go against their personal 
interest.  
The third antecedent of Dinev and Hart’s (2004) study of privacy concern is the level 
of trust in the site. The three types of trust are termed deterrence-based trust, 
knowledge-based trust and identification-based trust (Robbins, Millet, Cacioppe, & 
Waters-March, 2001). Deterrent-based trust is based on the concept that there are 
reprisals if the trust is violated, for example site users believe that the online social 
network sites will not use their information for any other purpose. Knowledge-based 
trust centres on the idea that trust is given based on previous behaviour, for 
example they have previously used online social networking sites and have not had 
any reason to distrust the site. Identification-based trust is based on trust through an 
emotional connection, for example using a particular online site because all your 
friends use that site. 
Malhotra, Kim and Agarwal (2004) suggest Internet users information privacy 
concerns are primarily based on the level of concern regarding how marketers 
collect their personal information, the level of control that the user feels that they 
have over the information disclosed and finally how the information will be 
eventually used. Their study suggests most people want to limit the amount of 
personal information online and the level of control they have over releasing 
information is very important. When users are not sure how the information will be 
used they will limit their disclosure (Malhotra, Kim, et al., 2004). 
Awad and Krishnan (2006) found that while many users of online SNS are very vocal 
in expressing concerns about the privacy of information, they are less vigilant in 
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safeguarding their personal information. Later research suggests that women may be 
more motivated than men to actively seek out behaviours that protect their privacy, 
with many providing false information to protect themselves from identity fraud 
which makes any targeted messages ineffective and wasteful (Grubbs Hoy & Milne, 
2010). 
Adolescents tend to disclose more information on Facebook and use the privacy 
setting less than adults. However, adults were seen to be less aware of the 
consequences of disclosure on Facebook (Christofides, Muise, & Desmarais, 2012). 
This suggests that adolescents, who are still in the process of developing their 
personalities, may not experience any significant consequences of disclosure. Adults 
are more influenced by their sense of self-esteem when considering disclosure on 
SNS (Christofides, et al., 2012). 
Research by Kelly, Kerr and Drennan (2010) found that while users of online SNS 
trust the medium will not misuse their information disclosed online, they do not 
trust advertising in this space. Young adolescents involved in this study were found 
to have concerns regarding the validity of the advertisements and did not trust those 
who advertised in the online social networking space. There was concern that the 
organisations may not be legitimate and that there was little policing of the claims 
made in these advertisements (Kelly, et al., 2010).   
There has been considerable research into the internet users’ information privacy 
concerns (Awad & Krishnan, 2006; Christofides, et al., 2012; Dinev & Hart, 2004; 
Dwyer, et al., 2007; Grubbs Hoy & Milne, 2010; Krasnova, et al., 2009; Malhotra, 
Kim, et al., 2004). This research has shown that if consumers are concerned about 
how their information will be used they will limit their disclosure and in doing so 
limit the opportunities of behavioural targeting (Krasnova, et al., 2009).    
Whilst behavioural targeting may be considered the ultimate in customer-centric 
marketing by delivering relevant and timely messages, there are risks to both 
consumer and marketer. Berger (2011) suggests that behavioural targeting puts 
consumers in danger by exposing their private information, as well as introducing 
the risk of financial fraud. Marketers in turn, may be considered to be adopting ‘big 
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brother’ tendencies by monitoring customers too closely and thus run the risk of a 
negative consumer reaction (Baek & Morimoto, 2012). There is a delicate balance 
between making the advertisement relevant to consumers and raising their privacy 
concerns when advertising is too personalised (Baek & Morimoto, 2012). Studies 
done by Turow, King, Hoofnagle, Bleakley and Hennessy (2009) suggest that 
consumers do not want advertising that is specifically targeted to them and are quite 
concerned that their information is being stored online and is being used. 
The evolution of SNS such as Facebook, has seen these sites move from a 
communication tool between groups chosen by the user, to a platform where the 
user’s information is publically available by default. As a result of this evolution, and 
as evident in Table 2, the responsibility for privacy has shifted from the social media 
platform to the user (Nehf, 2007).  
Much of the user’s personal information and activities are now considered public 
information and are shared with partnered websites and marketers for behaviourally 
targeted advertising (Opsahl, 2010). How this shift in privacy control and changing of 
policies affects those using these sites and the trust that they have in these sites, is a 
key area of investigation for this paper. The research suggests that there is a 
relationship between privacy concerns and advertising avoidance, however privacy 
has not been specifically identified as an antecedent of advertising avoidance. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Table 2: Facebook privacy policies  
 Facebook Policy Responsibility 
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for Privacy 
2005 Facebook policy is that no personal information will be provided to anyone who does not belong to at least 
one of the groups specified by the user in their privacy settings (Opsahl, 2010). 
Facebook 
2006 Default setting limit information available (Opsahl, 2010) Facebook 
2007 Information made public by default. 
Name, school name, and profile picture made available in search results by default unless privacy settings 
are altered (Opsahl, 2010) 
User 
2009 Photos, friend lists etc. now became publicly accessible. Information such as name, profile photo, religion, 
fan pages, which were previously designated as private, are now considered publicly available to everyone.  
Users can protect this information by altering their search privacy settings (Opsahl, 2010) 
Within four days of these changes over 500 Facebook groups were formed discussing the changes 
(Schwartz, 2011). 
User 
2010 Facebook offers a more ‘simplistic’ privacy option for users. 
US Federal Trade Commission claims self-regulation has not worked and proposes a ‘Do not track’ opt out 
option for consumers (Schwartz, 2011). 
When users connect to a website the site will automatically have access to General information (e.g. 
names, friends, connection and content shared). This connection will be shown on your site unless 
otherwise altered in privacy settings (Opsahl, 2010). 
User 
2011 U.S. Federal Trade Commission obtains a guarantee that Facebook will obtain ‘express informed consent’ 
before making retroactive changes to Privacy settings (Schwartz, 2011). 
Facebook  
2012 Facebook introduces Timeline, which outlines the user’s transactions on Facebook as a way of 
presenting a story of their life. 
Facebook accused of tracking consumers even though they were logged out (Archer, 2012).  
User 
2013 Facebook rewords its Statement of Rights and Responsibilities so that users (even those under 18 years) 
better understand that when they Like a company’s site they automatically give companies permission to 
use profiles for advertising purposes (Kotenko, 2013).     
Associated Press reports that Facebook is allowing those aged between 13-17 to share their posts with 
anyone on the internet (previously limited for this age group) (AP, 2013). 
User 
 
2.6 Advertising engagement 
 
Engagement online is an evolving and an important concept for advertising and 
media strategists (Peacock, Purvis, & Hazlett, 2011). The introduction of numerous 
social media options and across multiple media platforms (i.e., android mobile 
phones and tablets) has meant that the consumers are now connected to 
information 24/7. Marketers understand engagement is now a priority and now 
consider engagement as a crucial media campaign objective (Grimshaw, 2012), with 
a push towards a standardised media measurement becoming inevitable (Peacock, 
et al., 2011). 
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Engagement in a broader sense is defined by the Oxford Dictionary as being “to 
occupy or attract and to establish a meaningful connection with” (Oxford Dictionary, 
2013). However practitioners and academics alike struggle to agree on what 
engagement means when it relates to advertising, media and customer engagement 
(Calder, et al., 2009). Table 3 provides an overview of the recent literature on 
advertising engagement and provides definitions for engagement.   
One definition of engagement provides a consumer focus and defines it as being 
how the consumer experiences the website and this experience can either be 
utilitarian (providing information) or intrinsically enjoyable (Calder, et al., 2009). It is 
about actually connecting with the consumer and establishing a relationship with 
them (Calder, et al., 2009). It is this collection of experiences that influences the 
engagement outcome. Another definition suggested by the Cranfield School of 
Management defines online engagement as “a cognitive and effective commitment 
to the active relationship with a brand as represented by a website or computer-
mediated entities designed to communicate brand value, at a point in time” and 
requires a commitment and ongoing relationship with the brand (Rangeley & 
Mollen, 2012, p.3). Other researchers suggest a more brand centric approach where 
engagement is how the brand behaves when interacting with the consumer (Hui, 
2012); Kean, 2012). Others see engagement as being a psychological process 
(Bowden, 2009), or a psychological state that may fluctuate dependent on the level 
of engagement (Brodie, et al., 2013). Rappaport’s Engagement Model (2007) 
acknowledges the importance of relevance of brands to the consumer and 
development of an emotional connection to the brand.   
The definition used in this study, is recommended by the Advertising Research 
Foundation’s (ARF) White Paper on Engagement. It defines engagement as being 
“that which occurs when a prospective consumer’s mind is turned on to a brand idea 
enhanced by the surrounding context” (cited in Calder and Malthouse, 2008, p. 2). 
This definition sits comfortably with both traditional and online media, and suggests 
that rather than being a definitive state that engagement should be considered as a 
spectrum (van Doorn, et al., 2010).   
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Table 3: Previous studies of engagement   
Author Engagement Definition Findings 
Wang (2006) Turning a prospect to a brand idea enhanced by surrounding 
content (ARF Definition 2006) 
Contextual relevance is influential in 
engagement.   
Higher engagement increases ad recall, 
message involvement, message 
believability, attitude to message and ad. 
Kilger and 
Romer (2007) 
 
Turning a prospect to a brand idea enhanced by surrounding 
content (ARF Definition 2006) 
Global dimensions of engagement to media 
vehicles – inspirational, trustworthy, life 
enhancing, social involvement and personal 
timeout.  Dimensions for the internet – 
interactivity/community and enjoyment 
and attraction 
Rappaport 
(2007) 
Engagement centres on the high relevance of brands to 
consumers and the development of an emotional connection 
between consumers and brands 
Identifies three areas of importance for 
advertising – advertising on demand, 
advertising as a service and engagement 
Calder, 
Malthouse and 
Schaedel 
(2009) 
Engagement is a collection of experiences with the website 
and that content can be engaging because it provides a 
utilitarian experience or an intrinsically enjoyable 
experience. 
Personal and social-interactive engagement 
online are positively linked to advertising 
effectiveness. 
Bowden 
(2009) 
Engagement is a psychological process that models the 
underlying mechanisms by which customer loyalty forms as 
well as the mechanism by which loyalty is maintained for 
repeat purchase customers 
Customer engagement is a process that 
includes formation of commitment, 
increased levels of involvement and trust 
and development of affective commitment 
to the brand 
Heath (2009) 
 
The amount of subconscious feeling going on when an 
advertisement is being processed 
Engagement and attention operate 
independently. Brands must communicate 
emotionally. 
Taylor (2010) 
 
Presents a series of definitions for engagement. Suggests 
that definitions take on a behavioural or an attitudinal 
approach to engagement 
Posits that behaviours are not constructs of 
engagement but outcomes of engagement. 
Brodie, 
Hollebeek, 
Juric and Ilic 
(2011) 
 
Engagement is a context dependent, psychological state 
characterised by fluctuating intensity that occurs within 
dynamic iterative engagement processes 
Engagement is a multidimensional construct 
comprising of cognitive, emotional and 
behavioural dimensions 
Rangeley and 
Mollen (2012) 
 
A cognitive and affective commitment to an active 
relationship with a brand as represented by a website or 
computer mediated entities designed to communicate brand 
value at a point in time 
Engagement is operationalised by 4 
dimensions 1) sustained cognitive 
processing 2) temporal need 3) self-
congruence 4) social identity 
Gummerus, 
Liljander, 
Weman & 
Pihlstom 
(2012) 
Customer engagement behaviours defined as customer 
behavioural manifestations that have a brand or firm focus, 
beyond purchase, resulting from motivational drivers.(van 
Doorn et al, 2010) 
Customer engagement can be either 
Community engagement behaviours or 
transactional engagement behaviours.  
Benefits of customer engagement include 
social benefits, entertainment benefits and 
economic benefits 
Brodie, Ilic, 
Juric and 
Hollebeek 
(2013) 
 
Engagement is a context dependent, psychological state 
characterised by fluctuating intensity that occurs within 
dynamic iterative engagement processes 
Engaged customers exhibit enhanced 
customer loyalty, satisfaction, 
empowerment, connection, emotional 
bonding, trust and commitment  
Van Doorn, 
Lemon, Mittal, 
Nass, Pick, 
Pirner and 
Verhoef (2013) 
Customer engagement behaviours defined as customer 
behavioural manifestations that have a brand or firm focus, 
beyond purchase, resulting from motivational drivers. 
Develop a conceptual model of antecedents 
and consequences of customer engagement 
behaviours – customer, firm and societal. 
 
It is suggested that engagement does not necessarily require high levels of activity 
from the consumer and might simply occur when a consumer is mentally connecting 
with the brand (Malthouse & Calder, 2011). However the value of engagement is 
dependent upon how deeply the consumer engages with the brand or message 
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(Plummer, Zaltmann, & Mast, 2006). Engagement requires a state of active cognitive 
processing (Mollen & Wilson, 2010) and time limitations may influence whether 
consumers are able to engage with a brand or not (Kilger & Romer, 2007; Rangeley & 
Mollen, 2012).  
Engagement is important, as researchers believe that when engagement increases so 
does advertising effectiveness (Aaker & Brown, 1972; Bronner & Neijens, 2006; 
Calder, et al., 2009; Cunningham, Hall, & Young, 2006). Other consequences of 
engagement include increased advertising recall and message involvement (Wang, 
2006), consumer commitment, trust and satisfaction (Brodie, et al., 2013; 
Gummerus, Liljander, Weman, & Pihlstrom, 2012).    
Relevance is central to engagement (Mollen & Wilson, 2010; Rappaport, 2007) and 
when consumers can personally relate to messages they are more inclined to engage 
with brands (Plummer, Zaltmann, et al., 2006). Social media provides data mining 
opportunities to make messages more relevant. Formulating marketing messages to 
consumers using this disclosed information is known as behavioural targeting 
(Jaworska & Sydow, 2008).  Social networking sites allow marketers to customise the 
type of advertising to leverage the interests and behaviours of the consumer and 
hopefully make the message more meaningful and relevant (Jaworska & Sydow, 
2008). Internet ‘activists’ (avid social media users) are considered to be more 
engaged and therefore more loyal and more likely to respond to advertising 
(Rangeley & Mollen, 2012). However, SNS are unique when compared to other 
advertising media, as it is a social site and also a private space, so marketers need to 
be sensitive to this environment and not risk losing customers by evoking privacy 
concerns (Kelly, et al., 2010; Knapman & Vogt, 2007). 
The literature suggests that engagement (in this instance engagement with online 
brand communities) is influenced by identification and self-congruence with the 
brand’s identity and social identity.  Engagement also benefits from association with 
the brand and the functional benefits of association (informational and financial 
incentives) (Wirtz et al., 2013). Rangeley and Mollen (2012) outline the dimensions 
that characterise commitment to online engagement from a consumer’s perspective 
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as being sustained cognitive processing, temporal (current or limited) need, self-
congruence and the users social identity.  
To effectively engage with consumers, Campbell, Conare and Hernandez (2010) 
suggest that brands allow consumers to approach the brand and have a degree of 
control over the message. The message needs to be interesting and relevant (Kaplan 
& Haenlein, 2010), and a dialogue needs to be created with consumers. By providing 
messages of value to the customers, consumers are more likely to become brand 
advocates (Campbell, et al., 2010). Consumers don’t  ‘like’ brands so that they will 
receive advertising from this brand. They ‘like’ a brand to receive some type of value 
primarily in the form of information (Wang & Calder, 2007). This concept of value 
was also mooted by Taylor et al. (2011), who found that consumer attitudes were 
more positive towards brands that provided entertainment value. They also suggest 
that peer influence, self-brand congruity, privacy concerns and invasiveness also 
influence consumer attitudes towards the brand, but that entertainment value was 
the most significant predictor of a favourable consumer attitude. Grummerus et al. 
(2012) suggest that consumers consider engaging with brand communities when 
they perceive social benefits, entertainment benefits and economic benefits. 
Media planners utilise analytics to measure consumer behaviour and engagement on 
social media sites, however this may not provide a true reflection of a consumer’s 
response to an advertisement. If we consider that engagement is the turning of a 
prospect to a brand then an emotional or a psychological response can be expected 
from the consumer (Taylor, 2010). The level of emotional activation by the 
consumers contributes to the emotional connection between the consumer and the 
brand, therefore increasing overall engagement (Peacock, et al., 2011).   
The Internet is considered to be more engaging than other less interactive media as 
it is used for sharing and communicating (Calder, et al., 2009). Some researchers 
suggest that participation on SNS influences a user’s social capital (Ellison, et al., 
2007; Steinfield, et al., 2008). Social capital is the term given to the value of 
resources available to a person or an organisation as a result of their network of 
relationships (Hung & Li, 2007). By encouraging ‘peer to peer’ debate, marketers can 
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generate ‘organic insight’ into what is relevant and important to consumers (Hui, 
2012). Social networking sites are tailored to encourage this social interaction and in 
doing offer the potential for social involvement with a brand (Calder, et al., 2009; 
Grummerus, et al., 2012; Kilger & Romer, 2007; van Doorn, et al., 2010). 
Uses and Gratification theory goes some way to explaining why consumers use a 
particular medium.  The theory suggests that consumers use particular media 
because it meets and fulfils a consumer need or needs.  These needs are specific to 
the individual and are influenced by the individual’s values and attitudes.  The needs 
fulfilled by the medium are generally psychological or social in nature (Katz and 
Blumler, 1974)  
Calder et al. (2009) sees engagement as being connected to a brand. They consider 
engagement with advertising online and draw upon the Uses and Gratifications 
Theory to explain the experiences of those online. Uses and gratification theory sees 
the Internet as providing information, enhancing personal identity, integration and 
social interaction (gaining a sense of belonging) and providing entertainment. The 
researchers posit that engagement is a collection of these experiences online with 
outcomes of usage and attentiveness, affective responses and reactions to the 
advertising (Calder, et al., 2009). Once consumers are engaged with a message or 
brand online they will respond in a cognitive, affective or behavioural manner 
(Taylor, 2010).   
Much of the current research in the area of engagement focuses on the 
consequences of engagement online and not what influences engagement. If we 
consider the definition of engagement as being the turning on of a prospect to a 
brand idea enhanced by the surrounding context, then understanding what triggers 
this turning on of consumers so that they are likely to engage with a brand on SNS is 
a topic worthy of greater examination. In considering the literature reviewed on 
advertising engagement, it can be proposed that the opposite of the consumer 
engagement might be the consumer avoiding the advertising. This is supported by 
the approach avoidance theory, which proposes that a consumer is likely to engage 
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with a stimulus (advertising) if it provides a positive outcome and will ignore it or 
avoid the stimulus if the outcome is negative (Elliot, 2006).   
 
2.7 Advertising avoidance  
 
Advertising avoidance is defined as, “all actions by media users that differentially 
reduce their exposure to ad content” and can occur by cognitive, behavioural and 
mechanical means” (Speck & Elliott 1997, p. 61). Advertising avoidance, or the 
decision to participate or not in a brand conversation, is considered a form of 
consumer empowerment (Schultz, 2006). This empowerment has increased as 
technology for mechanical avoidance has improved and as the online environment has 
shifted power from marketers to consumers (Denegri-Knott, 2006). New technologies 
support avoidance through devices such as remote controls, TiVo and Internet 
blocking systems, so advertising avoidance becomes easier and automatic. Consumers 
now can control where and when they receive information and can source their brand 
information online rather than rely on advertising messages.   
The decision to avoid advertising is predicted by a number of key factors (Speck & 
Elliott, 1997). These include the demographic characteristics of the consumer, 
media-related variables, perceptions towards the advertising and communication 
problems such as noise and clutter. In their definitive 1997 study of advertising 
avoidance, Speck and Elliott found that television suffered from advertising 
avoidance more than print media, as consumers found television commercials 
unbelievable and annoying. The predictors of advertising avoidance in television 
were age (younger people are more likely to avoid advertisements) and the 
perception of advertising as annoying and disruptive. Age was also a predictor in 
avoiding radio advertising, with younger people who flick between numerous 
stations more likely to avoid advertising. Similar findings related to newspapers, 
although younger individuals are less likely to read them in the first place (Speck & 
Elliott, 1997). Advertising avoidance research supports a wealth of investigation 
into ‘zappers’. Generally, people who avoid advertising by zapping television 
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commercials tend to be young, male and more affluent than non-zappers 
(Danaher, 1995; Heeter & Greenbery, 1985; Krugman, Cameron, & White, 1995; 
Zufryden, Pedrick, & Sankaralingam, 1993). 
Rojas-Mendez, Davies and Madran (2009) found some support for Speck and 
Elliot’s work, when they explored consumer demographic factors in advertising 
avoidance across the United Kingdom, Chile and Turkey. Age was related to 
advertising avoidance in the UK and to mechanical avoidance in Turkey, but was 
not significant in Chile. In terms of gender, females demonstrated behavioural 
avoidance, while men used mechanical means most often. Education was also a 
predictive factor, with more educated people demonstrating greater behavioural 
avoidance. 
The impact of advertising avoidance was also tested by Bellman, Schweda and 
Varan (2010). They found the most common form of avoidance, cognitive 
avoidance or ignoring the advertisements, had a similar effect to fast-forwarding. If 
consumers had previously seen the advertisement, even partial exposures like fast-
forwarding can increase recall. Equally though, prior exposure can increase 
avoidance.  
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Advertising avoidance has also been explored in the online environment (Cho & 
Cheon, 2004; Duff & Faber, 2011; Hadija, et al., 2012; Jin & Villegas, 2007; Kelly, et al., 
2010; D. G. Taylor, et al., 2011). Three antecedents of advertising avoidance were 
identified by Cho and Cheon (2004). These antecedents were interruption of task, 
perceived clutter on Internet sites and negative past experiences with Internet 
advertising. The first antecedent, interruption of task or perceived goal impediment, is 
important online as the Internet is considered to be more goal and task-oriented than 
traditional media. When the speed of data retrieval and processing is reduced or 
interrupted by advertising, consumers may react in a negative way towards the 
advertisement or product (Cho & Cheon, 2004). Pop-up advertisements, distracting 
advertisements or advertisements that require action from the consumer before they 
are able to resume their online activity may encourage consumers to delete the 
message immediately and avoid the advertising completely. 
The second antecedent of advertising avoidance online is perceived advertising 
clutter, or the belief that there is too much advertising in a given medium. This can 
prove a distraction, causing consumers to discriminate and avoid advertisements 
that are not relevant or important to them (Ingram, 2006). If perceived clutter is 
excessive, consumers are likely to have difficulty in discriminating between 
messages, leading them to disregard all messages in this space (Cho & Cheon, 
2004).   
The third antecedent of advertising avoidance is prior negative experience, where 
consumers experience advertising that is deceptive, exaggerated, incorrectly targeted, 
or leads users to inappropriate sites (Cho & Cheon, 2004). This leads users to feel that 
that the internet is a distrustful medium (Grant, 2005). 
Jin and Villegas (2007) also researched online advertising avoidance, considering the 
role of consumer ambivalence and consumer interactivity. Their study found that 
when consumers had low levels of interactivity and high levels of ambivalence toward 
the advertising, they were more likely to avoid or ignore the advertisements that they 
saw online. Hadija, Barnes and Hair (2012) suggested that SNS users simply do not 
notice the advertising on their SNS. 
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In 2010, Kelly, Kerr and Drennan proposed a new model of advertising avoidance, by 
applying Cho and Cheon’s (2004) research in the online environment to the more 
specific context of online SNS. In addition to the three antecedents that Cho and 
Cheon identified, Kelly et al. (2010) identified other factors of influence and 
incorporated these into a model (see Figure 2).  
Kelly et al. (2010) suggest that SNS (Facebook) users may avoid advertising if they 
have expectations of negative experiences from clicking on the advertisement. This 
expectation could be as a result of previous negative experiences with advertising on 
SNS or, for the teenagers in this study, a warning from people in authority (parents 
or teachers) regarding the dangers of catching a virus online.   
Relevance of the advertising message was also found to be an antecedent of 
advertising avoidance. If the advertising message is not of interest to the receiver of 
the message, then the information is likely to not be processed and ignored. 
The third antecedent of advertising avoidance was scepticism of the message claims 
made on SNS. If consumers are sceptical of the claims made by the advertisement or 
if these claims are not appropriate to the media environment, then they are likely to 
ignore the message and potentially disregard other messages in this medium.  Kelly 
et al.’s (2010) research also found that consumers are sceptical about the credibility 
of online social networking sites as an advertising medium. They perceive that there 
is little policing of advertising claims in this medium and are also likely to avoid the 
advertising. Kelly et al.’s (2010) research suggests that one or more of these 
antecedents can lead to cognitive, behavioural or mechanical avoidance.   
In addition to understanding why SNS users might avoid advertising in this space, it is 
also useful to understand how the advertising is being avoided. Speck and Elliott 
(1997) evaluated traditional media and identified advertising avoidance as being 
cognitive, behavioural or mechanical in nature. They suggest cognitive avoidance 
occurs when a consumer intentionally ignores an advertisement. When consumers 
leave the room during a television advertisement or discard a promotional insert it is 
considered to be behavioural avoidance. Mechanical avoidance occurs when a 
consumer changes channels during the commercials. The dimensions of advertising 
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avoidance outlined by Speck and Elliott (1997) suggest that there are multiple ways 
that consumers may avoid advertising. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 2: Model of advertising avoidance in online social networking sites  
 
 
(Source, Kelly et al., 2010) 
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Cho and Cheon (2004) investigated advertising avoidance in the online environment 
and acknowledged that the Internet offers different experiences to consumers and 
different opportunities to avoid advertising. They propose that cognitive avoidance is 
the consumer’s belief about the advertising, which may lead to avoidance. They also 
suggest that as consumers may have a feeling or emotional beliefs (possibly negative 
belief) about advertising on the Internet, this may lead to affective avoidance (e.g., 
consumers really dislike advertising online so they ignore it). They define behavioural 
avoidance as when consumers scroll down the web pages to avoid the advertising 
and click away from web sites that include banner advertising. While Cho and 
Cheon’s (2004) study identified three dimensions of advertising avoidance, their 
model measured avoidance as a singular higher order construct, and suggests that 
the antecedents of advertising avoidance influence all dimensions of avoidance. 
Interestingly they do not propose mechanical avoidance, which is easily achieved 
online through technology such as advertising blocking software. 
 
2.7.1 Cognitive advertising avoidance 
Cognitive advertising avoidance, which is the most common form of avoidance 
(Bellman, et al., 2010), is when a consumer avoids advertising using “intentional 
attempts at thought suppression” (Williams & Moulds, 2007, p. 1142). However, 
when consumers intentionally ignore or avoid advertising, they are still being 
exposed to the advertising message. Research suggests that cognitive avoidance has 
a similar effect to fast forwarding, and even partial exposure to an advertising 
message may increase recall of the advertising message (Bellman, et al., 2010). One 
form of cognitive avoidance is known as banner blindness. The term banner 
blindness refers to the finding that consumers may avoid looking at advertising 
banners online (Hervet, Guerard, Tremblay, & Saber Chtourou, 2011). Eye tracking 
research into banner blindness found that due to the predictable nature of 
advertising online, consumers have learnt to avoid advertising in the expected areas 
(Barreto, 2013). This has led to Facebook introducing advertising in the users’ 
newsfeed in addition to the sponsored advertising on the right hand side of the 
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page. This also means that now advertising messages are competing with content 
from the SNS users’ friends in the news feed (Hadija, et al., 2012). If consumers are 
intentionally or unintentionally avoiding behaviour by thought suppression, this will 
have an influence on whether they exhibit advertising avoidance behaviour 
(Baumeister, Masicampo, & Vohs, 2011). 
 
2.7.2 Affective advertising avoidance 
Affective advertising avoidance occurs when consumers have negative feelings 
towards advertising that encourages them to avoid it (Alwitt & Prabhaker, 1994; Cho 
& Cheon, 2004). Consumers may develop negative feelings towards advertising 
when they have been warned about advertising on SNS by others (Fredrickson, 
2001). Consumers may also have a negative feeling towards advertising on their site 
if they perceive it to be cluttered and avoid advertising (Ha & McCann, 2008). If 
clutter irritates consumers this may influence affective advertising avoidance (Cho & 
Cheon, 2004). 
Previous studies of advertising on SNS  suggest that when consumers do not see SNS  
as a reliable or trustworthy advertising medium they may develop a negative 
attitude towards advertising in this space (Kelly, et al., 2010), and these negative 
feelings may trigger affective avoidance.   
Another trigger of affective advertising avoidance is privacy concerns. If consumers 
are concerned about their privacy in this space they will limit the information they 
share (Krasnova, et al., 2009) and exhibit avoidance behaviours. If consumers feel 
that their information is being used to target them too closely they will also have a 
negative reaction to the message and avoid the advertising (Baek & Morimoto, 
2012). Privacy control and privacy concerns were identified as an antecedent to 
advertising avoidance for personalised advertising (Baek & Morimoto, 2012), and 
given the increased use of brands using online information on SNS , it is timely that 
this link is explored. 
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2.7.3 Behavioural advertising avoidance 
Behavioural advertising avoidance requires the consumer to take some type of a 
behavioural action to avoid advertising. On SNS this may include the scrolling down 
over advertisements or closing down video advertising. Cho and Cheon (2004, p. 91) 
define behavioural avoidance as “consumer avoidance actions other than lack of 
attention”. This study recognises that behavioural avoidance is also mechanical 
avoidance on social media. Mechanical blocking of advertising messages has been 
made easier by the increased use of ad blocking software. Forbes Online Magazines 
reports that over 22.7% of web surfers are blocking their advertising and the 
numbers googling Adblock has doubled in the past year (Hill, 2013). These numbers 
suggest that consumers are not seeing value in the advertising they receive online. 
Mechanical avoidance in the form of ad blocking software can be classified as a type 
of behavioural avoidance, as the user has intentionally behaved in a way that 
eliminates exposure to advertising. Behavioural avoidance is of concern to 
advertisers as it automatically eliminates exposure to their message. 
One of the benefits of advertising on SNS when compared with other more traditional 
media options is the opportunity to deliver advertising targeted specifically to the 
interests and online activities of consumers. This in turn would suggest that 
advertising might be more relevant to the consumer and therefore less likely to be 
avoided (Baek & Morimoto, 2012). However, Baek and Morimoto (2012) suggest that 
consumers avoid personalised advertising when they experience concerns regarding 
their privacy or are irritated by the advertising. When consumers feel they are 
targeted too closely, they feel they are being monitored and may react negatively 
(Baek & Morimoto, 2012).  
 
2.8 Summary 
  
This chapter has reviewed the literature regarding Internet advertising and in 
particular advertising on SNS, and outlines the growth of SNS since its inception. It 
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provides an overview of the SNS user providing insights into how and why they have 
embraced SNS. The chapter provides an overview of how consumers may perceive 
privacy on these sites and the theoretical frameworks that underpin users’ attitudes 
towards privacy. The concept of engagement is discussed and an overview of 
previous research into this area is presented, with key authors identified. The link 
between advertising engagement and advertising avoidance is suggested and an 
overview of the current advertising avoidance literature is detailed. The next chapter 
provides an overview of the three studies and the four journal articles and outlines 
their interrelatedness.    
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Chapter Three Overview of Research and Journal Papers 
 
The overarching research question posed in this study is:   
What influences consumer engagement or advertising avoidance behaviour on social 
networking sites? 
This study seeks to better understand how attitudes towards SNS have evolved over 
a four year timeframe and investigate the triggers for engagement and avoidance, 
and test the antecedents of avoidance on SNS model. In doing so, it explores 
consumer privacy concerns and their impact on both engagement and avoidance. 
 
3.1 Research gaps and questions 
  
To address the overarching research question, this study aims to extend the 
knowledge of how consumers perceive advertising on SNS, especially in the area of 
advertising avoidance and privacy, and to identify what critical incidences might 
trigger engagement or avoidance on SNS. The study will also investigate and test a 
model of antecedents of advertising avoidance on SNS. The preceding literature 
review has identified four research gaps and in response to these gaps, four 
corresponding research questions have been developed.   
Firstly, the literature suggests that SNS has rapidly evolved with technology and 
behavioural targeting and has now become more specific and tailored to the 
consumer based on their online activities. How perceptions of advertising on SNS 
have evolved since its inception has not been addressed in academic research. Early 
research on SNS  (in this case primarily the Myspace platform) suggests that 
Generation Y’s are dismissive and sceptical of advertising, that they do not feel that 
it is relevant to them or even targeted to them (Kelly, et al., 2010). This research 
seeks to identify any shifts in how consumers might perceive advertising on SNS and 
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specifically if they avoid the advertising on Facebook. As such, research question one 
has been posed as: 
Research Question 1: How do consumer perceptions of advertising avoidance in 
social networking sites alter over a four year timeframe? 
Following on from research question one, the literature identifies how privacy 
protection on SNS has shifted away from being the platform’s responsibility to that 
of the consumer (Kotenko, 2013; Opsahl, 2010; Schwartz, 2011). When consumers 
feel that their privacy may be compromised they are likely to limit use and limit 
disclosure (Krasnova, et al., 2009). This limiting of sharing may influence engagement 
with brands on SNS. It is therefore timely that research investigates how consumers 
might respond to this shift in privacy control and in doing so extend the literature on 
perceptions of consumer privacy on SNS. 
Research Question 2: How do consumer online privacy concerns in social networking 
sites alter over a four year timeframe? 
Research that identifies antecedents of engagement is limited, with much of the 
literature focusing on outcomes of engagement (Brodie, Hollebeek, Juric, & Ilic, 
2011; Calder, et al., 2009; Cunningham, et al., 2006; Grummerus, et al., 2012). Yet, 
there is considerable academic research into advertising avoidance (Cho & Cheon, 
2004; Hadija, et al., 2012; Kelly, et al., 2010; Speck & Elliott, 1997). Approach 
avoidance theory suggests that consumers will engage with stimulus (in this case 
advertising) if they expect a positive outcome and avoid it if the stimulus provides a 
negative outcome (Elliot, 2006). This suggests that engagement and avoidance may 
be polar opposites. Understanding what triggers engagement or avoidance requires 
investigations into the critical incidences that occur when a consumer is exposed to a 
brand message on SNS. This leads to the third research question: 
Research Question 3: How do critical incidents influence consumers' advertising 
engagement and advertising avoidance in social networking sites? 
 
Finally, the literature has provided a model of advertising avoidance of online 
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advertising (Cho & Cheon, 2004) and also an untested model of advertising 
avoidance on SNS (Kelly, et al., 2010). Both these models identify antecedents of 
advertising avoidance and measure advertising avoidance as one single construct, 
yet the literature describes advertising avoidance as being either cognitive, affective 
or behavioural (Speck & Elliott, 1997; Cho & Cheon, 2004; Kelly, et al., 2010). To 
extend the knowledge of advertising avoidance on SNS, a model of avoidance needs 
be updated and tested, with the influence the antecedents on affective, cognitive 
and behavioural avoidance measured. Therefore the key gap in the literature and 
the key contribution of this study leads to the final research question. 
Research Question 4: What are the antecedents of advertising avoidance in the 
online social networking environment? 
 
3.2 Research methodology 
 
This study seeks to better understand what influences consumer engagement or 
advertising avoidance on SNS. The research moves from an exploratory approach in 
the first study, through to a deeper insight development in the second study. The 
third study provides a quantitative testing of the antecedents of advertising 
avoidance on SNS and as such will present a Models of Advertising Avoidance on 
SNS.    
 
3.2.1 Methodological approach 
Study One 
The first study is exploratory in nature, which is appropriate due to the changing 
nature of the medium and the limited amount of current academic literature 
available on advertising avoidance and privacy on SNS  (Cavana, Delahaye, & 
Sekaran, 2001; Zikmund, 2003). Exploratory research is useful to gain a better 
understanding of an issue and it can provide a starting point for more rigorous 
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research at a later date (Cooper & Schindler, 2006; Davis, 2000; Zikmund, 2003). 
Exploratory research is typically qualitative, as this type of research allows the 
researcher to investigate the beliefs and perspectives of the participants with an aim 
to identify patterns through documentation and analysis (Cavana, et al., 2001). Focus 
groups will be used in Study One as they offer the opportunity to collect information 
from a small group and to understand their perspectives towards a particular 
subject. Focus groups are also useful for encouraging ideas to develop from the 
group and uncovering factors that influence opinion (Krueger & Casey, 2000). The 
social element of focus groups means that participants are often relaxed and are 
therefore more likely to express their views. It is a cost effective method and a 
timely way of collecting data (Marshall & Rossman, 2006). The data collected from 
this study will be compared with data collected from the same group of participants 
in study conducted four years earlier. The opportunity to compare and contrast the 
participants’ views and perceptions towards advertising avoidance and privacy on 
SNS will provide valuable and unique insights into shifts in perceptions over a four 
year period.  
Study Two 
To expand on the information gained from Study One, Study Two will utilise in-depth 
interviews to gain insights into the issues identified in the focus groups (Cooper & 
Schindler, 2006; Hair, Babin, Money, & Samouel, 2003). This style of qualitative 
research gives the participant the opportunity to be candid about their opinions and 
to express themselves freely, which in turn provides a large amount of rich data 
about the research topic (Stokes & Bergin, 2006). Participants are able to expand on 
and discuss issues in much greater detail, and often enjoy the feeling of 
empowerment from having their opinion sought which can also improve the quality 
of the data collected (Davis, 2000; Stokes & Bergin, 2006). The in-depth interviews 
will use critical incident technique (CIT) approach. Critical incident technique is used 
in qualitative research as a way of identifying significant events or incidents and 
examining by interview how the participant reacted to the event, how they felt 
about the event and what the outcomes were (Gremler, 2004). Usually participants 
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are asked to remember and discuss an incident as an example of best practice and 
then an example of worst practice (Byrne, 2001). Each incident becomes the unit of 
analysis with theme commonalities identified (Redmann, Lambrecht, & Stitt-Gohdes, 
2000). Critical incident technique is widely used in many areas of research including 
marketing, and is considered to be an effective exploratory and investigative 
research method (Robson, 2011) as it uses questions that are grounded in real life 
experiences (Saunders, Lewis, & Thornhill, 2012). 
Study Three 
The third study adopts a more deductive approach where a quantitative study will be 
developed to test the findings from previous studies and other research into 
advertising avoidance (Saunders, et al., 2012). Using an online survey of over 800 
participants, this study will test a model of advertising avoidance on SNS. The survey 
data was analysed using multiple regression analysis.  Multiple regression analysis 
provided the opportunity to test the relationship between the independent variable 
(the avoidance antecedents) and the dependant variables (the dimensions of 
advertising avoidance) (Malhotra, Hall, Shaw and Oppenheim, 2004).  The 
hypothesised relationships between the antecedents and the dimensions of 
advertising avoidance will be tested.   
Multi-Method Approach 
There are many benefits of employing a multi-method research approach for this 
study. By using different research methods we were able to produce insights that are 
robust and compelling (Davis, Golicic, & Boerstler, 2011). The triangulation of 
findings provides the ability to corroborate the findings from previous studies 
(Saunders, et al., 2012). Harrison (2013) suggests in exploratory studies it is usual to 
utilise qualitative research in initial studies and then build on the data using 
quantitative testing. The first qualitative study will provide a contextual background 
to the research questions through a series of focus groups and the second qualitative 
study will expand on these insights. The quantitative study will test the relationship 
between the variables examined. There are many benefits in using the multi-method 
approach, as it allows the researcher to answer broader research questions as well 
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as providing a more comprehensive answer to the research question (Davis, et al., 
2011). It not only provides data from different sources, it also provides reliability and 
validity to the findings (Cooper & Schindler, 2006; Mason, 2000; Saunders, et al., 
2012). 
 
3.3 Overview of Study One   
 
A longitudinal cohort study into advertising avoidance and privacy in the online social 
media space 
 
3.31 Purpose 
There is limited academic research into how consumers perceive advertising on SNS 
(Hadija, et al., 2012; Kelly, et al., 2010) and some early literature suggests that much 
of the advertising is being ignored. Given the rapid growth of Facebook and with it 
the maturing of the early adopters of this medium, there has been limited 
longitudinal research into the attitudes of those who use this medium as an 
information and sharing tool. While there are many explanations offered for 
avoidance in the online environment, one that seems particularly important is 
privacy concerns.  In order to better understand the changes in advertising 
perceptions and attitudes towards advertising avoidance and understanding of 
privacy on SNS, a longitudinal cohort study is proposed. 
Research Question 1: How do consumer perceptions of advertising avoidance in 
social networking sites alter over a four year timeframe? 
Research Question 2: How do consumer online privacy concerns in social networking 
sites alter over a four year timeframe? 
 
3.3.2 Sampling and method 
The study will consist of a series of four focus groups with each group composed of 
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four or five participants. Each focus group member have participated in an 
exploratory study four years prior to this study. The participants will now be aged 
between 18 and 23 years and are Facebook users. 
The questions used in both studies will be drawn from literature on advertising and 
the Internet (Grant, 2005; Rappaport, 2007) and are outlined in Appendix A. The 
focus group questions were developed by the researcher and reviewed by an expert 
panel. A pilot study was then undertaken to refine the questions before the focus 
groups were held.  
 
3.3.3 Data analysis  
To analyse the data gained from the focus groups a transcript-based style of 
analysis was undertaken, where the transcripts and notes from the focus groups 
were read through and coded so that issues and themes were identified (Krueger 
& Casey, 2000; Saunders, et al., 2012). Thematic analysis is the process of 
identifying important elements of the data that relate to the research question 
(Braun & Clarke, 2006). Using observational notes from the focus groups and 
coded themes a report was developed offering a descriptive summary of the 
responses for each of the questions illustrating the points with quotes from the 
transcripts (Krueger & Casey, 2000; Saunders, et al., 2012). The data was analysed 
and the responses and themes from both time frames were compared and 
contrasted.  
 
3.3.4 Outcomes 
The findings from Study One were developed into an industry presentation, two 
international conference papers, an IMC Perspective article in a leading Australian 
Advertising textbook and two journal articles.  These are detailed below.  
Industry presentation 
 To the Aegis Media Group Digital Team in Brisbane, March 2013. 
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Academic conference papers 
 Advertising avoidance on social networking sites: A longitudinal study  
American Academy of Advertising Conference in Albuquerque USA in April 2013 
 You are what you share:  Can information sharing and privacy co-exist on 
social media?  
European Academy of Advertising Conference, ICORIA presented in Amsterdam in 
June 2014  
Textbook contribution 
 Do we really notice ads on Facebook?  An IMC Perspective. 
Advertising: An Integrated Marketing Communication Perspective 3rd Edition 
Belch, Belch, Kerr and Powell (2014). 
Journal article number 1 (Chapter 4) 
 Avoiding Advertising Avoidance on Facebook:  A Longitudinal Cohort 
Perspective. 
Developed for submission to the Journal of Marketing Communication. 
Journal article number 2 (Chapter 5) 
 Privacy Issues on Facebook: A Cohort Study of Social Networking Sites. 
Developed for submission to the Journal of Marketing Research  
 
 
3.4 Overview of Study Two   
 
Advertising engagement and advertising avoidance in the online social media 
context: An online critical incident technique study 
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3.4.1 Purpose 
Expanding on the findings of Study One, Study Two will explore the relationship 
between advertising avoidance and advertising engagement on Facebook, to further 
the understanding of why social media users might engage or avoid advertisements 
in these sites. The study will consist of 20 in-depth interviews with young people 
(aged 18-25) using the CIT method to gain insight into their experiences online.   
Research Question 3: How do critical incidents influence consumers' advertising 
engagement and advertising avoidance in social networking sites? 
 
3.4.2 Sampling and procedure 
The participants in this study will be Facebook users aged between 18 and 25 years 
old. This age group was selected as they are the original digital natives and the 
generation that has grown up using social media (McCrindle, 2012). They are 
enthusiastic social media users with 83% engaging with social media regularly 
(Duggan & Brenner, 2013). The sampling strategy will consist of a snowballing 
strategy, where the researcher will extend an invitation to people within the 
researcher’s Facebook network, asking for participants to recommend other 
suitable participants in order to recruit twenty interviewees (Baltar & Brunet, 
2011; Gruber, Szmigin, Reppel, & Voss, 2008). Twenty in-depth interviews will be 
held with ten male and ten female participants, with each interview running for 
about one hour. 
 
3.4.3 Method 
Data collection for this study will be personal in-depth interviews with the CIT. 
Critical incident technique is a qualitative research method that requires the 
interviewee to discuss a significant event or incident and outlines how they reacted 
to the incident and the outcomes of that incident (Gremler, 2004). This technique 
allows the researcher to better understand the significance of the incident in a 
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cognitive, affective and behavioural sense (Gremler, 2004). Critical incident 
technique interviews are particularly useful for conceptual studies and allow the 
researcher the opportunity to gain a rich understanding of the incidents (Gremler, 
2004). The questions that will be used in the CIT interviews are outlined in 
Appendix B. 
 
3.4.4 Data analysis 
To ensure validity of the findings, the CIT questions were open-ended and checks 
were made throughout the interviews to ensure that the participants fully 
understood the questions (Polonsky & Waller, 2005). Each interview was audio 
taped and transcribed verbatim. The transcripts were then coded using NVivo 
which is a computer-assisted qualitative data-analysis software. NVivo assists 
researchers to identify themes in the data, establish saturation of ideas from 
participants and to allow for audit trails of concepts and themes in an effective and 
efficient manner (Hoover & Koerber, 2011; Siccama & Penna, 2008). The coding 
was then checked by other researchers to ensure validity.   
 
3.4.5 Outcomes 
The findings from Study Two were presented in two industry seminars and 
developed into an international conference paper. A journal article was also 
developed from the findings, as detailed below. 
Industry presentations 
 To the Omnicom Media Group Brisbane team in February 2014 
 To the Omnicom Media Group Sydney team in February 2014 
Academic conference paper 
 Relevance as a driver of consumer and media engagement. 
European Academy of Advertising Conference, ICORIA in Amsterdam in June 2014 
(accepted) 
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Journal article number 3 (Chapter 6) 
 Turned on and turned off: What are the triggers that influence consumer 
engagement or advertising avoidance on online social networking sites? 
Developed for submission to the Journal of Advertising Research  
 
3.5   Overview of Study Three   
 
Antecedents of advertising avoidance in the online social media space. 
 
3.5.1 Purpose 
Utilising the findings of Study One and Two, the aim of the final study is to develop 
and test a model of advertising avoidance on SNS and examine the relationship 
between the antecedents and affective, cognitive and behavioural avoidance. The 
aim is to survey online Facebook users and gain a better understanding of their 
attitudes towards advertising on online social media sites and in doing so test the 
constructs of a model of advertising avoidance which incorporates antecedents of 
avoidance. The model incorporates the antecedents proposed by Cho and Cheon 
(2004) and Kelly, Kerr and Drennan (2010) and also incorporates perceived privacy 
concerns which have not been previously tested in relation to advertising avoidance 
on SNS. 
Research Question 4: What are the antecedents of advertising avoidance in the 
online social networking environment? 
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3.5.2 Sampling and procedure 
The participants’ age range will be between 18 and 44 years old with an equal 
gender mix. This age group was selected for research as they are enthusiastic users 
of social networking sites (Sensis, 2012) and as early adopters have been 
communicating via social networking sites since its inception.   
3.5.3 Method 
The study will consist of an online questionnaire sent to over 800 Facebook users 
through a data based survey organisation. Facebook was chosen for this study due to 
its popularity as an SNS. The social media platform was credited with having 1.19 
billion users in 2013 (Facebook Newsroom, 2013). The benefits of using online 
surveys include achieving a higher response rate and accuracy, survey costs being 
less expensive and a speedier turnaround of data. Geographical reach of participants 
is greater as well (Malhotra, Hall, Shaw, & Oppenheim, 2004). 
 
3.5.4 Measurement instruments 
A questionnaire will be  developed using a seven point Likert scale ranging from 
‘strongly disagree’ to ‘strongly agree’ for measuring the variables. The scales and 
items to be used in the online survey are based on existing sources and are detailed 
in Appendix C. The survey contained questions regarding respondent’s attitudes 
towards advertising on Facebook. The survey questions were based around ten 
antecedents of advertising avoidance. Privacy concerns and privacy control were 
measured using a scale adapted from Xu, Dinev, Smith and Hart (2011). Perceived 
advertising clutter and Expectations of negative experiences due to previous 
negative experience and Expectations of negative experienced due to lack of 
incentive were measured using scales from Cho and Cheon (2004). Expectation of a 
negative experience due to word of mouth was measured using scales from Ajzen 
(2002). Attitude towards SNS as an advertising medium was measured using scales 
from Gangadharbatia (2008) and Brunner (2009). Perceptions of relevance of 
advertising message was developed from scales measuring message involvement by 
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Speilmann and Richard (2013).  Affective, behavioural and cognitive advertising 
avoidance was measured using a scale derived from Cho and Cheon (2004). The 
items were modified to suit the context of advertising on Facebook. A pilot study 
tested the questionnaire with 50 respondents, and as a result two questions were 
revised as feedback from the participants suggested that the question was difficult 
to understand. No measurement issues were identified in the pilot study.   
 
3.5.5 Data analysis 
Multiple regression analysis using SPSS was conducted to test the relationship 
between each antecedent and advertising avoidance.   
 
3.5.6 Outcomes  
The findings from Study Three were developed into the following journal paper. 
Journal article number 4 (Chapter 7) 
Understanding the antecedents of advertising avoidance using a three dimensional 
construct. 
Developed for submission to the Journal of Advertising 
 
3.6 Statement of contribution to jointly authored works in the thesis 
 
Works submitted for publication by the author incorporated in the thesis 
Four journal articles have been developed from the three studies outlined in this 
thesis.  
Journal article number 1 
Kelly, L.M., Kerr, G.F, and Drennan, J. Avoiding advertising avoidance on Facebook:  A 
longitudinal cohort perspective.  
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This manuscript is incorporated as Chapter 4 in this thesis. The first author is 
responsible for the research, analysis and interpretation of the data and the written 
work of this manuscript. The co-authors provided conceptual, logistical and editorial 
support. 
 
 
Journal article number 2 
Kelly, L.M., Kerr, G.F, and Drennan, J. Privacy issues on Facebook: A cohort study of 
social networking sites. 
This manuscript is incorporated as Chapter 5 in this thesis. The first author is 
responsible for the research, analysis and interpretation of the data and the written 
work of this manuscript. The co-authors provided conceptual, logistical and editorial 
support. 
Journal article number 3 
Kelly, L.M., Kerr, G.F, and Drennan, J. Turned on and turned off:  What are the 
triggers that influence consumer engagement or advertising avoidance on online 
social networking sites? 
This manuscript is incorporated as Chapter 6 in this thesis. The first author is 
responsible for the research, analysis and interpretation of the data and the 
written work of this manuscript. The co-authors provided conceptual, logistical and 
editorial support. 
Journal article number 4 
Kelly, L.M., Kerr, G.F, and Drennan, J. Understanding the antecedents of advertising 
avoidance using a three dimensional construct. 
This manuscript is incorporated as Chapter 7 in this thesis. The first author is 
responsible for the research, analysis and interpretation of the data and the written 
work of this manuscript. The co-authors provided conceptual, logistical and editorial 
support. 
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Chapter Four Journal Article Number One 
Avoiding Advertising Avoidance on Facebook:  A Longitudinal Cohort 
Perspective. 
 
4.1 Abstract 
 
This longitudinal cohort study looks at advertising avoidance amongst social network 
users as they transition from teenagers to young adults and as the social networking 
sites themselves mature over time. To do so, it examines the antecedents of 
advertising avoidance in social network sites, building on both Cho and Cheon’s 
(2004) work in the online environment and Kelly, Kerr and Drennan’s (2010) model 
of advertising avoidance in social network sites. The study reports changes in the 
way advertising is used in social network sites, as well as new ways to avoid it. It 
notes a shift from largely cognitive avoidance (ignoring the advertising) in the first 
study to the increased reliance upon mechanical avoidance (blocking, privacy 
settings) in the second study. 
 
4.2 Introduction 
 
“I think our generation has become really effective at ignoring things that don’t 
attract us”, said a 19-year-old digital native and social media veteran. While young 
people aged 18 to 29 are still the most enthusiastic social media users, with 83% of 
those online engaged in some form of social media (Duggan & Brenner, 2013), are 
they embracing or are they avoiding the advertisements they see in this space? Are 
young people ignoring advertisements on social media sites because they don’t 
appeal to them? Or does the $2.75 billion spent on advertising in these sites 
(Nielsen, 2012) capture the attention of these social networkers and inspire them to 
‘like’ particular advertisements? While advertising avoidance has been the focus of 
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much academic research (Cho & Cheon, 2004; Duff & Faber, 2011;  Johnson & Kaye, 
1998; Kelly, et al., 2010; Kiousis, 2001; Lorenzo-Romero, Constantinides, & Alarcon-
del-Amo, 2011; Moore & Rodgers, 2005; Obermiller, et al., 2005; Speck & Elliott, 
1997; Taylor, et al., 2011), further investigation into advertising avoidance in social 
networking sites is urgently needed given the omnipotence of the online 
environment and its domination by 19 year old serial avoiders.  
The purpose of this study is to examine advertising avoidance in SNS from a 
longitudinal cohort perspective. This research is unique in that it is the first study to 
examine how a cohort’s attitudes and behaviours in avoiding advertising in these 
social spaces has changed over time. By understanding this, we can determine the 
impact of one of the most important demographic factors in advertising avoidance – 
age (Rojas-Menez, et al., 2009; Speck & Elliott, 1997). Younger people are thought to 
avoid advertising more than older people. Hence, this study focuses on a cohort of 
22 young people, as they grow from teenagers in 2007 to adults in 2011, to provide a 
new insight into advertising avoidance. 
This study investigates the antecedents of advertising avoidance in the online 
environment (Cho & Cheon, 2004) and in the specific context of SNS (Kelly, et al., 
2010), and reports on any changes over the period of the study. Additionally, it 
audits the kind of advertising avoidance in terms of cognitive avoidance, affective 
avoidance, behavioural avoidance and mechanical avoidance (Speck & Elliot, 2007) 
and examines avoidance strategies adopted by the participants. 
Equally as important as the longitudinal cohort aspect of the research is the study’s 
context of social network sites. Greater academic attention should be devoted to the 
online environment as limited research exists on advertising avoidance on social 
media (Hadija, et al., 2012; Kelly, et al., 2010) where consumers are empowered by 
technology to both share and avoid advertising messages (Gritten, 2007; Kerr, 
Mortimer, Dickinson, & Waller, 2012). There is a growing body of research into 
Internet advertising (Bezjian-Avery, Calder, & Iacobucci, 1998; Cheung, 2006; Cho & 
Cheon, 2004; Choi & Rifon, 2002; Dittmar, Long, & Meek, 2004; Duff & Faber, 2011; 
Grigorovici & Constantin, 2004; Kerr, et al., 2012; La Ferle, Edwards, & Lee, 2000; 
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Lombard & Snyder-Duch, 2001; Madden et al., 2013; McCoy, Everard, Polak, & 
Galleta, 2007; Nelson-Field, Riebe, & Sharp, 2012; Richard & Spielmann, 2013) yet 
limited research has focused on SNS  which offer marketers a new set of 
opportunities and challenges. Advertising in social media requires a sensitivity not 
usually needed in other mass media, or even some online media (Kietzmann, 
Hermkens, McCarthy, & Silvestre, 2011). By advertising in SNS , brands are venturing 
into consumer’s personal spaces (Knapman & Vogt, 2007), and this may impact how 
consumers perceive and avoid advertising in this medium. 
Understanding how and why people avoid advertising can help improve the design 
and efficiency of advertising. As Abernethy (1991) suggests the cost of advertising 
avoidance is high. His study calculated that physical avoidance (leaving the room) 
reduced advertising exposure by 20% and mechanical avoidance (switching 
channels) by 10%. The cost of advertising avoidance online is an area worthy of 
research, given the rapidly increasing spend in this medium. Perhaps new marketing 
initiatives such as behavioural targeting can help reduce this cost by making 
advertising more relevant and less likely to be avoided (Baek & Morimoto, 2012)? 
This paper begins with a review of the literature on SNS, advertising avoidance and 
its application in the online environment in SNS. It then looks at young people and 
advertising avoidance and compares the way both the user and the medium have 
matured. 
 
4.3 Background literature 
 
4.3.1 Advertising avoidance 
Advertising avoidance is defined as “all actions by media users that differentially 
reduce their exposure to ad content” and can occur by cognitive, behavioural or 
mechanical means” (Speck & Elliott 1997, p. 61). To this Cho and Cheon (2004) add 
that online consumers can experience affective advertising avoidance. 
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Advertising avoidance or the decision to participate or not in a brand conversation is 
considered a form of consumer empowerment (Schultz, 2006). This empowerment 
has increased as technology for mechanical avoidance has improved, shifting the 
power from marketers to consumers (Denegri-Knott, 2006). New technologies support 
avoidance through devices such as remote controls, TiVo and Internet blocking 
systems, so advertising avoidance becomes easier and at times automatic. Consumers 
can now control where and when they receive information and can source their brand 
information online rather than rely on advertising messages. The decision to avoid 
advertising is predicted by a number of key factors (Speck & Elliott, 1997). These 
include the demographic characteristics of the consumer, media-related variables, 
perceptions towards advertising and communication problems such as noise and 
clutter. In their definitive 1997 study of advertising avoidance, Speck and Elliott found 
that television suffered from advertising avoidance more than print media, as 
consumers found television commercials unbelievable and annoying. The predictors of 
advertising avoidance in television were age (younger people are more likely to avoid 
advertisements) and the perception that advertising was annoying and disruptive. Age 
was also a predictor in avoiding radio advertising, with younger people who flick 
between stations more likely to avoid advertising. Similarly with newspapers age was 
also found to be a predictor, although younger individuals are less likely to read them 
in the first place (Speck & Elliott, 1997). Advertising avoidance research supports a 
wealth of investigation into ‘zappers’. Generally, those people who avoid advertising 
by changing channels or ‘zapping’ tend to be young, male and more affluent than non-
zappers (Danaher, 1995; Heeter & Greenbery, 1985; Krugman, et al., 1995; Zufryden, 
et al., 1993). 
Rojas-Menez, Davies and Madran (2009) found some support for Speck and Elliot’s 
work, when they explored consumer demographic factors in advertising avoidance 
across the United Kingdom, Chile and Turkey. Age was related to advertising 
avoidance in the UK and to mechanical avoidance in Turkey, but was not significant 
in Chile. In terms of gender, females demonstrated behavioural avoidance, while 
men used mechanical means most often. Education was also a predictive factor, 
with more educated people demonstrating greater avoidance behaviour. 
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The impact of advertising avoidance was also tested by Bellman, Schweda and 
Varan (2010), who found the most common form of avoidance, cognitive 
avoidance, had a similar effect to fast-forwarding. If consumers had previously 
seen the advertisement, even partial exposure like fast-forwarding can increase 
recall. Equally though, prior exposure can increase avoidance.  
 
4.3.2 Social networking sites and advertising avoidance 
Advertising avoidance has also been explored in the online environment (Cho & 
Cheon, 2004; Duff & Faber, 2011; Jin & Villegas, 2007; T. Johnson & Kaye, 1998; 
Kelly, et al., 2010; Kiousis, 2001; Lorenzo-Romero, et al., 2011; Obermiller, et al., 
2005; D. G. Taylor, et al., 2011). This is a different advertising environment from 
traditional mass media, as consumers have more power online to actively seek out 
information from sources other than advertising (Dinev & Hart, 2004; Hadija, et al., 
2012; Schultz, 2008). This in turn changes the way that consumers perceive 
advertising in this space.  
In exploring the concept of advertising avoidance in the general online 
environment, Cho and Cheon (2004) identified three antecedents of advertising 
avoidance: interruption of task, perceived clutter on Internet sites and negative 
past experiences with Internet advertising. The first antecedent, interruption of 
task or perceived goal impediment, is important online as the Internet is 
considered to be more goal and task-oriented than traditional media. When the 
speed of data retrieval and processing is reduced or interrupted by advertising, 
consumers may react in a negative way towards the advertisement or product 
(Cho & Cheon 2004). Pop-up advertisements, distracting advertisements or 
advertisements that require action from the consumer before they are able to 
resume their online activity, may encourage consumers to delete the message 
immediately and avoid the advertising completely. 
The second antecedent of advertising avoidance online is perceived advertising 
clutter, or the belief that there is too much advertising in a given medium. This can 
prove a distraction, causing consumers to discriminate and avoid ads that are not 
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relevant or important to them (Ingram, 2006). If perceived clutter is excessive, 
consumers are likely to have difficulty in discriminating between messages, leading 
them to disregard all messages in this space (Cho & Cheon, 2004).  
The third antecedent of advertising avoidance is prior negative experience, where 
consumers experience advertising that is deceptive, exaggerated, and incorrectly 
targeted or leads users to inappropriate sites (Cho & Cheon, 2004). This results in 
users viewing the Internet as a distrustful medium (Grant 2005). 
Jin and Villegas (2007) also researched online advertising avoidance and considered 
the role of consumer ambivalence and consumer interactivity. Their study found that 
when consumers had low levels of interactivity and high levels of ambivalence toward 
the advertising, they were more likely to avoid or ignore the ads that they saw online. 
Hadija, Barnes and Hair (2012) propose that SNS users simply do not notice the 
advertising on their SNS. 
Advertising in online social media sites such as Facebook presents new challenges to 
marketers. Unlike general Internet sites, SNS  are social and private spaces with 
established rules of behaviour, and brands need to be sensitive to this environment 
and how they target consumers in this medium (Kelly, et al., 2010; Knapman & Vogt, 
2007;  Taylor, et al., 2011). Unlike many other types of media, SNS is an active medium 
requiring consumers to create accounts and log on to connect personally with their 
friends (Roberts, 2010). Facebook is a space that was developed for communication 
and interaction between ‘friends’. Brands have the ability to advertise in this site using 
sponsored advertising or by developing their own Facebook page that consumers can 
‘like’ and engage with (Roberts, 2010). Facebook users have advertising targeted 
directly to them based on their demographic profile and their online activities 
(Gangadharbatia, 2008;  Taylor, et al., 2011). Customers can review brands and share 
their brand experience with others. So while there are similarities with general online 
advertising, it is this concept of SNS as a personal space that sets it apart from other 
advertising media (Kelly, et al., 2010). 
In 2010, Kelly, Kerr and Drennan proposed a new model of advertising avoidance, by 
applying Cho and Cheon’s (2004) research in the online environment to the more 
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specific context of online SNS. In addition to the three antecedents that Cho and 
Cheon identified, Kelly et al. (2010) revealed other factors of influence and 
incorporated these into a model (see Figure 3).  
Kelly et al. (2010) suggest that SNS users may avoid advertising if they have 
expectations of negative experiences from clicking on the advertisement. This 
expectation could be a result of previous negative experiences with advertising on 
SNS or, for the teenagers in this study, a warning from people of authority (parents 
or teachers) on the dangers of catching a computer virus.  
Relevance of the advertising message was also found to be an antecedent of 
advertising avoidance. If the advertising message is not of interest to the receiver of 
the message, then the information is not likely to be processed and will be ignored. 
The third antecedent of advertising avoidance identified was scepticism of the 
advertising message. If consumers are sceptical of the claims made by the 
advertisement or if the claims are not appropriate to the media environment, then 
they are likely to ignore the message and potentially disregard other messages in 
this medium.   
Kelly et al.’s (2010) research also found that consumers are sceptical about the 
credibility of online social networking sites as an advertising medium. They perceive 
that there is little policing of advertising claims in this medium and are therefore 
likely to avoid the advertising.          
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Figure 3: Model of Advertising Avoidance in Online Social Networking sites. 
 
(Source: Kelly et al. 2010) 
 
Kelly et al.’s (2010) research suggests that one or more of these antecedents can lead 
to advertising avoidance.  Since this model was developed, SNS have continued to 
evolve. Myspace users have become Facebook advocates. Social network sites have 
matured and changed from being a communication tool between groups chosen by 
the user, to a platform where the user’s information is available by default (Opsahl, 
2010). Content on SNS  has evolved to a much higher level of personalisation, brands 
are vying for ‘best friend’ status, SNS  users are accessing their sites throughout the 
day on their mobiles rather than from their home computers and the shift from 
marketers is towards engaging with consumers, rather than advertising to them 
(Delapi Haesmeyer, 2011). Technology has empowered avoidance behaviour. The 
nature of advertising has changed. Advertising is more specifically targeted to 
consumers based on their reported activities and their online behaviour. This 
evolution of social media and how users engage with brands online suggests that 
there may be a corresponding evolution in how SNS users react to advertising in this 
space, which leads us to the first research question in this study. 
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Research Question 1: How have the antecedents of advertising avoidance changed 
over the last four years? 
In addition to understanding why SNS users might avoid advertising in this space, it is 
also useful to understand how the advertising is being avoided. Previous research into 
advertising avoidance has agreed that advertising avoidance can generally be 
classified as either cognitive avoidance (the user turning their attention away from the 
advertisement), behavioural avoidance (when a user engages in other activities) (Cho 
& Cheon, 2004; Kelly, et al., 2010; Rojas-Menez, et al., 2009; Speck & Elliott, 1997; 
Taylor, et al., 2011) or mechanical avoidance (when a user uses advertising blocking 
technology to avoid being exposed to the advertising) (Kelly, et al., 2010; Rojas-
Menez, et al., 2009; Speck & Elliott, 1997). In addition, Cho and Cheon (2004) also 
suggest that when consumers have a negative emotional reaction to the 
advertisement, they will exhibit an affective avoidance response (i.e., because they 
dislike Internet advertising they will avoid the Internet).   
Not only has technology changed, but the way people use SNS has also changed. 
Consumers are spending more time on SNS and are showing acceptance of brands in 
this space ( Taylor, et al., 2011). This shift in how SNS users view and use their SNS 
sites, and the technology by which they can control this use leads to the second 
research question in this study. 
Research Question 2: How has the kind of advertising avoidance changed in SNS over 
the past four years? 
 
4.3.3 Advertising avoidance and teenagers on SNS  
As mentioned above, age is a factor in advertising avoidance (Rojas-Menez, et al., 
2009; Speck & Elliott, 1997). Generally, younger people avoid advertising more 
than their elders. However, there has been little investigation of age as a factor of 
advertising avoidance in the online environment or in the specific context of SNS. 
Kelly et al.’s (2010) research into teenagers’ perceptions of advertising in SNS 
found that teenagers did not trust the advertising on the sites. They generally did 
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not notice the advertising (cognitive avoidance) as they believed the advertising to 
be irrelevant and untrustworthy (Kelly, et al., 2010). They also deleted pop-ups, 
which irritated them (behavioural avoidance), but did not feel the site was 
cluttered by advertising. 
Studies by Shin, Huh and Faber (2012) suggest that children who are sceptical 
about advertising they see online also exhibit a negative attitude towards online 
advertising and personal disclosure. Taylor et al. (2011) found that SNS users aged 
19-25 have a more positive perception of advertising on SNS, than both younger 
and older SNS users. While all age groups have embraced SNS, young people (aged 
between 18-29) are the first digital natives and they feel comfortable with the 
technology (McCrindle, 2012). This generation (also known as Gen Y) is inherently 
optimistic, clever at multi-tasking, but have limited life skills and are reluctant to 
take responsibility. One Gen Y-er suggested that, “When I make a mistake, I just 
look for the undo button” (McCrindle, 2012). They are the most social of the 
generations and use social media to catch up with friends and family (over 96%), 
share photos and videos (over 60%) and coordinate parties and activities (over 
54%) (Sensis, 2012). Only 14% of 14-19 year olds and 30% of 20-29 year olds use 
social media to research brands (Sensis, 2012). 
Young people use the online environment to enhance their mood, to learn by 
experience, as a form of passive escapism, to gather information and advice and 
for social interaction (Grant, 2005). Mood enhancement (being entertained or 
being given a ‘lift’ in mood) was the most powerful motivator of Internet use. Next 
was experiential learning, where Internet users are learning and exploring, 
exchanging ideas and discussing findings with others via email, bulletin boards and 
social networking sites (Grant, 2005).  
While we understand some of their motivations to go online, it is equally 
important to investigate the motivation for advertising avoidance, given the large 
number of brands migrating to social media platforms. This study will help inform 
that understanding by examining whether SNS users’ tendency to avoid advertising 
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in this space is likely to change as they move from adolescence to adulthood and 
asks the question: 
Research Question 3: Is age a factor in advertising avoidance on SNS? 
 
4.3.4 Behavioural targeting and personalisation on social networking sites. 
Personalisation is presented as a strategy to counter advertising avoidance. However, 
Baek and Morimoto (2012) suggest that consumers avoid personalised advertising 
when they experience concerns regarding their privacy or are irritated by the 
advertising. When consumers feel they are targeted too closely, they feel they are 
being monitored and may react negatively (Baek & Morimoto, 2012). This concern for 
privacy is constantly challenged in the social media environment as it is primarily a 
space for sharing information (Chu & Kim, 2011). Most SNS  users have not read the 
privacy policies on their sites (Hoofnagle, et al., 2010; Kelly, et al., 2010; Turow, et al., 
2008; Turow, et al., 2009), but many believe that the benefits of being a part of the 
site outweigh any privacy risks (Norberg, et al., 2007). Some studies suggest that users 
may provide false information to protect themselves from identity fraud (Grubbs Hoy 
& Milne, 2010), which in turn influences the accuracy of personalised advertising. 
One of the benefits of advertising on SNS when compared with other more traditional 
media options is the opportunity to deliver advertising targeted specifically to the 
interests and online activities of consumers. This would suggest that as this advertising 
might be more relevant to the consumer it may be less likely to be avoided (Baek & 
Morimoto, 2012). Given this capacity to personalise advertising, the changes in 
technology and the dynamic nature of the medium, one would expect that advertising 
avoidance in online social networking sites has evolved as the medium and its users 
have matured. This leads us to our fourth research question. 
Research Question 4: How has the growing capacity for behavioural targeting 
changed advertising avoidance in SNS in the last four years? 
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4.4 Method 
 
The literature review documents research into advertising avoidance and highlights 
the need for further research into how advertising avoidance on SNS has changed as 
the medium has evolved and the SNS users have matured. This study asks four 
important questions: 
RQ1: How have the antecedents of advertising avoidance changed over the last four 
years? 
RQ2: How has the kind of advertising avoidance changed in SNS over the past four 
years? 
RQ3: Is age a factor in advertising avoidance on SNS? 
RQ4: How has the growing capacity for behavioural targeting changed advertising 
avoidance in SNS in the last four years? 
To address these questions, a longitudinal cohort study using focus groups was 
conducted. Study One consisted of a series of focus groups in 2007 with a cohort of 
teenage SNS users. Four years later this same cohort participated in Study Two.  
Focus groups were considered to be the most appropriate research method for this 
study as social networking sites were a relatively new phenomenon in 2007 and as 
such the research was exploratory in nature. Focus groups are useful where there is 
limited information about the topic as they provide the researcher with the flexibility 
to encourage free discussion which allows the group to spontaneously venture into 
new issues concerning online social networking (Cavana, et al., 2001; Cooper & 
Schindler, 2006; Polonsky & Waller, 2005; Zikmund, 2003). Focus groups also provide 
the opportunity for researchers to understand the ideas and feelings that a small 
group of participants have towards SNS, and gain a better understanding of the 
different perspectives within the group. In addition, focus groups help uncover 
factors that influence opinions and capture the comments and language of the 
target audience which was useful for both studies (Krueger & Casey, 2000).  
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The questions used in the focus groups were developed from literature on attitudes 
towards advertising and advertising avoidance and were reviewed by an expert 
panel. A pilot study further refined the questions before the focus groups were 
conducted. 
The first study in 2007 consisted of a cohort of 22 users of online social networking 
sites aged between 13 to 17 years. A convenience sample was used and participants 
were recruited based on the following criteria: 1) 13-17 years of age, 2) regular users 
of SNS and 3) selected to ensure an equal representation of male and female 
participants. Four one hour focus groups were held to gain a better understanding of 
teenagers’ views of online social networking and advertising avoidance in this space. 
The focus group participants were new users of online social networking sites 
(mainly Myspace) with most having used a SNS for about 18 months.   
Four years later, 19 of the original 22 participants were included in the second study. 
Four one-hour focus groups of about five participants each revisited the same 
questions asked in 2007. The participants all had Facebook accounts (with Myspace 
becoming passé about three years ago) and were avid users of social media. Of the 
19 participants, 17 were studying at university and two were in full time 
employment. The eight males and eleven females were now aged from 18 to 21 
years.  
For both studies, the researchers undertook a transcript-based style of analysis. 
The transcripts and notes from the focus groups were read and coded so that 
issues and themes were identified. Themes identified in the original study were 
explored four years later and some new themes were added. A report was then 
developed which included a descriptive summary of the responses for each of the 
questions illustrating the points with quotes from the transcripts (Krueger & Casey, 
2000; Saunders, et al., 2012).  
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4.5 Findings and discussion 
 
The average age of the participants in the first study was 15 years old and in the 
second study the average age was 19 years. In the first study, the participants had 
been using online social networking sites for an average of one year, and in the 
second study, they were seasoned social networkers with five years’ experience on 
these sites. Time spent in the online social media space had decreased over the four 
years from 11.5 hours per week in the original study to just 8.7 hours per week four 
years later. This is possibly due to the fact that most of the participants now access 
Facebook on their smart phone. They check their Facebook more frequently but stay 
online for shorter periods of time. This in itself could be seen as mechanical 
avoidance, as at the time of the data collection the mobile phone platform of 
Facebook did not contain advertising. 
RQ1: How have the antecedents of advertising avoidance changed over the last four 
years? 
One of the best ways to determine changes in advertising avoidance in SNS in the last 
four years is to examine the antecedents of advertising avoidance. These are 
summarised in Table 4. Having grown up with advertising, teenagers and young adults 
consider it a part of life. In 2007, they considered advertising the price you pay for a 
free social media site (much like TV). But in 2011, they see the exchange of personal 
details to marketers as the price of more relevant and targeted advertising and a free 
Facebook page.  
Four years after the original study there is still some expectation of negative 
experiences, but where once it was their parents and teachers instilling fears of child 
predators and/or catching a computer virus, now young adults are more concerned 
with the intentions of unprofessional marketers using their personal information.  
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Table 4: Antecedents of advertising avoidance: Findings from Time One and Two 
Antecedents of Advertising 
Avoidance 
(Cho & Cheon 2004; Kelly et 
al. 2010) 
 
2007 
 
2011 
Expectation of negative 
experience 
Advertising is the price you pay for a free 
SNS. 
 
Believe advertisers use their private 
information to deliver more relevant 
advertising to them. Wary of unprofessional 
advertisers using their personal information 
inappropriately.  
Prior experience No bad experience with advertising in 
SNS. 
Grown up being wary of what they put 
online. Trusted their good personal 
experiences with advertising. 
Word of mouth Warned by parents and teachers about 
catching a computer virus or risks from 
giving out personal details. 
From years of personal experience online 
they had a good understanding of the risks 
Relevance of advertising 
message (behavioural 
targeting) 
Disinterested in the ads for products not 
relevant to them, therefore ignored all 
ads. Majority did not see a link between 
their information and the advertising.   
 
Aware that information that they supply on 
FB is used to personalise advertising and 
accept this.  Feel uncomfortable about 
information taken from other online 
behaviour such as site searches being used in 
this way. 
Scepticism about 
advertising message (trust 
in message) 
Distrustful of advertising on SNS. 
Reluctant to give out personal details to 
advertisers. 
Liked ads that engaged them, such as 
games. 
Still a little distrustful of SNS information; 
however, would purchase from the official 
brand website. 
Felt that FB was updated more regularly so 
information was more current 
Paid endorsement No expectation that their friends would 
be paid to endorse a product.   
Closest to brand endorsement was using 
brands to decorate SNS (e.g. a Chanel 
background) or posting a link to their 
favourite brands. 
Some participants OK with friends promoting 
a product for money. Others said they would 
feel deceived and would block the friend. 
Most participants would happily promote a 
product for payment. 
Participants enjoy being a part of a group 
supporting an important or popular cause. 
Posting advertisements Knew others who had posted ads on 
their sites because they were funny, but 
had not done it personally.   
Prepared to post amusing ads on their FB, 
not for the advertising value but purely for 
the entertainment value.   
Scepticism about online 
social networking as an 
advertising medium (Trust 
in site) 
Some participants believed that if the 
site was private, Myspace could not use 
the information to target advertisements 
to the site owner. 
No access to credit cards and no trust of 
Internet purchasing. Had not seen 
anything on Myspace they wanted to 
buy. 
Felt that people exaggerate/lie on SNS. 
Confident in the privacy level of their site. 
Believe FB has become more voyeuristic and 
‘stalkerish’ by announcing what their friends 
were doing.  
Would not purchase from a FB site. 
Felt that people lied on FB. 
 
 
Perceived goal 
impediment (search 
hindrance, disruption, 
distraction) 
Some advertisements (especially pop-
ups) were distracting and irritating.  
Felt they could not do anything, only 
ignore them. 
YouTube ads very intrusive and interrupted 
Internet use. Ads not relevant and they were 
annoyed that ads couldn’t be skipped over.    
Perceived ad clutter 
(excessive, exclusive, 
irritation) 
No one avoided ads because of undue 
clutter of advertising on the sites. 
Most had ‘liked’ a brand on FB, but then 
found brand cluttered news feeds with 
irrelevant status updates. 
Did not notice ads Did not notice advertising on SNS. 
Little interest in the ads and recall was 
minimal. Only recalled specific brands 
when prompted. 
Did not notice the ads on FB. Not intrusive, 
‘just there’.   
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A second antecedent of advertising avoidance, relevance of the advertising message, 
has changed across the studies. In the first study, the advertising was so poorly 
targeted that it was irrelevant with participants saying “I don’t really take it (the 
advertising) seriously because it’s a Myspace ad and it’s usually for the same stuff” 
and “generally the ads are for real estate”. Most participants did not see any link 
between the information they posted on their sites and the advertising they received. 
By the second study, participants were very aware their Facebook information was 
being used for more targeted advertising, with participants saying, “I find it good (the 
behavioural targeting). I don’t want advertisements about stuff that I’m not going to 
buy”. They generally accepted that Facebook would use the information they placed 
on their Facebook account, but felt uncomfortable when brands used information 
from their online activities away from Facebook, for example Google searches, “I find 
it a bit creepy”. 
Their distrust of advertising (antecedent 3) had generally decreased over the four 
years. They were unaware of the practice of paid brand endorsement in the first 
study, but were willing to block paid endorsement of brands by friends in the second 
study (mechanical avoidance). When asked how they would feel if a friend posted a 
status they had been paid to write, a male participant said, “I’d be angry that my 
friend and the brand would go behind my back to make out what he was saying was 
honest”. Posting advertising was now commonplace, but for entertainment, rather 
than advertising value. 
Their trust in the site (antecedent 4) remained strong across the four-year period. 
Participants in the first study, perhaps naively, believed in the absolute privacy of their 
Myspace site. Trust in Facebook is still high, with young adults confident in their 
privacy settings.  
Another antecedent of Cho and Cheon’s (2004) study of advertising avoidance is 
perceived goal impediment. There was only weak evidence of this in the original study 
although in the second study participants expressed dislike for the pop-up advertising 
that run before YouTube videos commence, as it means they have to wait to watch a 
video. At this stage advertising on Facebook in this format (pop-up advertising before 
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videos) is limited to the videos posted in user’s news feed, however, participants did 
not mention this in either of the studies. 
The Cho and Cheon (2004) study also included perceived advertising clutter as their 
final antecedent of advertising avoidance. This was not evident in 2007 when none of 
the participants felt the site was cluttered by ads. Nor was the current advertising on 
Facebook considered to be clutter. However, when participants had ‘liked’ a brand on 
Facebook, they found their news feeds were cluttered with irrelevant brand 
information and status updates. They tried their best to ignore this (cognitive 
avoidance), but some would eventually ‘unfriend’ the brand if they became too 
annoying (mechanical avoidance). 
In summary, advertising avoidance has changed in social network sites over the past 
four years. Some of the original antecedents of Cho and Cheon (such as perceived goal 
impediment and perceived ad clutter) have emerged in the contemporary social 
networking environment. This is a result of how advertising in SNS has changed, as 
well as the new developments in ways to avoid it.  
RQ2: How has the kind of advertising avoidance changed in SNS over the past four 
years? 
There is a shift across the two studies from ignoring the advertising (cognitive 
avoidance) in the first study to in the second study, also installing blocking systems 
and privacy measures (mechanical avoidance). This is illustrated by a comment in the 
first study where a female participant said, “I don’t really click on them 
(advertisements) at all because I know that they’ll either give me a virus or be some 
sort of scam thing”. 
 
In saying that, after four years of using SNS the cohort would still not purchase from a 
Facebook site (behavioural avoidance). Nor did they believe much of what they read 
from other SNS users. Participants expressed dislike of the growing voyeurism of 
Facebook, which reported on the activities of all their friends. Participants found 
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Facebook to be “a lot more stalkerish” than Myspace. They used cognitive avoidance 
to dismiss this. 
However, by 2011, young adults are complaining about the intrusive advertising on 
YouTube. Their main complaint was that it was impossible to avoid – that is, there was 
no mechanical avoidance. However, some participants demonstrated behavioural 
avoidance by opening another tab while the advertising ran. Interestingly, this is not 
an issue with Facebook advertising, which is “just there”. “The ads are blended into 
the site (Facebook) so well, I’m surprised they even do it or that they can be classified 
as ads because you don’t notice them.” 
In terms of affective advertising avoidance, some participants in both studies showed 
a general dislike for the advertising on their SNS. In the first study, it was due to the 
fact that the advertisements were not appropriate to their demographic (e.g., 
advertising real estate). In the second study, the participants disliked the ads when 
they were too specifically targeted to them. This provides evidence of affective 
advertising avoidance in both studies. 
Over the period of four years the cohort of SNS  users have become more computer 
savvy and as a result we have seen a shift from users displaying largely cognitive type 
avoidance (ignoring the advertising) in the first study to using mechanical avoidance 
(blocking, privacy settings) in the second study.   
 
RQ3: Is age a factor in advertising avoidance on SNS? 
Previous research on advertising avoidance suggests that young people avoid 
advertising more than their elders. However, even though our participants have 
graduated from school to adulthood, they are still ‘young’ by definition. It is also 
important to note that today’s 15 years old may be quite different to the 2007 
cohort. 
Some differences did emerge between the first and second study, which could be 
the result of age. Firstly, there was evidence of greater privacy concerns in the 
second study, but this is probably a consequence of technological advances and 
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greater marketing activity such as behavioural targeting. This increased recognition 
of privacy concerns may lead to more advertising avoidance. As one participant 
remarked, “It is ok as long as they don’t step over the line”. 
Secondly, when it comes to expectations of advertising in SNS, there is a shift from 
the reliance on other sources of authority, such as parents or teachers in the first 
study to greater self-reliance in the second study. This is no doubt related to age, 
where 15 year-olds are more reliant upon the opinions of authority figures 
(especially parents), than their adult counterparts. By the second study, participants 
were veterans in the social media space and confident in their own experience and 
their own ability to control information. Thus, avoidance behaviour in adults may be 
triggered more by personal experience, than by the opinions of others. 
RQ4: How has the growing capacity for behavioural targeting changed advertising 
avoidance in SNS in the last four years? 
In the original study, many participants thought their Myspace page was private. It 
was their space, with their friends and they were happy to see a few advertisements 
in exchange for a free social network site. Few saw any connection between their 
personal information on the site and the advertising they received. One participant 
in the 2007 study could not believe that advertisements were targeted to him based 
on his online activity and that it was a coincidence that he received advertisements 
for rugby boots after posting on Myspace that he liked rugby. He said, “they 
wouldn’t say they want it (the advertisements) specifically sent to people who like 
rugby, because the thing is, it would (be) kind of hard to find every single person that 
liked rugby”. Their understanding of tracking online was limited. 
 
By the second study, they had redefined the meaning of free. Now it meant giving 
personal information to marketers in exchange for a free Facebook page and more 
relevant and targeted advertising. However, they feel there is a “creepy line” where 
powerful Internet corporations such as Facebook and Google continually 
compromise privacy in favour of revenue. Participants spoke of other online 
behaviour being tracked and reflected in the advertising on their Facebook sites and 
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indicated that marketers often “push the advertising on to you”. They also described 
Facebook as stalking them, reporting their behaviour through their news feeds.  
Despite this, they are still good at ignoring advertising (cognitive avoidance), but 
increasingly protect their privacy through mechanical avoidance. Interestingly, few 
examples of behavioural avoidance were documented in either the first or second 
study. Perhaps this is because people are more reluctant to walk away from or leave 
their computers than their television. 
 
4.5 Proposed conceptual model of advertising avoidance on Facebook 
 
As a result of the longitudinal cohort study, a revised model of advertising avoidance 
is proposed. This model suggests that as the medium has developed and its users 
have matured and become more computer savvy, the antecedents for advertising 
avoidance and the types of advertising avoidance have altered as well. This proposed 
model (see Figure 4) suggests that the antecedents of advertising avoidance on SNS  
sites include; expectation of negative experiences, relevance of the advertising 
message, scepticism of the advertising message, and scepticism of SNS  as an 
advertising medium. In addition perceived advertising clutter and perceived goal 
impediments may also be a factor in avoiding advertising on SNS. The research also 
suggests that in addition to cognitive, behavioural and mechanical avoidance, SNS 
users may exhibit affective avoidance as well. 
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Figure 4: Proposed model of advertising avoidance on SNS  
    
 
4.6 Implications and conclusions 
 
This study offers some important implications for theory and practice. Firstly, it 
suggests the incorporation of some of Cho and Cheon’s (2004) original antecedents 
of advertising avoidance in a revised Kelly et al. (2010) model. This is largely a 
product of the changing nature of commercial engagement online. Secondly, it 
makes a valuable theoretical contribution by identifying the kinds of avoidance used 
in social networking sites. It documents the increased reliance upon mechanical 
avoidance by young people, and the almost complete absence of behavioural 
avoidance. 
Foremost amongst the managerial implications of this study, is the need for 
marketers to address consumer’s privacy concerns. Although young people are 
confident in their privacy settings and reliant upon their personal experience in this 
environment, they are wary of unethical marketers and concerned about the 
“creepy line” that platforms such as Facebook continue to push. The study also 
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suggests that a negative experience with one advertisement may lead to the 
avoidance of all advertising, hence the need for advertising cooperation and self-
regulation. The delivery of more relevant advertising that consumers want to read 
may outweigh these concerns. Likewise, the need to socialise online might be 
greater than any privacy concern. 
It is also important that marketers be aware of young people’s increased reliance on 
the mechanical avoidance of advertising. For, unlike cognitive avoidance, it offers no 
chance of partial exposure. It is equally imperative that the antecedents of 
advertising avoidance – negative experience, relevance of the message, scepticism of 
the message and the site, perceived clutter and task disruption – explored in this 
study, be confirmed and further tested. 
It would be interesting to continue to follow this cohort of young people and report 
back on their advertising avoidance attitudes and strategies in another four years’ 
time. Additionally, it would be valuable to compare today’s 15 year olds with the 
class of 2007 to see if there have been any significant changes in teenage attitudes 
and behaviours across time. 
In conclusion, this study confirms what many parents have long suspected - young 
people have mastered the art of avoidance. From ignoring things that do not attract 
them to an enviable proficiency with privacy settings, young people are well 
informed and well prepared to avoid advertising. Perhaps this is why they like 
advertising on Facebook, which is “just there”, yet complain about more innovative 
engagement strategies such as ‘liking’ which has become the new clutter. 
Increasingly, they rely on mechanical avoidance, which is easier and more automatic 
than cognitive avoidance, which at least requires some thought. Finally, this 
longitudinal study flags some warnings about the pervasiveness of advertising 
avoidance and the increasing reliance on and expectation of increasingly 
technologically sophisticated means of mechanical avoidance. However, some 
marketers are much like 19 year olds, good at ignoring things. 
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Chapter Five Journal Article Number Two 
Privacy issues on Facebook:  A cohort study of social networking sites. 
 
5.1 Abstract 
 
Social media has matured along with the digital natives who first shared their lives 
on Myspace and MSN. This longitudinal cohort study examines the changes in 
privacy and more specifically the antecedents of privacy concerns of these digital 
natives. It addresses both the growing maturity of the participants and the evolution 
of the medium to investigate attitudes towards perceived control of information 
online and also perceived vulnerability. The findings from this longitudinal cohort 
study suggest that, as consumers have matured, so has their understanding of 
privacy and acceptance of behavioural targeting. They trust the social networking 
sites to protect their private information, yet are still reluctant to trust advertising 
found on these sites. They accept the tracking of their movements online, and accept 
that advertising needs to be personalised and relevant to be trusted, but are 
concerned when targeting becomes too individually identifiable. 
 
5.2 Introduction 
 
There appears to be a natural dichotomy between an individual’s privacy concerns 
and their need to share everything from the mundane to the intimate on social 
networking sites. This research seeks to better understand SNS users’ perception of 
privacy in this sharing space and evaluate the changes as both the SNS user and the 
medium matures. The research undertakes a cohort study examining differences in 
young people’s attitudes towards SNS privacy over a four year time span, from 
school age to young adulthood. This timeline captures both the rapid maturation of 
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the cohort in terms of exploring and learning about online social media and the even 
faster maturation of social media. 
As social media and the people who use social media have changed, so too has the 
nature of privacy concerns online (Langenderfer & Miyazaki, 2009). Consumers’ right 
to privacy, which was once considered the right to be left alone, can now be 
expanded to the right to control their personal information (Langenderfer & 
Miyazaki, 2009). With online data collection driving much of the new opportunities 
for marketers to reach their customers, consumers now have the burden of keeping 
constant tabs on how their information may or may not be used (Brandimarte, 
Acquisti, & Loewenstein, 2012; Nehf, 2007). With social media being a space for 
sharing of information and its business model being dependant on success of 
advertising in this space, the issue of information protection is becoming even more 
important to the SNS user. 
Advertising in social media therefore, requires a level of sensitivity not usually 
needed in other mass media (Kietzmann, et al., 2011). By using SNS as an advertising 
medium, brands are venturing into consumers’ personal spaces (Knapman & Vogt, 
2007) impacting consumers’ privacy concerns. Marketers are now spending more of 
their media budget in the online social media space, yet have a limited 
understanding of the risks involved in advertising in such a personal space. This study 
contributes to practice by presenting marketers with a clearer understanding of how 
consumers view privacy in this space, as well as the ethical boundaries for 
behavioural targeting. As such, it will potentially lead to more effective advertising 
outcomes, and committed and satisfied customers. 
The longitudinal cohort nature of this study is also important as a contribution to 
theory. It is, we believe, the first longitudinal cohort study in the social networking 
environment. Thus it benchmarks change within the social media platforms in this 
shared and mutually beneficial space. The purpose of this paper is to explore the 
antecedents of privacy concerns on SNS and consider the changes as both the 
medium and the user have matured. The following literature review addresses the 
privacy concerns of young people online and the evolution of SNS privacy policies. It 
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also considers the antecedents of privacy concerns in the SNS environment, and will 
provide an overview of the previous research done in the area of control of 
information and vulnerability online. 
 
5.3 Literature review 
 
5.3.1 Maturity of online social networking 
The evolution of SNS such as Facebook, has seen these sites move from a 
communication tool between groups chosen by the user, to a platform where the 
user’s information is publically available by default. As a result of this evolution, and 
as evident in Table 5, the responsibility for privacy has shifted from the social media 
platform to the user (Nehf, 2007). Much of the user’s personal information and 
activities are now considered public information and are shared with partnered 
websites and marketers for behaviourally targeted advertising (Opsahl, 2010). How 
this shift in privacy control and changing of policies affects those using these sites 
and the trust that they have in these sites, is a key area of investigation for this 
paper. 
Table 5 outlines the privacy policies and the challenges faced by Facebook since its 
inception, and indicates who is responsible for protecting privacy with each policy 
change. 
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Table 5: Changes in Facebook privacy policies 
  
Facebook Policy 
Responsibility 
for Privacy 
2005 Facebook policy is that no personal information will be provided to anyone who does 
not belong to at least one of the groups specified by the user in their privacy settings 
(Opsahl, 2010). 
Facebook 
2006 Default setting limit information available (Opsahl, 2010). Facebook 
2007 Information made public by default. 
Name, school name, and profile picture made available in search results by default 
unless privacy settings are altered (Opsahl, 2010). 
User 
2009 Photos, friend lists etc. now became publicly accessible. Information such as name, 
profile photo, religion, fan pages, which were previously designated as private, are 
now considered publicly available to everyone. Users can protect this information by 
altering their search privacy settings (Opsahl, 2010). 
Within four days of these changes over 500 Facebook groups were formed discussing 
the changes (Schwartz, 2011) 
User 
2010 Facebook offers a more ‘simplistic’ privacy option for users. 
UA Federal Trade Commission claims self-regulation has not worked and proposes a 
‘Do not track’ opt out option for consumers (Schwartz, 2011). 
When users connect to a website the site will automatically have access to General 
information (e.g., names, friends, connection and content shared). This connection 
will be shown on your site unless otherwise altered in privacy settings (Opsahl, 2010). 
User 
2011 US Federal Trade Commission (FTC) obtains a guarantee that Facebook will obtain 
“express informed consent” before making retroactive changes to Privacy settings 
(Schwartz, 2011). 
Facebook  
2012 Facebook introduces Timeline, which outlines the user’s transactions on Facebook 
as a way of presenting a story of their life. 
Facebook accused of tracking consumers even though they were logged out (Archer, 
2012). 
User 
2013 Facebook rewords its Statement of Rights and Responsibilities so that users (even 
those under 18 years) better understand that when they Like a company’s site they 
automatically give companies permission to use profiles for advertising purposes 
(Kotenko, 2013).     
Associated Press reports that Facebook is allowing those aged between 13-17 to 
share their posts with anyone on the internet (previously limited for this age group) 
(AP, 2013). 
User 
 
The numbers embracing Facebook are enormous, with over 1.06 billion active users 
and over 618 million of these users accessing their site every day. At the end of 2012, 
Facebook estimated that it had logged over 1.13 trillion ‘likes’ and uploaded 219 
billion photos (Tam, 2013). 
As an advertising medium, social media is considered to be a cost effective option for 
marketers wanting to target often difficult-to-reach audiences (Nelson-Field, et al., 
2012). Advertisements on sites such as Facebook include banner advertising or 
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videos, which are adaptations of more traditional types of advertising. In addition, 
advertising has developed into fan pages or ‘liking’ a brand which involves the active 
participation of consumers, and has no equivalent offering offline (Gangadharbatia, 
2008; D. G. Taylor, et al., 2011). When a user becomes a ‘fan’, marketers gain 
valuable information about a user’s likes, preferences and activities (Lin & Lu, 2011; 
Nelson-Field, et al., 2012). From this platform, special offers and competitions can be 
specifically targeted to users, with the hope that they are more likely to be accepted. 
The very nature of SNS is that of sharing opinions, ideas, likes and dislikes, and an 
important part of the SNS business model is allowing brands the opportunity to 
enter this private space (Roberts, 2010). Marketers have developed integrated 
strategies designed to engage with potential customers, utilising information gained 
from other online sources such as a consumer’s online searches and email lists (D. G. 
Taylor, et al., 2011). Given that advertising is directly targeted at consumers based 
on their demographic profile and their activities online (Gangadharbatia, 2008; D. G. 
Taylor, et al., 2011), questions have been raised regarding the extent of information 
available to brands.   
Unlike many traditional advertising media, SNS is an active medium, and requires the 
consumer to be logged on to the SNS and to have created an account to connect 
personally with their friends (Roberts, 2010). While there are similarities with 
general online advertising, it is this concept of SNS sites as a personal space which 
sets them apart from other advertising media (Kelly, et al., 2010). Social networking 
sites are social but also private spaces, with etiquette and rules of behaviour, so 
brands need to be sensitive to the environment and the ways they target consumers 
in this space (Kelly, et al., 2010; Knapman & Vogt, 2007; Taylor, et al., 2011). More 
importantly brands must be sensitive to consumers’ privacy concerns, and make sure 
that they do not risk losing the trust of the customers. 
 
5.3.2 Consumer privacy online 
The increased volume of information online and the opportunities for brands to 
collect, store and use consumers’ data, has initiated considerable research into the 
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information privacy concerns of online consumers (Awad & Krishnan, 2006; Barnes, 
2006; Christofides, et al., 2012; Drennan, Sullivan Mort, & Previte, 2006; Dwyer, et 
al., 2007; Grubbs Hoy & Milne, 2010; Krasnova, et al., 2009; Norberg, et al., 2007; 
Turow, et al., 2008; Turow, et al., 2009). While some online users are completely 
unaware of any privacy risks, others are very active in protecting their information 
online (Drennan, et al., 2006). Many consumers have an intention to actively protect 
their information online yet still freely disclose personal information (Norberg, et al., 
2007). With new technologies making the online collection of private information 
easier, the nature of consumers’ privacy concerns have changed (Langenderfer & 
Miyazaki, 2009). This shift has meant that consumers are not only concerned about 
the right to be left alone, but also the right to control the information that is 
available about them online (Langenderfer & Miyazaki, 2009). 
For consumers to be concerned about their privacy, they must first be aware of the 
risks and issues of disclosing information online. The concept of a privacy hierarchy-
of-effects is outlined by Drennan, Sullivan Mort and Previte (2006) who propose that 
internet consumers move from a state of privacy awareness (cognitive), through to 
privacy suspicion (affective), to a position of active privacy protection (behavioural). 
Consumers’ awareness of privacy issues also becomes an activator in the online 
environment, as consumers will generally only become concerned about their 
privacy when they feel it is threatened or breached or if they are aware of the 
potential risks involved (Drennan, et al., 2006). This study found awareness of 
privacy issues moves them into a state of concern about how their privacy may be at 
risk.   
Researchers have identified two antecedents of privacy concerns: consumers’ 
perceived control over information, and consumers’ perceived vulnerability (Dinev & 
Hart, 2004, 2006; Malhotra, Hall, et al., 2004; Youn, 2009). Perceived control over 
information includes how the personal information will be collected, control over the 
information disclosed, and the amount of control that the consumer has over the 
way the information will eventually be used (Malhotra, Hall, et al., 2004). Perception 
of vulnerability is when the consumer identifies a negative consequence resulting 
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from the disclosure of personal information (Youn, 2009). This can alter over time, 
dependent upon the consumer’s personal experience (Dinev & Hart, 2004). Most 
people seek to minimise the amount of personal information given online and 
maximise their level of control over how the information is used (Dinev & Hart, 2004, 
2006; Sheehan & Grubbs Hoy, 2000). However the sharing nature of social 
networking sites makes this limiting of information a challenge. 
This paper particularly addresses consumers’ perception of privacy control and 
vulnerability on SNS and considers how these antecedents may have altered over 
time in light of individual and technological maturation. 
5.3.3 Privacy concerns on social networking sites 
Despite their immersion in the online environment, young people seem to show 
little concern for their privacy (Barnes, 2006; Grubbs Hoy & Milne, 2010). Young 
digital natives find the concept of privacy online less meaningful compared to older 
generations. In fact, for young people, the social benefits far outweigh privacy 
concerns (Youn, 2009). Social media users believe that the opportunity to participate 
in the social networking space is considered a greater benefit than the risk 
associated with sharing too much online (Grubbs Hoy & Milne, 2010), which suggests 
that this age group is prepared to accept a level of personal risk for the opportunity 
to be part of a connected community.  
Hoofnagle, King, Li and Turrow (2010) found that even though this age group is 
aware of the risks, they also have faith that the law will protect their privacy online. 
Research also suggests that this age group will begin to understand the ramifications 
of over-disclosure, limit their disclosure, and be more strategic in sharing their 
information, as a new ‘netiquette’ evolves (Quitney Anderson & Rainie, 2010). 
In the mid 2000’s, young people believed that the information they put on their 
personal spaces was private and they appeared to be unaware of the high level of 
surveillance placed on these sites by marketers, government agencies, the law, and 
potentially school officials and employers (Barnes, 2006). This was the case despite 
the fact that prior to registering for a Myspace or Facebook site, users must agree to 
the terms of the websites’ privacy policy. This policy states that information may be 
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collected and used, websites will track the user’s online behaviour, and others may 
view your profile if required (Hodge, 2006). However, most SNS users do not read 
the privacy policies when they sign on to a new site (Hoofnagle, et al., 2010; Kelly, et 
al., 2010; Turow, et al., 2008). 
By 2009, however, it was found that privacy concerns influenced how users shared 
on social media, and that these concerns possibly reduced their use of the network 
(Krasnova, et al., 2009). Grubbs Hoy and Milne (2010) found that SNS users who had 
concerns about their privacy also felt that Facebook did not do enough to protect 
them. This shift in faith that SNS will protect their privacy can lead to privacy 
protection behaviour, which in turn may influence the value of behavioural targeting 
online. 
 
5.3.4 Behavioural targeting 
Facebook originally targeted their advertisements to consumers via the users’ profile 
information, demographic information and also interests of the consumers based on 
applications, groups and ‘like’ pages (Grubbs Hoy & Milne, 2010). In order to more 
accurately target consumers based on their behaviour, Facebook then introduced a 
button where users can indicate that they ‘like’ a particular brand. Once the button 
is activated, the user agrees to receive messages and offers from the brand (Gelles, 
2010). 
Whilst behavioural targeting may be considered the ultimate in customer-centric 
marketing by delivering relevant and timely messages, there are risks to both 
consumer and marketer. Berger (2011) suggests that behavioural targeting puts 
consumers in danger by exposing their private information, as well as the risk of 
financial fraud. Marketers in turn, may be considered to be adopting ‘big brother’ 
tendencies by monitoring customers too closely and thus run the risk of a negative 
consumer reaction (Baek & Morimoto, 2012). There is a delicate balance between 
making the advertisement relevant to consumers and raising their privacy concerns 
when advertising is too personalised (Baek & Morimoto, 2012). Studies done by 
Turow, King, Hoofnagle, Bleakley and Hennessy (2009) suggest that consumers do 
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not want advertising that is specifically targeted to them and are quite concerned 
that their information is being stored online and is being used. 
Users tend to limit disclosure on their SNS for fear of the information being collected 
and used by both the online SNS and other third parties with commercial interests in 
their information (Krasnova, et al., 2009; Youn, 2005). This again supports the view 
that consumers seek control over who collects their information and how that 
information is used (Dinev & Hart, 2006; Malhotra, Kim, et al., 2004). For 
organisations, personalisation and targeting of advertising is dependent upon users’ 
ongoing disclosure of their personal information. Should this disclosure be 
threatened or limited, the ongoing financial success of these sites could be at risk 
(Krasnova, et al., 2009).   
The importance of better understanding the consumers’ perceptions of control of 
their information within social networking sites leads us to propose our first research 
question which is: 
Research Question 1:  How have users’ perceptions of information control on SNS 
changed as both the medium and the user have matured? 
 
5.3.5 Perception of trust and vulnerability in social networking sites 
Advertising strategists have long understood that for consumers to trust the validity 
of the advertising message, they need to first have trust in the advertising medium 
(Johnson & Kaye, 1998; Moore & Rodgers, 2005; Obermiller, et al., 2005; Shavitt, 
Lowrey, & Haefner, 1998). In addition, if consumers do not exhibit trust in the SNS 
they are less like to post information, which in turn limits the opportunity for 
behavioural targeting (Malhotra, Kim, et al., 2004). Furthermore, if consumers are 
sceptical of information found on SNS (and this information can be posting from 
other users, advertising and brand messages) then they are less likely to react in a 
positive way (Cho & Cheon, 2004). 
A perception of lack of vulnerability may be a factor in adolescents disclosing more 
information on Facebook and using the privacy setting less than adults (Christofides, 
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et al., 2012; Milne, Rohm, & Bahl, 2004). This suggests that adolescents, who are still 
in the process of developing their identities, may not experience any significant 
consequences of disclosure. They trust the site (believing that the site will not 
misuse their information) and do not feel that they are vulnerable by disclosing 
information online in this space (Dinev & Hart, 2004; Kelly, et al., 2010). With 
Facebook’s privacy policy continually evolving and online privacy issues receiving 
negative publicity (Opsahl, 2010; Schwartz, 2011) it would be expected that a 
maturing SNS user might begin to question the trust they have in SNS to protect 
their information. 
Considerable research exists on why consumers may or may not trust information 
they receive online (Dinev & Hart, 2004; Grant, 2005; Kelly, et al., 2010; Rogers & 
Harris, 2003). Robbins et al. (2001) suggest that people can exhibit three types of 
trust: deterrent-based trust, knowledge-based trust and identification-based trust. 
When applied to the SNS environment, an example of deterrent-based trust would 
be believing that there will be consequences if the site misuses their information, an 
example of knowledge-based trust would be a user trusting a site based on a 
previous positive experience, and identification-based trust can be described as 
when users have an emotional connection with a site. 
Dinev and Hart’s (2004) study also suggests that trust plays an important role in 
mediating perceived information control and vulnerability concerns. Trust was also 
identified in Kelly, Kerr and Drennan’s (2010) study of teenagers’ attitudes towards 
privacy in SNS. They found that while users trust that the SNS will not misuse their 
personal information, they do not trust the advertising in this space. Young 
adolescents involved in this study were found to have concerns regarding the validity 
and origin of the advertisements, and did not trust brands that advertised in this 
space. There was concern that the organisations may not be legitimate and that 
there was little regulation of advertising claims (Kelly, et al., 2010). With young 
people maturing as the medium also matures, the question of perceived 
vulnerability on SNS is addressed in our second research question: 
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Research Question 2:  How have users’ perceived vulnerability in SNS changed as 
both the medium and user have matured? 
The literature review demonstrates the substantial research into consumers’ 
attitudes towards privacy in the form of perceived control of information and 
perceived vulnerability on SNS. Given the rapid growth of Facebook and with it the 
maturing of the early adopters of this medium, there is a need to benchmark change 
in the attitudes to privacy on social networking sites. The following section describes 
the research methodology used in our study. 
 
5.4 Method 
 
To address our research questions, a cohort study using focus groups was conducted 
whereby the same respondents were interviewed at two separate points in time in 
2007 and 2012. Data was then compared to monitor patterns of change and gain a 
social understanding of attitudes and behaviour.  
Social networking sites were a relatively new phenomenon in 2007, and focus groups 
were considered the most appropriate research method for an exploratory study. 
This type of research method allowed the researchers to encourage participants to 
have a free discussion about their attitudes towards privacy and online SNS and to 
delve into new areas of discussion (Cavana, et al., 2001; Cooper & Schindler, 2006; 
Polonsky & Waller, 2005; Zikmund, 2003). Through the use of focus groups, the 
researchers were able to better understand the ideas and feelings that the 
participants had towards SNS as well as capture the comments and language of the 
target audience, which was useful for both studies (Krueger & Casey, 2000). 
The questions used in the focus groups were developed from literature on attitudes 
towards advertising, privacy control and vulnerability and were reviewed by an 
expert panel. A pilot study further refined the questions before the focus groups 
were conducted.  
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The Time 1 study consisted of a cohort of 22. A convenience sampling strategy was 
used and participants were recruited based on the following criteria: 1) participants 
were aged between 13 and 17, 2) participants had to have signed up to a social 
networking site and 3) equal representation of male and female participants. In the 
Time 1 study, four one-hour focus groups were conducted (each with five or six 
participants) to gain a better understanding of teenagers’ views of SNS  and privacy 
in this space. The cohort respondents were new users to social media (mainly 
Myspace) with most having a SNS  for about 18 months. 
The Time 2 study was conducted with 19 of the original cohort four years later. 
Researchers conducted four one-hour focus groups of about five participants each, 
revisiting the same questions asked at Time 1. The cohort now had Facebook 
accounts and most of the participants (17) were studying at university, and two were 
in full time employment. The eight males and 11 females were aged from 18 to 21 
years. 
A thematic analysis was undertaken for both studies. The transcripts and notes from 
both studies were read and coded so that issues and themes could be identified. 
Themes identified in the original study were explored four years later, and new 
themes added. A report was then developed, offering a descriptive summary of the 
responses for each of the questions illustrating the points with quotes from the 
transcripts (Krueger & Casey, 2000; Saunders, et al., 2012). 
 
5.5 Results and discussion 
 
The cohort at Time 1 had an average age of 15 years whereas, at Time 2, the average 
participant age was 19 years. In the first study, the teenagers had been active on SNS 
for a little over one year, while in the second study that had been using SNS for over 
5 years. The time spent on SNS each week was 11.5 hours at Time 1 and 8.7 hours at 
Time 2. This decrease in time spent online is notable, and could be due to the fact 
that most of the participants in the second study used smart phones to access their 
Facebook site more frequently and for shorter periods of time. 
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Research Question 1: How have users’ perceptions of information control on SNS 
changed as both the medium and the user have matured? 
At Time 1, the only privacy protection behaviour demonstrated by participants was 
making their site ‘private’. Participants were naive about how their personal 
information could be accessed and used. Most were unconcerned about privacy of 
their Myspace site. SNS users did not read privacy agreements before they signed on 
to any SNS and felt that the SNS would protect them. When asked why they did not 
read the privacy policy they responded,  
I don’t really know, I mean to be honest, I don’t think many teenagers read 
the privacy policy. I think it is kind of there so they don’t get into trouble for 
not having one, and 
No, I scrolled right through that (the privacy policy) and hit accept. I knew 
what the website was about and just using it you kind of pick up on the thing 
and you work out how to use it safely. 
Participants felt confident that they had control of their information and had 
absolute trust that the SNS would be responsible for protecting their interests. 
When asked about privacy issues on their SNS, participants expressed concern about 
giving out information that might attract unwanted attention from stalkers or 
paedophiles. This was primarily because their parents and teachers had warned 
them about people tracking them online. However they showed limited interest in 
brands or organisations that might want to use their information. A young male 
participant said, “I would feel a bit scared that they (an organisation) was bothering 
to read my profile and I would want to know how they got on my Myspace.”  
This supports the previous research findings on privacy on SNS (Hoofnagle, et al., 
2010; Kelly, et al., 2010; Turow, et al., 2008; Youn, 2005). Teenagers believe that by 
making their site ‘private’ they (not the SNS) are in control of the information that 
comes from their site (Dinev & Hart, 2004). 
Understanding the new technology was another challenge for this group. One male 
kept his site ‘open’ because he “didn’t really know how to change it and couldn’t be 
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bothered”. Despite having grown up using computers, these digital natives were 
ignorant of many of the technical capabilities of SNS. They did not understand that 
cookies could track their movements online and that their Facebook information 
could be used to target messages to them. An overwhelming majority of the 
participants did not realise or even believe that advertising could be targeted to 
them based on their Myspace information.   
Most dismissed this targeting as coincidental. As one female participant said,  
I mean I never really thought about it. I understand people who track people 
and use the information but I’d never really thought about it in terms of me – 
no I don’t think they do because I don’t really understand how they can do it, 
you know, track you.  
Another male participant said:  
I like skating and body boarding and surfing and stuff, and I have seen ads 
that come up and actually offer skating and body boarding and surfing and I 
don’t know if they just put them on for me or if it happens to other people.  
Participants’ understanding of behavioural targeting was limited and when they 
were reminded that their information was being used to target them they were 
quite concerned. These findings are supported by Baek and Morimoto’s (2012) 
study, which found that consumers can become uncomfortable when confronted by 
evidence of personal information being used in personalised advertising. 
At Time 2, participants now had a clear expectation that their site was not entirely 
private and accordingly were more careful with the information they placed online.  
Although most of the participants still admitted to failing to read privacy policies 
when joining a new SNS (Facebook) , this cohort has become more ‘savvy’ in their 
technical understanding of the environment and this has encouraged more effective 
privacy protection. They were selective in what they discussed online and felt in 
control over the information disclosed and what their information might be used for. 
As one participant said, “I try to make my settings as private as possible, only my 
friends can see my photos and everything”. This use of consumer control activities to 
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alleviate privacy concerns is highlighted by Malholtra, Kim and Argawal (2004) and 
Dinev and Hart (2004). 
They acknowledged their conversations were monitored and tracked. One 
participant said, “I think we have grown up and been taught that everyone can read 
this and that. I think that everyone is a bit wary”. This group now have an 
understanding of how their information is collected, the controls options available to 
them and how the information will eventually be used (Malhotra, Kim, et al., 2004). 
They accepted that the use of their information is the “price you pay” for free use of 
SNS. 
With the benefit of four years maturity and experience, participants had developed 
some concerns about privacy online. All felt that the SNS platform was now more 
open, with Facebook less private than Myspace. In fact, Facebook was perceived as 
voyeuristic and “a lot more stalkerish” by announcing the activities of friends, for 
example, who is commenting on who’s photos, who has added a comment, or who 
has changed their relationship status. As one female participant said,   
Even now you can see what people are saying between one friend you know 
to someone else you don’t even know. You can see all that now and they’re 
not even mutual friends.  
The participants in the second study were now very aware that the information they 
supply on Facebook is used to target advertising to them. Generally, they did not 
mind that their information is used this way, but they feel it is a bit ‘creepy’ that 
information taken from their other site searches was also used to personalise 
advertising. One participant said, 
Sometimes I don’t know how Facebook knows that I like certain things as I 
don’t even have it in my About Me or anything like that, but I think it takes it 
(the information) from conversations I’ve had. It could be that. 
They agreed that they “don’t want to see ads for things we aren’t going to buy”, but 
are still a little uncomfortable about how the information is sourced. Some 
participants had provided incorrect information as a protection from identity fraud 
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and being targeted too closely. One participant lied about her age and now receives 
advertising for retirement villages. The findings suggest that with maturity and 
experience in the SNS space, participants have a greater understanding of how their 
information is being used to personalise advertising, however they are still unsure of 
exactly how their information is collected.   
This shift over the four year period, to greater control in privacy/disclosure, suggests 
a greater awareness by SNS users of how the information is used. Whether this 
increased concern is due to a better understanding of how the social media 
technology works or is a result of the user maturing is difficult to identify and most 
likely it is a combination of both. This observation is supported by other researchers 
who have suggested that as online users mature they are more likely to monitor 
their information online and exhibit privacy protection behaviour (Drennan, et al., 
2006; Malhotra, Kim, et al., 2004; Milne & Culnan, 2004; Milne, et al., 2004). 
The comparison of the two studies notes a shift in the perceived privacy control, 
from the site to the user (as outlined in the Table 6). The onus is now on the 
customer to control the data and not the organisation who owns the information 
(Langenderfer & Miyazaki, 2009; Nehf, 2007). Notably, when the obligation for 
privacy protection is placed on the SNS user, it is with the expectation that the user 
will have a full understanding of privacy policies and also privacy protection 
activities. This is not always the case, as most users do not read privacy policies and 
rely on friends to alert them to possible issues online, which may be putting these 
users at risk.  
The key findings from this study, when considering the changes in perceptions of 
information control in social networking sites are outlined in Table 6. 
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Table 6: Changes in information control 
Time One Time Two  Change Literature  
Naive about how 
the technology of 
SNS worked and 
unaware that 
their personal 
information was 
tracked. 
Accepted that the use of 
their information was ‘the 
price you pay’ for free use of 
SNS  
 
 
Shift from unawareness to 
awareness of how the 
information was used. 
Privacy aware 
(Drennan et al. 
2006) 
Use of information 
(Malhotra et al. 
2004) 
Privacy 
agreement not 
read; Trusted site 
administrators 
not to misuse 
information. 
 
Naive about information 
collection; Trusted medium 
with their private 
information. 
 
 
Understand more about how 
personal information is 
collected; but prepared to 
accept trade-off and disclose 
information for social 
interaction online.  
 
 
Privacy aware 
(Drennan et al. 
2006) 
Collection of 
personal 
information 
(Malhotra et al. 
2004) 
Perceived control 
due to belief that 
if their settings 
were on Private, 
no one could 
have access to 
their 
information.  
 
 
 
Perceived control of 
information through 
enacting privacy controls 
and monitoring their 
comments. 
 
 
Shift in perceived control 
from the site to the person.  
Privacy protection 
behaviour 
(Drennan et al. 
2006) 
Perceived Control 
of information 
(Malhotra et al. 
2004; Dinev and 
Hart 2006, 2004) 
Had not heard of 
behavioural 
targeting and did 
not believe that 
marketers would 
target them 
specifically  
Thought it was 
coincidental 
 
Felt concerned 
that they might 
be targeted (and 
couldn’t 
understand how 
it worked) 
 
Understand that their 
information was of value to 
marketers and aware that 
advertisements are 
specifically targeted to them 
 
 
Have provided false 
information to protect 
identity and received 
advertising that reflected 
false information 
Participants now understand 
how behavioural targeting is 
used to target advertising to 
them 
 
Happy to receive ads that are 
targeted to them  
Not always providing correct 
information so marketers may 
be targeting incorrect people 
Control of 
information and 
disclosure (Berger 
2011; Krasnova et 
al. 2009) 
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Research Question 2:  How have users’ perceived vulnerability in SNS changed as 
both the medium and the user have matured? 
Whilst participants in the first study felt that they had control over the information 
that was available online, they also felt that any information they shared online 
would be of no interest or value to marketers. As such they did not feel any risk or 
vulnerability in disclosing personal information (Christofides, et al., 2012). One 
participant said, “Yeah basically I’ve got nothing to hide, I’m not ashamed of showing 
myself around”. Yet, when asked if they trusted the SNS with their information a 
female participant stated “Sort of but not really. I wouldn’t want them using 
information about me”.   
The participants trusted the site with their personal information and by doing so 
demonstrated deterrent-based trust believing that there were systems in place to 
protect them (Robbins, et al., 2001). Previous experience with online social 
networking sites (limited as it was) proved that information had not been misused to 
their knowledge (knowledge-based trust). And finally identification-based trust saw 
the participants having an emotional connection with the site, trusting it with their 
innermost thoughts and personal photos (Robbins, et al., 2001). This finding is also 
supported by Kelly, Kerr and Drennan (2010) who suggest that SNS users have faith 
that the medium will not disclose or misuse their information.  
Whether they were aware of their vulnerability or not, the participants in the first 
study engaged in behaviour that protected them from vulnerability. They did not 
purchase online (usually because they did not own a credit card) and they did not 
click on advertising on Myspace. They dismissed advertising on Myspace because the 
advertisements were not deemed as relevant to them. They were concerned about 
getting an online virus from the advertising and did not trust the brands that 
advertised in this space. One female participant suggested “There is so much dodgy 
stuff on Myspace that you can’t take it seriously” and another said,   
So many people post dodgy bulletins, like spam bulletins, that if you see one 
that looks real, you don’t bother clicking on it because you know it’s probably 
going to be a spam. So you sort of lose trust in it. 
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They also ignored requests from brands to befriend them. They were quite 
suspicious about the motives of brands in this space and were very sceptical about 
the claims made. They were distrustful about advertisements on their Myspace with 
one participant suggesting 
Most of the ads say you will win $100 if you do this game or if you answer this 
question. I don’t even touch them because I know what they are all about. 
They are very annoying and it frustrates me.  
Another female participant said “I don’t really take it seriously because it’s a 
Myspace ad and it’s usually for the same stuff”. They found the advertisements 
irrelevant and unreliable and therefore mostly ignored them. Moore and Rodgers 
(2005) support this finding and suggest that Internet advertising is not trusted and 
lacks credibility.   
With the benefit of four years social media experience, SNS users still did not trust 
the messages on Facebook, but they did trust the site to protect their information. 
Despite the considerable number of changes in Facebook’s privacy policy where the 
onus rests with the user to ensure that protection controls are in place, participants 
still felt comfortable with the level of protection and privacy online. They understood 
the privacy controls and were able to limit the information that was released to 
others and to organisations. As one participant said, “You are in full control of 
everything you do on Facebook”. This suggests that SNS users still trust the site to 
protect their information and do not feel vulnerable placing their information online.   
However participants still did not trust advertising on Facebook and still disliked 
brands befriending them, with one female participant saying, “I hate nothing more 
than a random shop adding you as a friend”. This affirms the importance teenagers 
place in controlling how their information is used (Denegri-Knott, 2006; Dinev & 
Hart, 2004). As a result of this perceived control, they did not feel vulnerable in this 
space (Dinev & Hart, 2004). 
Whilst they disliked being ‘befriended’ by brands, they were comfortable about 
‘liking’ a brand. With the increasing use of the ‘like’ button to indicate support for a 
particular brand or organisation, participants acknowledged the need to be selective 
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of who they support in this space. As one female participant said, “I find it annoying 
because they’ll post their stuff in my news feed. I don’t want them in my face”.   
Most of the participants in the second study were comfortable receiving targeted 
advertising. Some suggested that they “wouldn’t care if they were targeted”. Others, 
however, were still surprised when they were reminded how closely brands targeted 
them (e.g., sent them an advertisement that was related to a recent online 
conversation). The realisation that their search information is being used to target 
messages to them caused participants to question the nature of the information 
they share online. Some felt that it was “creepy when the ads are too specialised”, 
especially when the information is gained from online activities outside of the 
Facebook environment.   
The majority of participants stated that they would not click on an advertisement on 
Facebook. If they were interested in the product, they would go directly to the 
brand’s website rather than click on the Facebook site. The participants were 
adamant that they would not make a purchase from a Facebook site. With the 
benefit of an additional four years social media use, the participants were happy to 
allow brands to target their advertising to them as long as they “don’t push it on to 
you” or “don’t step over the line”.  
With regards to perceived vulnerability, it is evident that as both users and the 
medium have matured, that SNS users still trust the site with their personal 
information, yet do not trust the advertising messages in this space. The perception 
that online advertising is not regulated and that anyone can establish a Facebook 
account explains the lack of credibility that this advertising medium has with this 
group.   
Table 7 provides an overview of the participants’ attitudes towards the perception of 
vulnerability in SNS and how these attitudes have changed over a four year 
timeframe.   
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Table 7: Changes in perceived vulnerability 
Time One Time Two Attitude change Literature 
Trust the medium with 
their information 
 
But do not trust the 
information presented 
in advertising which is 
unregulated. 
Still trust the medium 
with their private 
information  
Still reluctant to trust 
unregulated 
advertising 
 
 
 
Attitude towards the 
site has not changed 
They still trust 
Facebook not to 
misuse their 
information 
Deterrent based trust 
(Robbins et al. 2001; 
Kelly et al. 2010; 
Moore & Rogers 2005)  
 
Perceived to not be 
vulnerable as no one 
would be interested in 
their information. 
 
 
 
More to protect now 
that they are older, but 
still did not believe 
that what they had to 
say would be of value 
to anyone. Felt stalked 
by Facebook. 
Shift from being totally 
invulnerable to 
admitting some 
vulnerability to 
unethical marketers or 
even social media 
platform. 
 
 
Privacy suspicions 
(Drennan et al. 2006) 
Perceived vulnerability 
(Dinev & Hart 2004, 
2006) 
 
Have been warned not 
to trust these sites by 
parents and schools 
 
Would not purchase 
anything from a SNS   
 
Sceptical about what 
people said online 
 
 
Experience and word 
of mouth make them 
wary of these sites 
 
Would not purchase 
from SNS   
Know a lot of 
information online is 
unreliable  
 
They have grown up 
using OSN sites, but 
are still wary of 
information found on 
these sites  
 
Do not trust the 
advertising which is 
unregulated 
Knowledge based trust 
(Robbins et al. 2001) 
Trust in the site 
influences privacy 
concerns (Dinev & Hart 
2004).  
 
Ignored brands that 
tried to befriend them 
 
Dislike brands 
‘befriending’ them but 
prepared to ‘like’ 
brands. 
 
Concerned that brands 
may clog up their news 
feeds with commercial 
messages. 
Still wary of brands 
who want to befriend 
them. 
 
Want to be in control 
of the relationship and 
approach the brand 
rather than the brand 
approach them 
Identification based 
trust (Robbins et al. 
2001) 
 
Control of information 
(Dinev & Hart 2004; 
Denegri-Knott 2006) 
 
 
5.6 Summary 
 
From Time 1 to Time 2, the research participants had matured and had a greater 
understanding of how social media works. They acknowledged that their information 
is of some value to marketers, but still did not give it much consideration. They 
accepted the use of their private information in a general sense; however they did 
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not want their information used in an individually identifiable way. The participants 
had become more cautious of the consequences of too much disclosure online. With 
maturity and experience, the participants were more aware of privacy issues in SNS 
sites, exhibited more concern protecting their information and were more likely to 
use privacy settings and limit disclosure to protect their information.   
The study has shown that SNS users’ perception of control and vulnerability has 
changed little over four years. Both studies found that whilst users trust SNS to 
protect their personal information, they do not trust the advertising in these spaces. 
Although this group now have their own credit cards and make purchases online, 
they do not trust SNS sufficiently to purchase from them. Social networking site 
users want to be in control of the information they disclose online as well as 
information that they receive. They are aware of the consequences of ‘liking’ an 
organisation and will evaluate the value of their association with the brand in terms 
of their own social capital (Ellison, et al., 2007). 
The key difference in the group’s understanding of behavioural targeting in SNS with 
the passing of four years is their acceptance of how their information is used. As new 
users of social media, they believed their information was private and did not 
consider it to be of any value to anyone. With maturity and many more hours of 
social media experience, they now have a greater understanding of targeted 
advertising. Whilst they may not be entirely comfortable with how their information 
is used, they accept that targeted advertising may be more relevant and potentially 
more useful.  
 
5.7 Theoretical and managerial implications 
 
Social networking sites are constantly changing format and policies and new 
technology provides new opportunities to reach and engage with customers. 
Understanding consumers’ perceptions of privacy on Facebook and how these 
perceptions influence their acceptance of advertising in this space is an area worthy 
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of academic research. This study contributes to knowledge by extending the 
research of Dinev and Hart (2004, 2006) applying their antecedents of privacy 
concerns to the social networking environment. The longitudinal nature of this 
cohort study also is of value, and provides insights into the changes in privacy 
perceptions over time and documents the perceptions of control and vulnerability as 
both the users and the medium have matured.   
Its results are of value to practitioners who need to understand the fine line between 
sending messages that are relevant to consumers’ interests and invading privacy by 
targeting too specifically. Young adults are prepared to accept advertising on their 
SNS as long as it relevant to them. However it is vital that marketers inform them of 
how their information is collected and used. This should be stated simply and clearly 
and not buried in a privacy agreement that no one reads. Marketers also need to act 
upon consumer complaints of cluttered newsfeed and advise potential ‘friends’ of 
the number of messages they are likely to receive. The benefits of ‘friending’ their 
site needs to be promoted and clarified so that SNS users feel confident in clicking 
the ‘like’ button. 
 
5.8 Limitations and future research 
 
As with any study there are several limitations. Firstly, as a qualitative study, this 
limits its generalisability. Additionally, the participants in the study are from one 
specific geographical area, and again, are not representative of all young people. The 
other challenge is the constant innovation of social networking sites, where 
consumer experience today may be very different tomorrow. And finally, the focus 
of the study is young people aged 13-24. While these have been justified as the 
group under study, they embrace the online environment differently to both older 
and younger users. 
There are many opportunities for future research, with the most obvious suggestion 
being to re-interview this group in another four years and evaluate the changes in 
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perceptions of privacy and behavioural targeting in the SNS space. Another 
extension of this study would be to conduct additional focus groups of teenagers 
(the same age that the participants were in the first study) and compare whether the 
participants’ responses are more reflective of the newness of the advertising 
medium or the age of the participants. Alternatively, issues relating to privacy 
concerns raised in this study could be quantified to present a more representative 
and generalisable point of view. 
As teenagers become adults, Myspace has grown into Facebook and has presented a 
very different advertising model. Social networking sites have moved from being an 
entertainment activity for users to an everyday communication tool, and this level of 
sharing has spawned new and challenging privacy concerns. While awareness of 
privacy issues and the level of concern demonstrated by the participants has 
increased in the last four years, it still remains a simple trade off of whether SNS 
users are willing to disclose personal information online in exchange for social 
activity. 
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Chapter Six Journal Article Number Three   
Expanding on the key findings from Study One, which have been outlined in Chapters 
Four and Five, Study Two aims to provide a deeper understanding of the triggers of 
advertising avoidance and the relationship between avoidance and advertising 
engagement.  Chapter Six provides insights into why some consumers might engage 
with or avoid advertising on Facebook and in doing so identifies seven triggers for 
consumer engagement and avoidance on SNS. 
 
Turned on and turned off:  What are the triggers that influence consumer 
engagement or advertising avoidance on online social networking sites? 
 
6.1 Abstract 
 
This paper investigates the triggers that influence consumers to engage with or avoid 
advertising on social networking sites by using critical incident technique in-depth 
interviews. It is the first study to consider engagement and avoidance as an ‘on and 
off switch’ and as such identifies a topology of seven triggers for engagement with, 
and avoidance of, advertising on SNS. The triggers are outlined as cut through, 
relevance, authenticity, time, social outcomes, reward and referral. The study found 
that cut through and relevance were important to engagement and that brands need 
to be authentic in their relationship with customers and provide informational 
reward, otherwise their message will be ignored.  
 
6.2 Introduction 
 
The term engagement has become a buzzword that both advertising academics and 
industry practitioners have struggled to define (Calder, et al., 2009). Despite being 
unable to articulate exactly what engagement means, strategists still consider 
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engagement a priority (Hui, 2012), and just as important as reach and frequency 
when evaluating the success of an advertising campaign (Grimshaw, 2012). Defining 
engagement is a challenge. This may be due to academics approaching engagement 
from differing points of view, with some considering engagement from a customer 
perspective (Brodie, et al., 2013; Grummerus, et al., 2012; van Doorn, et al., 2010) 
and others from a media-specific focus (Heath, 2009; Kilger & Romer, 2007). Some 
conceptualise it as a ‘turning on’, while others measure it as behaviour. This research 
seeks to better understand what ‘turns on’ consumers to engage with a brand. In 
addition it also investigates, based on the approach-avoidance motivation theory 
(Elliot, 2006), if a negative response to the same triggers can influence whether a 
consumer is ‘turned off’ to a brand or message. This ‘turning off’ can be considered 
as advertising avoidance. Furthering the understanding of advertising engagement 
and advertising avoidance online and in particular in SNS, is a topic worthy of 
research. Advertisers are spending $2.75 billion on SNS each year, and yet some 
industry reports suggest that 75% of consumers are avoiding advertising online 
(Callius, 2008). This study seeks to identify the triggers that influence whether a 
consumer engages with, or avoids, advertising on SNS. 
To identify these triggers the critical incident technique (CIT) method of qualitative 
research has been used. The examination of critical incidences through in-depth 
interviews provides rich data on why consumers may or may not engage with a 
brand on SNS. This research is important because there is limited understanding by 
both academics and practitioners as to why people engage with or avoid advertising, 
especially in social media. This research is also important because it is the first study 
to consider advertising engagement and avoidance as polar opposites. As such it 
highlights how consumer engagement can be switched on and off by various 
triggers. Presenting a topography of engagement and avoidance triggers offers 
practitioners the opportunity to develop more engaging campaigns and more 
effective media plans.  
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6.3 Literature review 
6.3.1 Online Engagement 
Engagement in its broadest sense is defined by the Oxford Dictionary as being “to 
attract” and “to establish a meaningful connection with” (Oxford Dictionary, 2013). 
This definition suggests that there are two separate elements to engagement. The 
first element defines engagement as having the ability to attract or to gain attention, 
and the second is to continue the relationship on an ongoing basis. In an advertising 
context, this definition is reflected in how academics have approached engagement. 
Some have viewed engagement as attracting the consumer (Calder, et al., 2009; 
Heath, 2009; Rappaport, 2007) while others view it as developing a relationship with 
the consumer (Bowden, 2009; Brodie, et al., 2011; Brodie, et al., 2013; Grummerus, 
et al., 2012; Rangeley & Mollen, 2012; van Doorn, et al., 2010; Wang, 2006). Table 8 
provides an overview of advertising engagement definitions.  
Table 8: Definitions of engagement   
Author Engagement Definition 
Wang (2006)  Turning a prospect to a brand idea enhanced by surrounding content (ARF Definition, 2006). 
Rappaport (2007)  Engagement centres on the high relevance of brands to consumers and the development of an 
emotional connection between consumers and brands. 
Calder et al. (2009)   Engagement is a collection of experiences with the website and that content can be engaging 
because it provides a utilitarian experience or an intrinsically enjoyable experience. 
Bowden (2009)  Engagement is a psychological process that models the underlying mechanisms by which 
customer loyalty forms, as well as the mechanism by which loyalty is maintained for repeat 
purchase customers. 
Heath (2009)  The amount of subconscious feeling going on when an advertisement is being processed. 
Taylor (2010)   
 
This paper outlines a series of definitions for engagement and suggests that definitions take on 
a behavioural or an attitudinal approach to engagement. 
Van Doorn et al. (2010)  Customer engagement behaviours defined as customer behavioural manifestations that have 
a brand or firm focus, beyond purchase, resulting from motivational drivers. 
Brodie et al. (2011; 2013) Engagement is a context-dependent, psychological state characterised by fluctuating intensity 
that occurs within dynamic interactive engagement processes. 
Rangeley and Mollen (2012)   
 
A cognitive and affective commitment to an active relationship with a brand, as represented 
by a website or computer-mediated entities designed to communicate brand value at a point 
in time. 
Gummerus et al. (2012)  Customer engagement behaviours are defined as customer behavioural manifestations that 
have a brand- or firm-focus, beyond purchase, resulting from motivational drivers (van Doorn 
et al.). 
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The definition used in this study is recommended by the Advertising Research 
Foundation’s (ARF) White Paper on Engagement. It defines engagement as being 
“that which occurs when a prospective consumer’s mind is turned on to a brand idea 
enhanced by the surrounding content” (cited in Calder and Malthouse, 2008, p. 2). 
 
6.3.2 Antecedents of engagement 
While there is no specific literature outlining the antecedents of engagement with 
SNS, several constructs are proposed as conducive to consumer engagement. 
Engagement needs to be considered as a spectrum (van Doorn, et al., 2010). Some 
researchers contend that engagement does not necessarily require high levels of 
activity from the consumer and might simply occur when a consumer is mentally 
connecting with the brand (Malthouse & Calder, 2011). Others suggest engagement 
requires a state of active cognitive processing (Mollen & Wilson, 2010). Time 
limitations may influence whether consumers are able to engage with a brand or not 
(Kilger & Romer, 2007; Rangeley & Mollen, 2012). However, the value of 
engagement depends upon how deeply consumers engage with the brand or 
message (Plummer, Zaltmann, et al., 2006).   
Relevance is central to engagement (Mollen & Wilson, 2010; Rappaport, 2007). 
When consumers can personally relate to messages they are more inclined to 
engage with brands (Plummer, Zaltmann, et al., 2006). Social media provides data 
mining opportunities to provide more accurate consumer insights (Hui, 2012), and 
therefore improve relevance. Social networking sites can customise the type of 
advertising to leverage consumer interests and behaviours and hopefully make the 
message more meaningful and relevant (Jaworska & Sydow, 2008). Internet 
‘activists’ (avid social media users) are considered to be more engaged and studies 
suggest that when consumers are more engaged their recall of the message is 
increased (Rangeley & Mollen, 2012). Social networking sites are unique when 
compared to other advertising media as it is a social site as well as a private space, 
and marketers need to be sensitive to this environment and not risk losing 
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customers by evoking privacy concerns (Kelly, et al., 2010; Knapman & Vogt, 2007; D. 
G. Taylor, et al., 2011).  
Researchers propose that engagement is also influenced by the user’s identification 
and self-congruence with the brand’s identity (Rangeley & Mollen, 2012; Wirtz, et 
al., 2013). If the consumer feels comfortable being associated with a brand they are 
more likely to engage with it. It is suggested that participation on SNS influences a 
user’s social capital (Ellison, et al., 2007; Steinfield, et al., 2008). Social capital is the 
term given to the value of resources available to a person or an organisation as a 
result of their network of relationships (Hung & Li, 2007). As SNS are places where 
users share information about themselves they are more likely to engage with 
brands that increase their social capital.   
Typically this network encourages word of mouth referrals. The relationship 
between the source of the endorsement and the recipient message influences how 
the message will be received, with stronger ties between the two producing a more 
positive response (Chatterjee, 2011). By encouraging ‘peer to peer’ debate and 
discussion, marketers can also generate ‘organic insight’ into what is relevant and 
important to consumers (Hui, 2012). Social networking sites are tailored to 
encourage this social interaction and in doing so offer the potential for social 
involvement with a brand (Calder, et al., 2009; Grummerus, et al., 2012; Kilger & 
Romer, 2007; van Doorn, et al., 2010). 
By providing messages of value customers are more likely to become brand 
advocates (Campbell, et al., 2010). By clicking on the ‘like’ button, consumers are 
acknowledging that they support the brand and are interested in receiving 
information from the brand. ‘Liking’ a brand is a form of brand advocacy. However, 
consumers don’t just ‘like’ brands on SNS such as Facebook so that they will receive 
advertising; they ‘like’ a brand to receive some type of value, primarily in the form of 
information (J. Wang & Calder, 2007). Calder et al. (2009) perceive engagement as 
being connected to a brand to; receive information, enhance personal identity, 
integration and social interaction (gaining a sense of belonging), and to be 
entertained. This concept of value was also mooted by Taylor et al. (2011), who 
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found that consumer attitudes were more positive towards brands that provided 
entertainment value. They also suggest that peer influence, self-brand congruity, 
privacy concerns and invasiveness also influence consumers’ attitudes towards the 
brand, but entertainment value was the most significant predictor of a favourable 
consumer attitude. Grummerus et al. (2012) suggest that consumers consider 
engaging with brand communities when they perceive social, entertainment and 
economic benefits. 
This idea of engagement providing benefits to the consumer is supported by the 
Approach and Avoidance theory (Elliot, 2006) which states that when a consumer 
perceives a positive outcome from a stimulus (in this case SNS advertising) they are 
likely to move towards the stimulus or engage with it.  Or to avoid it, when the 
perceived outcome is negative. 
 
6.3.3 Outcomes of engagement  
Engagement is often measured by behaviour. While this might not reflect the 
attraction or ‘turning on’ which many contend to be engagement, it promotes the 
use of analytics as a convenient and surrogate measure of engagement. 
Engagement is important, as researchers believe that when engagement increases so 
does advertising effectiveness (Aaker & Brown, 1972; Bronner & Neijens, 2006; 
Calder, et al., 2009; Cunningham, et al., 2006). Calder et al. (2009) theorise that 
engagement is a collection of experiences online with outcomes that result in 
consumer attentiveness, affective responses and reactions to advertising. Once 
consumers are engaged with a message or brand online they will respond in a 
cognitive, affective or behavioural manner (J. Taylor, 2010). Other consequences of 
engagement include increased advertising recall and message involvement (Wang, 
2006), consumer commitment, trust and satisfaction (Brodie, et al., 2013; 
Gummerus, et al., 2012).    
Much of the current research in the area of engagement focuses on the 
consequences of engagement online and not what triggers engagement. If we 
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consider the definition of engagement as being the turning on of a prospect to a 
brand idea enhanced by the surrounding context” (cited in Calder and Malthouse, 
2008, p. 2) then understanding what triggers this ‘turning on’ of consumers so that 
they are likely to engage with a brand on an SNS is a topic worthy of greater 
examination. This leads us to our first research question:  
Research Question 1:  What are the triggers of advertising engagement on 
Facebook? 
 
6.3.4 Advertising avoidance  
If we accept that advertising engagement is the turning on of the prospect to a brand 
idea, the ‘turning off’ could be described as advertising avoidance. Considering 
advertising avoidance as the polar opposite to advertising engagement is supported 
by the approach – avoidance theory (Elliot, 2006). This theory suggests that 
consumers are likely to action or engage with stimulus that provide positive 
outcomes and avoid stimulus (in this case advertising) that provides a negative 
outcome. Advertising online and in traditional media can be intentionally or 
unintentionally ignored (Duff & Faber, 2011). Speck and Elliott (1997) defined 
advertising avoidance as “all actions that media users employ to reduce exposure to 
advertising content”. This definition relates to avoidance behaviour, which can be 
classified as being affective, cognitive, behavioural or mechanical in nature (Cho & 
Cheon, 2004; Kelly, et al., 2010; Speck & Elliott, 1997).   
Like engagement, advertising avoidance can be considered as a spectrum. In the 
online environment avoidance can range from banner blindness (considered to be a 
learnt behavioural avoidance) to mechanically ensuring that advertising will not 
appear on your site by using blocking software (mechanical avoidance). The concept 
of banner blindness (or more accurately advertising blindness) is the term given to 
the phenomenon where consumers avoid looking at or paying attention to 
advertising online (Dreze & Hussherr, 2003; Hervet, et al., 2011). When researchers 
studied eye tracking on Facebook the data showed that due to the predictable 
location of the advertising on the right side of the site consumers became expert in 
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avoiding advertising in these areas (Barreto, 2013). This led Facebook to introduce 
advertising in the users’ news feed area, so that advertising messages are delivered 
in the same area as messages from Facebook friends. 
Advertising avoidance online is of concern for advertisers. In an industry study 
15,000 people were asked whether they avoided advertising in specific media. 
Approximately 75% of those surveyed said they avoided online advertising and 75% 
said they avoided television advertising (Callius, 2008). This presents a challenge to 
advertisers who rely on both these media to reach their customers. 
 
6.3.5 Antecedents of advertising avoidance 
There are many reasons why people might avoid advertising on SNS. Hadija, Barnes 
and Hair (2012) suggest that SNS users simply do not notice the advertising on their 
SNS. Schultz (2006) suggests that advertising avoidance is a form of consumer 
empowerment as technology has given online users the ability to decide whether 
they participate in brand conversations or not.   
Clutter was originally identified by Speck and Elliott (1997) as having an influence on 
advertising avoidance. Research into advertising avoidance online suggests that 
avoidance increases when advertising interrupts users’ online activities and clutters 
the site (Cho & Cheon, 2004). If consumers are distracted by too many messages 
they may disregard all messages in this space. Message clutter is an issue in the 
online environment and if advertising interrupts or slows down the consumers’ 
online activity they will develop negative attitudes towards the advertising that 
causes this delay (Cho & Cheon, 2004). Advertising on SNS has the additional 
challenge of competing with user-generated content (Hadija, et al., 2012). Nelsen-
Field, Riebe and Sharp (2013) found that when advertising clutter increases on a SNS 
users are less likely to recall the advertising, especially if it is a lesser known brand. 
Negative past experiences with advertising online or being warned about the 
dangers of engaging with brands online can also cause consumers to avoid 
advertising in this space (Cho & Cheon, 2004; Kelly, et al., 2010). Research has found 
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that consumers have limited trust in advertising on the Internet when compared to 
other media forms (Grant, 2005). Consumers were concerned about giving too much 
information online and did not find the advertising trustworthy (Moore & Rodgers, 
2005). Engaging with advertising online often requires consumers to click on an 
advertisement, and concerns regarding viruses or being sent to an inappropriate site 
can cause consumers to disregard or ignore advertising (Kelly, et al., 2010). 
Message or brand relevance will also influence whether consumers avoid online 
advertising (Kelly, et al., 2010); advertising avoidance will occur if the consumer does 
not feel that the advertising is relevant to them (Ingram, 2006). If consumers are 
sceptical about advertising messages or claims they will also tend to avoid them 
(Obermiller, et al., 2005).  
Finally, if consumers are sceptical about the credibility of the medium (Facebook for 
example) as being a reliable advertising medium they are also more likely to avoid 
advertising (Johnson & Kaye, 1998; Kelly, et al., 2010). These findings suggest that 
advertising avoidance is influenced by both the consumer’s perception of the brand 
or message and also the consumer’s perception of the medium itself.  Each medium 
provides differing antecedents of avoidance (Speck & Elliott, 1997, Cho and Cheon, 
2004 and Kelly et al., 2010) and with it differing challenges for media planners to 
minimise avoidance behaviours.  
A desire to better understand the tipping points between consumer engagement 
and advertising avoidance leads us to our second research question:  
Research Question 2:  What are the triggers of advertising avoidance on Facebook? 
 
6.4 Research methodology 
 
To address the two research questions, data was collected through in-depth 
interviews using CIT. CIT is a qualitative research method that requires the 
interviewee to discuss a significant event or incident, outline how they reacted to it 
and explain the outcomes (Gremler, 2004). Critical incident technique allows the 
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researcher to better understand the significance of the incident in a cognitive, 
affective and behavioural sense (Gremler, 2004). The benefits of employing this 
type of qualitative approach include gaining a rich understanding of an incident 
and that it is particularly suitable for conceptual studies which will likely be tested 
in subsequent research (Gremler, 2004). 
By using in-depth interviews the respondents were free to discuss feelings or beliefs 
about the subject of interest and provide a more detailed response (Cooper & 
Schindler, 2006; Davis, 2000; Davis, 1997; Hair, et al., 2003; Stokes & Bergin, 2006). 
This is particularly helpful for exploratory research studies (Cooper & Schindler, 
2006) and provides significant amounts of rich data for analysis (Hair, et al., 2003). 
In-depth interviews can also provide the interviewee with a feeling of empowerment 
as they enjoy the fact that their opinion is being sought (Stokes & Bergin, 2006) and 
their response is likely to be more candid (Hair, et al., 2003). In-depth interviews also 
provide the opportunity to build trust and rapport between the interviewer and 
interviewee, which in turn improves the quality of the data (Davis, 1997). 
The CIT interviews carried out in this study explored participants’ responses to 
advertising on Facebook. They were asked to remember a time when they had 
responded to an advertisement on Facebook and to describe it in terms of how they 
felt about it, what they thought about the incident, and what they did as a result of 
their engagement. They were then asked to remember a time when they had 
avoided advertising on Facebook and to similarly describe this experience. 
The participants in this study were Facebook users aged between 18 and 25 years 
old. This age group was selected as they are the original ‘digital natives’ and the 
generation that has grown up using social media (McCrindle, 2012). They are 
enthusiastic social media users, with 83% engaging with social media regularly 
(Duggan & Brenner, 2013). The sampling strategy consisted of an online snowballing 
strategy, where the researcher extended an invitation to people within the 
researcher’s Facebook network, asking for participants to recommend other suitable 
participants with the aim of interviewing 20 Facebook users (Baltar & Brunet, 2011; 
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Gruber, et al., 2008). Twenty in-depth interviews were held with 10 male and 10 
female participants, with each interview running for about one hour. 
To ensure validity of the findings the CIT questions were open-ended and checks 
were made throughout the interviews to ensure that the participants understood 
the questions (Plummer, Zaltmann, et al., 2006). Each interview was audio taped and 
transcribed verbatim. The transcripts were manually coded using NVivo, which is a 
computer-assisted qualitative data-analysis software. NVivo assists researchers to 
identify themes in the data, establish saturation of ideas from participants, and allow 
for audit trails of concepts and themes in an effective and efficient manner (Hoover 
& Koerber, 2011; Siccama & Penna, 2008). NVivo also supports the researchers to 
coordinate and provide detailed analysis of large amounts of data and improve rigor 
and validity of findings by the use of discussions, coding, themes and memos as part 
of the analysis (Hoover & Koerber, 2011). The coding was then checked by other 
researchers to ensure validity, and the frequencies of the coding were noted and 
analysed.  
 
6.5 Results and discussion 
 
The average participant age was 20.6 years. The participants were all avid social 
media users, spending an average of 90 minutes each day on Facebook by accessing 
their site an average of 9.6 times each day. When asked why they engage with SNS  
the majority replied that they were on Facebook to keep in touch with friends, see 
what everyone was doing, to see photos, and keep up-to-date with social events and 
invitations. Most said that they rarely post status updates and avoid posting too 
many photos on Facebook, preferring to use Instagram for photo sharing. Six of the 
participants were in full-time employment with the remainder working part-time 
and studying full-time. 
From the 20 in-depth interviews a total of 91 incidents were discussed. Of these 
incidents 57% were considered to be positive experiences and 43% were considered 
to be negative experiences. Each critical incident was analysed and coded using the 
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themes identified in the consumer engagement (Calder, et al., 2009; Taylor, 2010; 
van Doorn, et al., 2010; A. Wang, 2006) and advertising avoidance (Cho & Cheon, 
2004; Kelly, et al., 2010; Speck & Elliott, 1997) literature. The thematic coding 
resulted in the identification of seven triggers for advertising engagement and 
advertising avoidance. These triggers are listed and their frequencies are 
summarised in Table 9. 
Table 9: Advertising engagement and advertising avoidance triggers on Facebook 
 
Triggers 
 
Engagement   
 
Avoidance  
1. Cut through Attention grabbing advertising 
(72.5%) 
Clutter (28%) 
2. Relevance Relevance of brand, product or 
message (75%)  
Irrelevance of brand, product or 
message (24%) 
3. Authenticity Brand or message looks 
authentic (38%) 
Scepticism of product, brand or 
message (40%) 
4. Reward Informational reward (43%) 
Financial reward (25%) 
No reward in engagement (22%) 
5. Time Time to spare (13%) Interruption to task (8%) 
6. Social Outcomes Positive social implications of 
liking a brand or self-brand 
congruity (33%) 
 
Negative social implications of 
liking a brand or brand not 
congruent with self-image (17.5%) 
 
7. Referral  Positive referrals from friends 
(38.5%) 
Negative response to referrals 
from friends (9%)  
Negative response to referrals 
from brands (13%) 
 
The results suggest that there are seven triggers of engagement and avoidance. 
Some of these triggers, such as social outcomes and referrals, are quite unique to 
social media, whereas cut through, relevance, authenticity, time and reward can be 
applied to both online and traditional media advertising. The following section 
addresses both research questions and outlines and discusses each of the triggers. 
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6.5.1 Cut through 
Cut through or getting the attention of the SNS users was identified as the first 
trigger of engagement. Consumers engaged with advertising that had the ability to 
gain their attention or have an element of cut through (72.5% of incidences): “It [the 
advertisement] was funny, that’s why I clicked on it because it was like a dude with a 
big mo and stuff” (Male, 19). 
However, many of the participants had trouble remembering any advertising on 
Facebook:  
I honestly don’t even look at Facebook ads. I don’t even notice them on the 
side unless they do jump out at me. The only reason I do see some ads is 
because to log out of your Facebook you have to go to the top right hand 
corner anyway, so your eye travels past it. (Female, 21) 
 
The research also suggests that clutter or too many messages on their SNS influences 
whether consumers avoid the advertising in this medium. Clutter was a concern for 
participants in 28% of the incidences. While they are more inclined to engage with 
advertising in their news feed, in 16% of the incidences the SNS  user said they would 
‘unfriend’ a brand if it cluttered their news feed with too many messages or sent 
messages that weren’t relevant to the brand’s products. ‘Unfriending’ a brand is a 
type of mechanical avoidance as it provides a permanent method of not receiving 
advertising messages. 
I don’t even look to the side, I’ll go straight on [to Facebook] and the first 
thing I look at is do I have notifications or messages and then I’ll just look at 
my news feed (Male, 19).   
I would have no hesitation of ‘unliking’ it if they kept posting a lot of stuff 
(Female, 21). 
You kind of ‘like’ it [the brand] because everyone else does and you don’t 
think twice about it, but then you realise after a while on your news feed that 
they upload a lot of funny photos of things or “like this page too” and I 
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thought “I don’t want that, I can’t be bothered” so I just go and unlike their 
page (Female, 21). 
Consumers are more likely to engage with a brand when the advertising cuts through 
clutter, appeals to them or grabs their attention. If they have concerns about a brand 
cluttering their news feed with too many messages they will act to either ‘unfriend’ 
the brand or hide the brand information (a type of mechanical avoidance) (Kelly, et 
al., 2010; Speck & Elliott, 1997). This is supported by research by Cho and Cheon 
(2004) who identified clutter as an antecedent of advertising avoidance in online 
advertising.   
 
6.5.2 Relevance 
Relevance was an important trigger for both engagement and avoidance. Of 
incidents recalled by the participants, 75% were as a result of the advertising having 
some type of relevance to them. When asked whether it was the brand or the 
message that was most relevant to them when noticing the advertising, 41% of the 
incidents were as a result of brand relevance: 
One of my instructors liked it [the brand], and it came up in my news feed. It 
was a really expensive brand of horse riding stuff that a German website was 
selling and they were offering a really good deal. I knew the brand before, but 
I hadn’t been on it [the brand’s Facebook site]. I just saw this and I was like 
“Oh, that’s really good” and now I use it regularly (Female, 19). 
Consumers felt that it was the message that was relevant to them in 32.5% of the 
incidences: 
It’s [the advertising message] very targeted towards my age group. The 
message is we all want to look fit, we all want to look good, so I suppose that 
it is relevant to me. It’s someone [the model in the ad] who’s more my age, 
not like someone Mum’s age (Female, 19). 
In nearly a third of the incidents (29%) participants acknowledged that the 
advertising was targeted to them based on their online activities. Many 
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acknowledged that it was helpful that the ads were specifically directed at them and 
were therefore more relevant:   
“I don’t think of it [advertising] as a negative in any way. I think having access 
to your information is actually a good thing because you are not being hit 
with all these ads that are just irrelevant to you”(Female, 19). 
Whilst participants noticed the advertisement and accepted that it was a result of 
their online activity, in 18% of the incidents participants expressed concerns about 
the potential privacy issues of behavioural targeting. They did not feel comfortable 
being reminded that their information was being tracked: “If I do see an ad, I’m 
always thinking why has it targeted me?” (Male, 21), and “It’s an invasion of privacy 
– it [behavioural targeting] freaks me out.  I don’t like it” (Male 21). 
Conversely, a lack of relevance was a trigger for advertising avoidance on SNS, with 
22% of incidences indicating that the advertising was not relevant to the user and 
was therefore ignored: 
I’ll have a glance [at the advertising], but they’re not that relevant generally.  
There’s all random stuff, like all the dating sites that come up on there. Just 
nothing that I would generally click on (Male, 23). 
Relevance was shown to be an influential trigger for both engagement and 
avoidance. As much of the advertising on an SNS is based around consumers’ online 
behaviours, consumers have an expectation that advertising will be relevant to 
them. Participants were comfortable with this information being used, but when 
they were targeted too closely they felt uncomfortable. If the brand or the message 
was not relevant to them they avoided the advertising. This concept of relevance as 
an antecedent to advertising engagement and avoidance is supported by previous 
studies (Kelly, et al., 2010; Mollen & Wilson, 2010; Rappaport, 2007; A. Wang, 2006).   
 
6.5.3 Authenticity  
It was important to participants that brands and advertising looked authentic. In 38% 
of incidences participants were confident about the authenticity of the brands and 
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advertising in this space. In 53% of the incidences the user clicked on the 
advertisement: “I have been using computers for so long, I’m quite good at knowing 
when something’s legit or not “(Female, 19).    
Participants felt more inclined to notice and engage with brands that appeared in 
their news feed rather than as a sponsored advertisement on the side of their 
homepage because they felt that those ads made unreliable claims and were 
unappealing: 
Back when I was playing WOW there were some ads that popped up that just 
didn’t seem real legitimate at all. The English was bad, it was poorly written 
and all that. They’re the ones I try and steer clear from (Male, 21). 
The participants’ reactions to advertising on the side of their Facebook site were 
different to their reactions to advertising in their news feed. Advertising in their 
news feed was given greater credibility generally because they had ‘liked’ a brand 
and therefore felt the message was more credible and relevant. It was as if the user 
had invited the brand into their Facebook space:  
There were the ads down the side that were not in the news feed. They were 
not interesting because they are just sitting there and they weren’t appealing 
at all. They’re just a photo and it says shoe discount or something like that.  
The ones that are constantly down the side I really don’t click on (Female, 19). 
In a demonstration of the importance of authenticity, the SNS user would Google the 
brand and go to the brand’s website if they wanted additional information about the 
brand or the product, rather than proceed using the Facebook site (27% of the 
incidents). The information available on a Facebook site was considered less reliable 
than that on an official brand website: “If I’m not sure about something, I will often 
Google it. I test for validity like that” (Female, 19).   
Websites are more like an established thing. Facebook pages, most people 
can just create one, it doesn’t take much work really. So the website is 
probably just more reliable (Male, 19).  
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Social network site users are still sceptical towards advertising on Facebook (in 
39.5% of incidences), suggesting that they don’t trust the sponsored advertising on 
the side of Facebook:  
For some reason I just feel like I don’t want to click on the ads on the side, 
because they might take me somewhere I don’t want to go (Male, 19). 
Maybe people that advertise on Facebook are the people that can’t afford 
real advertising, so you kind of expect it to be a little bit dodgier (Female, 19).   
 
At times they felt deceived or tricked by the advertising on Facebook (16% of 
incidences) and were sceptical about whether the ads or the brands were legitimate 
(36% of incidences). One participant discussed an incident with a brand where he 
thought he was buying shoes as part of a special sale but when the same ad was still 
on his site 20 days later he felt that he had been deceived by the brand: “I’m just 
angry with myself with that feeling of “oh why did I fall for this?””(Male, 21).     
For many users Facebook has yet to completely convince them that it is a reliable 
and authentic channel for advertising messages. Brands are delivering their 
messages in what is considered to be a private space and, as such, trust in the 
message is vital. Bowden (2009) identified trust as a key element of the formation of 
an affective commitment to the brand, which in turn leads to greater consumer 
engagement. Advertising in the Facebook news feed is considered to be more 
credible than the sponsored advertising on the side of the site, as the news feed 
messages give the perception of being invited into that space. A large majority of 
SNS users will still double check the authenticity of a brand and the offering by 
leaving Facebook to go to the brand’s website. This has ramifications for brands that 
only have a Facebook presence. Authenticity is related to the message, the look of 
the advertisement and even where it is placed.   
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6.5.4 Reward 
Many of the incidents (43%) saw participants engaging with the brand or 
advertisement as a result of some type of informational reward, such as being the 
first to know about new products or promotional activities:   
Camilla [the brand] has a lot of things online that you can’t get in store.  
Another store will show you an outfit every day and put the price and 
everything like that. And it just makes it easier than going into the shop and 
looking for it when they have whole albums of everything that is in store 
(Female, 21). 
 
Financial reward such as a sale or special offer was an engagement trigger in 25% of 
the incidences: 
If I saw an online shopping site or something that I usually go to anyway I 
probably wouldn’t click on it, but if it said ‘half price’ or if it said ‘sale’ or 
something, then I would click on it (Female 19). 
In some incidences (22%) the participants did not perceive any reward from 
potential engagement with the brand. In other instances there is a limit to the 
amount of information they are prepared to provide to receive the reward and, 
depending on the reward provided, they will make a judgment call if it is worth their 
time: 
There was a sushi shop that said “Like this and get a free meal” so I liked it, 
but you had to promote it then, and share it on your wall and you had to get 
ten friends to like it and then once that was proven you would get a free 
voucher. That is just too much effort I think. Is it really worth it? (Female, 25).    
The study shows that consumers were more likely to engage with a brand if there 
was an informational or financial reward as a result of the engagement (Grummerus, 
et al., 2012; van Doorn, et al., 2010; Wang & Calder, 2007). The value placed on 
informational rewards suggests a fit with the ethos of Facebook as a medium of 
sharing and receiving information. It also supports previous research that reported 
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that this age group of 18-25 year olds find advertising on SNS more informative than 
other age groups and generally have a more positive attitude to advertising in this 
space (Taylor, et al., 2011).    
Notably absent was the concept of advertising providing entertainment value to the 
SNS users. None of the incidences of brand engagement or avoidance were as a 
result of an entertaining advertisement or the promise of entertainment. This is 
contrary to previous engagement studies that suggest that entertainment value is an 
antecedent to engagement (Campbell, et al., 2010; J. Taylor, 2010). This may be due 
to Facebook users using the site for shorter periods of time and also the shift away 
from Facebook being viewed as an entertainment activity towards being a 
communication tool. The implications for practitioners suggests that they need to 
focus on providing consumers with valuable information or financial rewards, but to 
not make them work too hard for the reward otherwise they will lose interest. 
 
6.5.5 Time 
If the SNS user had time to spare when they were online they were more likely to 
engage with the brand (13% of incidences suggested this). Conversely, when users 
were more pressed for time they were less likely to engage with the advertising in 
this space (8%):   
I’ll only click on an ad if I’m planning on being on Facebook for more than five 
minutes. When I check my messages, notifications or whatever, and I’ll scroll 
down the news feed quickly and that’s about it. I don’t really sit there looking 
at ads (Male, 21). 
When a brand’s advertising disrupts Facebook use the user is likely to avoid the 
advertising (8% of incidences):   
I think it is fine on the computer with the side bar and when it doesn’t 
interrupt what you are doing on Facebook, but I’m not too keen on it with the 
mobile advertising because it is invasive of what you’re doing (Male, 19).   
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Time limitations also influence whether a consumer will engage with a brand or 
avoid the advertising. If consumers have time to spare they are more likely to engage 
with a brand (Kilger & Romer, 2007; Rangeley & Mollen, 2012) and will avoid the 
brand messages if they are rushed or are quickly checking their notifications. This 
study suggests that if an advertising message interrupts users’ use of Facebook then 
they are likely to avoid the message. This has implications for Facebook with the 
planned introduction of video advertising in newsfeeds. 
 
6.5.6 Social outcomes  
Social implications, especially concern about what their peers would think, 
influenced whether consumers would engage with an advertisement and ‘like’ the 
brand (33% of the incidences). If the brand added to their social capital then they 
were more inclined to engage with it:   
I had supported it [a charity] beforehand, but having it on Facebook is kind of 
showing, it’s probably weird saying this and I know this sounds self-centered 
and selfish, but I like showing people that I support breast cancer and support 
stuff like that (Male, 22). 
If there was no self-brand congruence participants were concerned about how their 
peers might perceive this and were therefore reluctant to engage with the brand. 
One male participant who was sent an online dating website advertisement said he 
would never click on an ad like that because:  
I would have several females in my life who would come and kill me. I would 
have parents, sisters and my girlfriend. It’s not a private thing, you just don’t 
even go there (Male, 22).   
Another male participant suggested:  
I wouldn’t want to be clicking on something that my mates wouldn’t agree 
with, just because of being judged. So you have to control what you actually 
do (Male, 21).  
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There were also participants who said that they rarely ‘liked’ a brand because they 
did not want to be seen to endorse any brands (18.5% of incidents): “I just don’t like 
people knowing my business. This town is too small” (Female, 19). 
The social aspect of SNS was a common theme in each incident. It was not just 
whether participants ‘liked’ the brand but whether their friends did as well. The 
implications of ‘liking’ a brand (and what this reflected about the SNS user), the 
social outcomes of brand engagement and this information being shared with fellow 
users differentiates SNS from other advertising media. Facebook is a social space 
(Grummerus, et al., 2012; Rangeley & Mollen, 2012; Rappaport, 2007; Wirtz, et al., 
2013). Its policy of alerting an SNS user’s friends when they have ‘liked’ a brand 
creates the potential to be judged and a trigger for engagement or avoidance.   
 
6.5.7 Referral  
One of the key benefits of advertising on an SNS when compared with more 
traditional advertising media is word of mouth referrals. This referral may be 
achieved intentionally by the user (e.g., asking their friends to like a brand) or as a 
result of the user just ‘liking’ a brand and their friends finding out via their news 
feed.   
The participants suggested that they would consider engaging with a brand (whether 
that brand was a night club, clothing store or charity) if requested by a good friend 
(38.5% of incidences), but it needed to be a close friend and one who they 
respected:   
Probably, it makes you think it must be worth clicking on if they’ve liked it. 
When you know someone you can understand what they’d be into, compared 
with what you’d be into (Male, 19).   
Participants did not like being asked to ‘like’ a brand by someone they did not know 
well (9% of incidences) and reported a negative response to brand requests in 13% 
of the incidences: 
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I think usually they have been spammed. I have seen people with all their 
friends spammed by writing on their wall “Hey like this website, it really 
great” like a generic message (Female, 19).   
The final trigger of referral differentiates SNS from other media options. Our study 
suggests what other research has confirmed: that consumers are more likely to 
engage with a brand if someone they know and respect has. This type of word of 
mouth referral is a powerful trigger of engagement (Wang & Calder, 2007). However, 
if the friend request is from a brand then users will be sceptical of the message and 
will be more likely to avoid the advertising (Kelly, et al., 2010). Again it is this social 
dimension of engaging with customers that makes SNS unique as an advertising 
medium (Grummerus, et al., 2012; van Doorn, et al., 2010). 
 
6.6 Implications for theory 
 
The study extends the body of knowledge of advertising on social media and 
provides new insights into how consumers perceive advertising in this space. 
Previous academic research has separated advertising engagement and avoidance 
theories and considers them in isolation. This study suggests that rather than being 
two separate entities they may actually be polar opposites of each other.  
It is also the first study to consider engagement and avoidance as an ‘on and off 
switch’ and as such identifies a topology of seven triggers for engagement with, and 
avoidance of, advertising on SNS. The triggers are outlined as cut through, relevance, 
authenticity, time, social outcomes, reward and referral.  
 
6.7 Implications for practice 
 
This study offers practitioners a checklist of important consumer triggers to promote 
engagement with their brand on SNS. A central finding from this research is that 
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relevance of brand or message is still key to engagement and preventing avoidance. 
If the brand or message is not relevant then it is likely the consumer will not be 
interested in engaging even if the other triggers are present. Brands need to identify 
what is important to consumers and ensure that their message resonates with them, 
otherwise users will ignore the advertising. Cut through was also crucial to 
engagement. It is timely to recognise that while SNS advertising is unique in nature it 
must also follow the first rule of advertising: get the consumer’s attention.   
The study also highlights the need for brands to provide informational value and, to 
a lesser extent, financial value to their SNS followers. Consumers must be given a 
reason to ‘friend’ a brand on Facebook otherwise they won’t bother engaging. This 
research found that consumers do not expect advertising or brands to entertain 
them on their SNS. This is contrary to previous academic findings and may reflect the 
shift in the way that Facebook users now interact with the site. When Facebook first 
began, users considered the site as a form of leisurely activity and entertainment; 
however, as the medium has matured users now perceive Facebook as a 
communication tool and as such access the site for specific communication 
objectives. 
Practitioners should also consider the concept of authenticity. Consumers do not 
want brands to be their friend (they have hundreds of them already). They want 
brands to be authentic and honest in their dealings. They want to know what they 
can expect from their relationship with their brand, and if they sense deception they 
will avoid the brand. They want to know how often they will be targeted by the 
brand, and if they feel that they are being sent messages that have no value to them 
they will take action to remove the brand from their site. Consumers trust Facebook 
to a certain extent; however, they will often check a brand’s website to validate any 
special offers so it is vital that Facebook sites and websites are linked and provide 
consistent information, otherwise this will lead to greater distrust of the brand. 
 
6.8 Conclusion 
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This research offers insights into how consumers engage or avoid advertising on SNS. 
It presents a topography of the seven triggers that turn consumers ‘on or off’ to the 
message. The research is unique in that it uses CIT to develop a clearer 
understanding of how consumers behave when they engage with or avoid a brand 
online. The findings are valuable in that they acknowledge the relationship between 
advertising engagement and avoidance. In particular the findings suggest they share 
common triggers and that consumers will either engage or avoid the advertising to a 
varying degree in these spaces.    
Although every effort was made to ensure methodological rigor there are some 
limitations to this study. As the research is qualitative in nature and our sample age 
group is skewed towards younger people, the results of the findings are not 
generalizable to the whole population. Opportunities for further research include 
testing these triggers in a larger study and considering the triggers across different 
cultures and age groups. 
Facebook cannot be treated as just another display advertising channel. It is more 
complex than that. Users expect advertising on their SNS to be creative, relevant and 
authentic. Brands must offer some type of reward as a result of the customer 
engagement otherwise consumers won’t see any point in the interaction. Most 
consumers are comfortable engaging with brands through the clicking of an 
advertisement; however some Facebook users are still wary of engaging in 
advertising in this way. By being open, honest and relevant and providing value to 
their customers, brands might just become one step closer to the elusive engaging 
social media campaign. 
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Chapter Seven Journal Article Number Four  
Chapters Four, Five and Six have provided responses to the first three research 
questions which asked what are consumer perceptions of advertising avoidance and 
privacy and how have these changed over time, and also what are the triggers of 
engagement and avoidance on SNS. 
The proposed model of advertising avoidance outlined in Chapter Four (see Figure 
3), the findings regarding the significance of privacy concerns and control of privacy 
in Chapter Five and the importance of relevance outlined in Chapter Six have formed 
the starting point for Study Three.  The aim of this study is to test the relationship 
with each of these proposed antecedents (independent variables) with advertising 
avoidance (dependant variables), and to this end this was tested using multiple 
regression analysis. 
 
Understanding the antecedents of advertising avoidance using a three 
dimensional construct. 
 
7.1 Abstract 
 
This quantitative study extends the academic knowledge of advertising avoidance on 
SNS by testing whether some antecedents influence some dimensions of affective, 
cognitive and behavioural avoidance but not others. The research found that four 
antecedents - Attitude towards SNS as an advertising medium, expectation of 
negative experiences with advertising due to word of mouth and negative past 
experiences and perceived goal impediment - influence all dimensions of advertising 
avoidance.  When consumers have concerns about their privacy or control of their 
information on Facebook, they are likely to exhibit affective and cognitive avoidance 
but not behavioural avoidance.  If consumers see no value or incentive in advertising 
they were likely to exhibit cognitive and behavioural avoidance but not affective.  
Relevance of advertising message influenced how they felt and thought about 
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advertising but did not influence whether they would behaviourally avoid the 
advertising.  Clutter influenced how consumers felt towards advertising but not 
enough to influence cognitive or behavioural avoidance. Scepticism towards the 
advertising message did not influence any avoidance dimensions.   
 
7.2 Introduction 
 
A quarter of the earth’s population has now embraced social media (eMarketer, 
2013) and yet there is limited understanding of how those using this medium 
perceive the advertising in this space. For marketers, social media offers consumer 
targeting and tracking opportunities that are the envy of other more traditional 
media options. The $2.75 billion spent by brands on social media sites (Nielsen, 
2012) suggests that advertisers believe that this medium is delivering on its promise 
to reach consumers based on the information they so readily disclose online. Yet 
industry studies propose that 75% of consumers avoid advertising online (Callius, 
2008). What drives this avoidance behaviour is an important area of research for 
both academics and advertising practitioners. We understand that many people fail 
to notice advertising on social media sites (Hadija, et al., 2012), and that they are 
distrustful of the information they receive from the internet (Grant, 2005). However 
more research is warranted to identify the antecedents of advertising avoidance and 
the different types of advertising avoidance. 
Advertising avoidance is an area of considerable research, both in traditional media 
(Speck & Elliott, 1997) and online media (Cho & Cheon, 2004; Edwards, Li, & Lee, 
2002), and more recently in the social media space (Barreto, 2013; Hadija, et al., 
2012; Kelly, et al., 2010). Studies on advertising avoidance describe it as being 
cognitive, affective, mechanical or behavioural in nature (Cho & Cheon, 2004; Kelly, 
et al., 2010; Speck & Elliott, 1997). However many researchers measure it as a single 
higher order construct of advertising avoidance. Currently, minimal scholarly 
research considers the separate individual dimensions of advertising avoidance and 
the antecedents that influence them. This research will address this gap by 
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identifying the antecedents of advertising avoidance on SNS and building and testing 
a theoretical model of avoidance on SNS.  
Social networking sites such as Facebook offer new challenges to advertisers. What 
originally began as a site to interact and share information with ‘friends’ has now 
become an everyday communication tool. Social network site users are required to 
create an account and log into their site, so Facebook is considered to be an active 
medium rather than a passive one (Roberts, 2010). Social network sites are unique in 
that they provide the opportunity for brands to target consumers based on their 
online activities (Gangadharbatia, 2008;  Taylor, et al., 2011) and utilise word of 
mouth endorsements and referrals. It is in this space that SNS users chat with 
friends, share opinions and photos and personal experiences. Advertising on 
Facebook sees brands intrude upon the Facebook users’ social and private spaces. By 
‘liking’ a brand they invite the organisation to access their site and information, and 
as such brands need to be sensitive to the etiquette and rules of behaviour of this 
environment (Kelly, et al., 2010; Knapman & Vogt, 2007; Taylor, et al., 2011; Vogt & 
Knapman, 2008) 
In view of the popularity of social networking sites like Facebook and the sharing 
nature of the medium, SNS have rapidly become a key component in many 
advertising media strategies. This research seeks to expand the understanding about 
how consumers perceive advertising in this space. This research is important 
because expanding the knowledge on why people might avoid advertising is an 
important first step in minimising potential wastage of advertising dollars.  
 
7.3 Advertising avoidance  
 
Why people avoid advertising is a topic worthy of greater investigation.  The 
Approach and Avoidance theory suggests that consumers will avoid a stimulus if they 
anticipate that it will provide them with a negative outcome (Elliot, 2006).  
Consumers make an intuitive evaluation of possible consequences of interaction 
with the stimulus and as a result will approach it or avoid it.  When the Approach and 
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Avoidance theory is applied to advertising, it can be suggested that if consumers 
predict a negative consequence of engaging with the advertising they may avoid it.  
Avoidance may be minimised by improving the understanding of consumer 
expectations and perceptions of advertising.   
Advertising avoidance is defined by Speck and Elliott as “all actions that media users 
employ to reduce exposure to advertising content” (1997, p. 61). Consumers are 
constantly evaluating their options regarding advertising and the messages they 
receive, and over a period of time develop advertising avoidance patterns (Speck & 
Elliott, 1997). Advertising avoidance may be considered as a spectrum, ranging from 
the consumer not even noticing the advertisement (banner blindness) (Dreze & 
Hussherr, 2003; Hervet, et al., 2011), to the users taking measures to ensure that 
they do not receive any advertising. This means that advertising can be intentionally 
or unintentionally avoided (Duff & Faber, 2011). Speck and Elliot’s (1997) study on 
advertising avoidance in traditional media found that avoidance is influenced by the 
characteristics of the consumer, variables that are specific to the medium, and also 
the consumers’ perceptions towards the advertising including clutter and noise.    
Advertising online is generally an interactive experience (Knapman & Vogt, 2007) 
and thus quite different from the more traditional passive advertising media. As new 
technology has given consumers more power to actively seek out information online, 
they are no longer dependent upon advertising to provide product information 
(Dinev & Hart, 2004; Hadija, et al., 2012; Schultz, 2008). This new empowerment has 
altered the way they perceive online advertising, and as such has made advertising 
avoidance much easier. In fact Schultz (2006) sees advertising avoidance as a 
consumer decision to participate or not in a brand conversation.   
Cho and Cheon’s (2004) research into advertising in the online environment 
identified three antecedents of advertising avoidance. They found when advertising 
interrupted the online task, if the advertising was surrounded by too much clutter or 
if the consumer had had a negative past experience with advertising online, 
consumers were more likely to avoid advertising in this space.    
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In the context of SNS , Kelly, Kerr and Drennan’s (2010) exploratory qualitative study 
into advertising avoidance found that consumers avoided advertising on these sites 
when they felt that the advertising messages was not relevant to them. Social network 
site users were sceptical of the advertising messages being sent to them and were also 
sceptical of SNS as an advertising medium. They generally had a negative expectation 
towards advertising on SNS either due to previous negative experiences with 
advertising or due to being warned about the dangers of engaging with brands online. 
Therefore, the antecedents of advertising avoidance on SNS have been identified as 
expectation of a negative experience, relevance of advertising message, scepticism of 
advertising message and scepticism of SNS as an advertising medium.    
 
7.3 Dimensions of advertising avoidance 
 
Speck and Elliott (1997) evaluated traditional media and proposed that advertising 
avoidance was cognitive, behavioural or mechanical in nature. They suggested that 
cognitive avoidance occurs when a consumer intentionally ignores an advertisement. 
When consumers leave the room during a television advertisement or discard a 
promotional insert, it is considered to be behavioural avoidance. Mechanical 
avoidance occurs when a consumer changes channels during the commercials. The 
dimensions of advertising avoidance outlined by Speck and Elliott (1997) suggest that 
there are multiple ways that consumers may avoid advertising. 
Cho and Cheon’s (2004) investigation of advertising avoidance in the online 
environment acknowledges that the Internet offers different experiences to 
consumers and different opportunities to avoid advertising. They proposed that 
cognitive avoidance is the consumer’s thoughts or belief about the advertising, 
which may lead to avoidance. They also suggest that as consumers may have a 
feeling or emotional beliefs (possibly negative beliefs) about advertising on the 
Internet, this may lead to affective avoidance (e.g., consumers really dislike 
advertising online so they ignore it). They define behavioural avoidance as when 
consumers scroll down the web pages to avoid the advertising and click away from 
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web sites that include banner advertising. While Cho and Cheon’s (2004) study 
identified three dimensions of advertising avoidance, cognitive, affective and 
behavioural, their model measured avoidance as a singular higher order construct. 
This suggests that the antecedents of advertising avoidance influence all dimensions 
of avoidance. Notably, unlike Speck and Elliot (1997) they do not propose mechanical 
avoidance as a dimension of advertising avoidance, yet this is so easily achieved 
online through technology such as advertising blocking software.   
 
7.3.1 Behavioural advertising avoidance 
Behavioural advertising avoidance requires the consumer to take some type of a 
behavioural action to avoid advertising. On SNS this may include the scrolling down 
over advertisements or closing down video advertising. Cho and Cheon (2004, p.91) 
define behavioural avoidance as “consumer avoidance actions other than lack of 
attention”. This study recognises that behavioural avoidance could also be caused by 
mechanical avoidance on social media. Mechanical blocking of advertising messages 
has been made easier by the increased use of ad blocking software. Forbes Online 
Magazines reports that over 22.7% of web surfers are blocking their advertising and 
the numbers googling Adblock has doubled in the past year (Hill, 2013). These 
numbers suggest that consumers are not seeing value in the advertising they receive 
online. Mechanical avoidance in the form of ad blocking software can be classified as 
a type of behavioural avoidance, as the user has intentionally behaved in a way that 
eliminates exposure to advertising. Behavioural avoidance is of concern to 
advertisers as it automatically eliminates exposure to their message. 
 
7.3.2 Affective advertising avoidance 
Affective advertising avoidance occurs when consumers have negative feelings 
towards advertising which encourages them to avoid it (Alwitt & Prabhaker, 1994; 
Cho & Cheon, 2004). Consumers may develop negative feelings towards advertising 
when they have been warned about advertising on SNS by others (Fredrickson, 
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2001). Consumers may feel negatively against advertising on their site if they 
perceive it to be cluttered (Ha & McCann, 2008). If clutter irritates consumers this 
may influence affective advertising avoidance (Cho & Cheon, 2004). 
Previous studies of advertising on SNS suggest that when consumers do not see SNS 
as a reliable or trustworthy advertising medium they may develop a negative 
attitude towards advertising in this space (Kelly, et al., 2010) and these negative 
feelings may trigger affective avoidance.   
Another trigger of advertising avoidance is privacy concerns where consumers will 
limit the information they share (Krasnova, et al., 2009) and exhibit avoidance 
behaviours. If consumers feel that their information is being used to target them too 
closely they will also have a negative reaction to the message and avoid the 
advertising (Baek & Morimoto, 2012). Privacy control and privacy concerns were 
identified as an antecedent to advertising avoidance for personalised advertising 
(Baek & Morimoto, 2012), and given the increased use of brands using online 
information on SNS  it is timely that this link is explored for SNS .   
7.3.3 Cognitive advertising avoidance 
Cognitive advertising avoidance, which is the most common form of avoidance 
(Bellman, et al., 2010), involves using “intentional attempts at thought suppression” 
(Williams & Moulds, 2007, p.1142). However, when consumers intentionally ignore 
or avoid advertising, they are still being exposed to the advertising message. 
Research suggests that cognitive avoidance has a similar effect to fast forwarding, 
and even partial exposure to an advertising message may increase recall of the 
advertising message (Bellman, et al., 2010). One form of cognitive avoidance is 
known as banner blindness. The term banner blindness refers to the finding that 
consumers may avoid looking at advertising banners online (Hervet, et al., 2011).  
Eye tracking research into banner blindness found that due to the predictable 
placement of advertising online, consumers have learnt to avoid advertising in the 
expected areas (Barreto, 2013). This has led to Facebook introducing advertising in 
the users’ newsfeed in addition to the sponsored advertising on the right hand side 
of the page. Consequentially advertising messages are now competing with content 
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from the SNS users’ friends in the news feed (Hadija, et al., 2012). If consumers are 
intentionally or unintentionally avoiding behaviour by thought suppression, this will 
have an influence on whether they exhibit advertising avoidance behaviour 
(Baumeister, et al., 2011).   
 
 
7.4 Antecedents of advertising avoidance 
 
The literature on advertising avoidance suggests that the following antecedents have 
an influence on advertising avoidance on SNS.   
 
7.4.1 Expectation of a negative experience 
Expectation of negative experience is identified as an antecedent of advertising 
avoidance online (Cho & Cheon, 2004) and also advertising avoidance in SNS (Kelly, 
et al., 2010). Outcome expectancy theory suggests that when a consumer expects a 
negative outcome from a behaviour they are likely to avoid that behaviour (Bandura, 
1994), so consumer negative expectations of advertising on SNS may lead to 
advertising avoidance.  When consumers perceive that advertising is deceptive, 
exaggerated, incorrectly targeted, or leads users to inappropriate sites (Cho and 
Cheon 2004), they are less likely to engage with the brand online. This is perhaps 
even more important in SNS, where the sharing of information from peers is 
considered to be a credible information source (Wallace, Walker, Lopez, & Jones, 
2009). Using subjective norm theory (Ajzen & Madden, 1986) it can be expected that 
when consumers are warned about the negative aspects of advertising on SNS by 
those whose opinions they value, they are likely to avoid the advertising. This word 
of mouth warning many influence advertising avoidance. 
Hypothesis 1a: Negative experience through word of mouth has an impact on 
affective advertising avoidance.  
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Hypothesis 1b: Negative experience through word of mouth has an impact on 
cognitive advertising avoidance.  
Hypothesis 1c: Negative experience through word of mouth has an impact on 
behavioural advertising avoidance.  
 
Consumers will expect a negative experience from advertising if they do not see 
value or perceive any incentive from advertising engagement. Many consumers 
believe that that the Internet is a distrustful medium (Grant 2005) and as such 
advertising in this space is not believed and thus avoided. Advertising value is 
highlighted by Edwards, Li and Lee (2002) and Ducoffe and Curlo (2000) who suggest 
that if consumers do not perceive value or incentive in the advertisement they are 
more likely have a negative response to the advertising. This leads to the following 
hypotheses. 
Hypothesis 2a: Negative experience through lack of incentive has an impact 
on affective advertising avoidance.  
Hypothesis 2b: Negative experience through lack of incentive has an impact 
on cognitive advertising avoidance.  
Hypothesis 2c: Negative experience through lack of incentive has an impact 
on behavioural advertising avoidance.  
 
Social media requires consumers to engage with the brand online by clicking on an 
ad. Customers have concerns about the consequences of this engagement as they 
may be sent to an inappropriate website (Kelly, et al., 2010). Fredrickson’s (2001) 
Broaden and Build theory, suggests that when consumers have negative emotions 
towards something it might lead to a narrowing of their reactive responses. If 
consumers have had a previous negative experience when they have clicked on 
advertising they may narrow their responses and limit their exposure to advertising. 
Using this theory it can therefore be hypothesised that if consumers have had a 
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previous negative experience with advertising on SNS they are likely to avoid the 
advertising.   
Hypothesis 3a: Negative experience through previous negative experience has 
an impact on affective advertising avoidance.  
Hypothesis 3b: Negative experience through previous negative experience has 
an impact on cognitive advertising avoidance.  
Hypothesis 3c: Negative experience through previous negative experience has 
an impact on behavioural advertising avoidance.  
 
7.4.2 Attitude towards SNS as an advertising medium 
The believability or trustworthiness of an advertising medium will influence how a 
consumer perceives the advertising message and whether they will ignore the 
message or not (Moore & Rodgers, 2005). Studies on perceptions of credibility found 
that the Internet was considered the least trusted medium when compared with 
traditional media (Soh, Reid, & King, 2007). If consumers have a sceptical attitude 
towards the medium (e.g., Facebook), they are also more likely to avoid the 
advertising on that medium (Johnson & Kaye, 1998; Kelly, et al., 2010) 
Hypothesis 4a: Attitude towards SNS as an advertising medium has an impact 
on affective advertising avoidance.  
Hypothesis 4b: Attitude towards SNS as an advertising medium has an impact 
on cognitive advertising avoidance.  
Hypothesis 4c: Attitude towards SNS as an advertising medium has an impact 
on behavioural advertising avoidance.  
 
7.4.4 Perceived advertising clutter 
Advertising clutter (or the belief that there is too much advertising) is considered 
to impact advertising avoidance in traditional media (Speck & Elliott, 1997) and 
online media (Cho & Cheon, 2004). Research has shown that a low clutter 
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environment produces more desirable outcomes for advertisers (Nelson-Field, et 
al., 2013). Users are less likely to recall the advertising, especially if it is a lesser 
known brand, if they feel that there are too many messages being directed at them 
(Nelson-Field, et al., 2013). Advertising on SNS has the additional challenge of 
competing with user generated content (Hadija, et al., 2012). With changes in 
advertising format and more sophisticated targeting options on Facebook, 
consumers may perceive that there is too much advertising clutter on SNS and as a 
result are more inclined to avoid the advertising messages.  
Hypothesis 5a: Perceptions of advertising clutter has an impact on affective 
advertising avoidance.  
Hypothesis 5b: Perceptions of advertising clutter has an impact on cognitive 
advertising avoidance.  
Hypothesis 5c: Perceptions of advertising clutter has an impact on 
behavioural advertising avoidance.  
 
7.4.5 Perceived goal impediment 
Cho and Cheon (2004) identified interruption of task or perceived goal impediment 
as an antecedent to advertising avoidance online. Pop-up advertisements, distracting 
advertisements or advertisements that require action from the consumer before 
they are able to resume their online activity, may encourage consumers to delete 
the message immediately and avoid the advertising completely (Edwards, et al., 
2002). Online advertising is considered to be more task oriented than traditional 
media. Where the speed of data retrieval and processing is reduced or interrupted 
by advertising, consumers may react in a negative way towards the advertisement or 
product (Cho and Cheon 2004). Disruption occurs when the advertisement compels 
the user to stop their activity to read or respond to the message (Speck & Elliott, 
1997). Advertising on Facebook does not include pop-up style advertising or 
messages that require an action from the user to continue on their task, however 
the advertising may be distracting and disrupting. In order to fully test the model 
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proposed by Cho and Cheon (2004) and ascertain whether consumers avoid 
advertising on Facebook because it distracts, disrupts or limits their ability to search 
online the following hypotheses are posed.  
Hypothesis 6a: Perceived goal impediment has an impact on affective advertising 
avoidance. 
Hypothesis 6b: Perceived goal impediment has an impact on cognitive advertising 
avoidance. 
Hypothesis 6c: Perceived goal impediment has an impact on behavioural 
advertising avoidance. 
 
7.4.6 Privacy concerns on SNS  
There is considerable research into privacy concerns (Baek & Morimoto, 2012; 
Brandimarte, et al., 2012; Grubbs Hoy & Milne, 2010; Langenderfer & Miyazaki, 
2009; Nehf, 2007; Sheehan & Grubbs Hoy, 1999). Some online users are unaware of 
any privacy risks while others are very active in protecting their information online 
(Drennan, et al., 2006). The nature of consumers’ privacy concerns have changed as 
technology has made the collection of data easier. Consumers now are concerned 
about their right to be left alone and also their ability to control how their 
information is used (Langenderfer & Miyazaki, 2009). Most consumers are not 
comfortable with the concept of their information being used to personalise brand 
messages, and have concerns about its connection to them personally (Turow, et al., 
2009). Some see behavioural targeting as a violation of their privacy and as a result 
may turn to ad blocking software (a form of behavioural avoidance) to protect 
themselves online (Johnson, 2013). 
Researchers suggest that it is important for consumers to feel that they have control 
over how their information is collected and how the information will be used (Dinev 
& Hart, 2004, 2006; Malhotra, Hall, et al., 2004; Youn, 2009). Sheehan and Grubbs 
Hoy’s (1999) study on privacy concerns of online advertising found that consumers 
took control of their information by participating in avoidance behaviours such as 
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providing incorrect information and removing themselves from mailing lists if they 
felt concerns. In the SNS environment it can be hypothesised that consumers’ 
perceptions of privacy control will impact avoidance behaviours. 
Hypothesis 7a: Perceptions of privacy control has an impact on affective 
advertising avoidance.  
Hypothesis 7b: Perceptions of privacy control has an impact on cognitive 
advertising avoidance.  
Hypothesis 7c: Perceptions of privacy control has an impact on behavioural 
advertising avoidance.  
 
Baek and Morimoto’s (2012) study of antecedents of personalised advertising 
avoidance identified privacy concerns as having an impact on advertising avoidance, 
and given the personalised nature of SNS the following hypotheses are posed. 
Hypothesis 8a: Privacy concerns have an impact on affective advertising 
avoidance.  
Hypothesis 8b: Privacy concerns have an impact on cognitive advertising 
avoidance.  
Hypothesis 8c: Privacy concerns have an impact on behavioural advertising 
avoidance.  
7.4.7 Advertising message relevance and consumer scepticism 
 
Consumer attitudes towards advertising on Facebook may influence whether they 
avoid advertising in this space.  Advertising on SNS offers marketers the opportunity 
to specifically target their messages to the consumer, based on the consumers’ 
online behavior.  This customization of message is aimed at increasing relevance to 
the consumer (Jaworska and Sydow, 2008) and encouraging engagement (Mollen 
and Wilson, 2010).  When a consumers does not feel that the brand message is 
relevant to them they are likely to avoid the advertising (Kelly, Kerr and Drennan, 
2010, Ingram, 2006).  In order to test whether relevance of advertising message on 
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Facebook will influence one or more of the dimensions of avoidance, the following 
hypotheses are posed. 
Hypothesis 9a: Relevance of advertising message has an impact on affective 
avoidance. 
Hypothesis 9b: Relevance of advertising message has an impact on cognitive 
avoidance. 
Hypothesis 9c: Relevance of advertising message has an impact on 
behavioural avoidance. 
If consumers are sceptical about the advertising message or claims made in the 
advertising they are likely to disregard or avoid the advertising (Obermiller et al., 
2005).  SNS users understand that advertising on SNS is a simple and cost effective 
way to advertise, and if they do not trust the message or are sceptical about the 
claims they are less likely to want to engage with the brand (Bowden, 2009).  Kelly, 
Kerr and Drennan (2010) suggest that consumer scepticism towards advertising on 
Facebook may lead to avoidance of advertising, yet which dimension of advertising 
avoidance scepticism of advertising message influences is not studied.  This leads to 
the final hypotheses. 
Hypothesis 10a: Scepticism of the advertising message has an impact on 
affective avoidance. 
Hypothesis 10b: Scepticism of the advertising message has an impact on 
cognitive avoidance. 
Hypothesis 10c: Scepticism of the advertising message has an impact on 
behavioural avoidance. 
 
 
 
7.5 Method 
 
In all, 10 hypotheses are proposed to explore the relationship between the identified 
antecedents and the three different kinds of advertising avoidance. To test these 
hypotheses a national online survey was conducted. 
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7.5.1 Measurement instruments 
The survey contained questions regarding respondent’s attitudes towards 
advertising on Facebook. Facebook was chosen for this study due to its popularity as 
an SNS. The social media platform was credited with having 1.23 billion users in 2013 
(Facebook Newsroom, 2014).  
The scales and items used in the online survey were drawn from existing sources and 
are detailed in Table 10. The survey questions were based around ten antecedents of 
advertising avoidance and the three dimensions of advertising avoidance.  
Privacy concerns and Privacy control were measured using a scale adapted from Xu, 
Dinev, Smith and Hart (2011). The questions were developed to be relevant to 
Facebook.  Perceived advertising clutter and Expectations of negative experiences 
(dissatisfaction due to previous negative experiences and lack of incentive) were 
measured using scales from Cho and Cheon (2004). These scales had been used 
previously to investigate general online advertising avoidance. Expectation of 
negative experience owing to word of mouth was measured using scales from Ajzen 
(2002). This scale was used to measure the expectations based on subjective norm 
theory (Ajzen & Madden, 1986).  
Attitude towards SNS as an advertising medium was measured using scales from 
Gangadharbatia (2008) and Brunner (2009).  This scale is designed to measure 
positive or negative attitudes towards advertising on Facebook.  Perceptions of 
relevance of advertising message were developed from scales measuring message 
involvement by Spielmann and Richard (2013).  Scepticism of advertising message 
were measured using scales from Obermiller and Spangenberg (1998).   
Affective, behavioural and cognitive advertising avoidance was measured using a 
scale derived from Cho and Cheon (2004). These items were used in the original 
study on advertising avoidance online measuring avoidance as one single construct.  
In this study each avoidance dimension is measured as a single construct.  
Participants responded to a series of multi-item Likert measures on a seven-point 
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scale, ranging from ‘strongly disagree’ (1) to ‘strongly agree’ (7), to capture the 
constructs studied.  
A pilot study tested the questionnaire with 50 respondents, and as a result two 
questions were revised based on feedback from the participants which suggested 
that two questions were difficult to understand. No measurement other issues were 
identified in the pilot study.   
 
 
Table 10: Summary of measurement items 
CONSTRUCTS MEASUREMENT ITEMS 
PRIVACY CONTROL 1. I believe I have control over who can get access to my personal information collected by 
Facebook 
 2. I think that I have control over what personal information is released by Facebook. 
 3. I believe that I have control over how personal information is used by Facebook 
 4. I believe I can control my personal information provided to Facebook. 
PRIVACY CONCERNS 1. I am concerned that the information I submit to Facebook could be misused 
 
 2. I am concerned that other can find private information about me on Facebook 
 3. I am concerned about providing personal information to Facebook, because of what others 
might do to it. 
 4. I am concerned about providing personal information to Facebook, because if might be used 
in a way I did not foresee. 
PERCEIVED GOAL IMPEDIMENT 1. Facebook ads make it harder to browse on my Facebook page 
 2. Facebook ads slow down information downloading on my Facebook site 
 3. Facebook ads make my navigation of Facebook more difficult 
 4. Facebook ads disrupt my viewing of my Facebook 
 5. Facebook ads disrupt my reception of desired content 
 6. Facebook ads intrude on my search for desired information 
 7. Facebook ads distract me from the content on my Facebook site 
 8. Facebook ads interrupt the flow of my Facebook site 
 9. Facebook ads infringe on my control 
PERCEIVED AD CLUTTER 1. When I am on my Facebook, I think the amount of advertising is excessive 
 2. When I am on my Facebook site, I think the amount of advertising is irritating 
 3. I think that Facebook is exclusively an advertising medium 
EXPECTATIONS OF NEGATIVE 
EXPERIENCES DISSATISFACTION  
 
1. Based on my past experience, I am dissatisfied with my decision to click on Facebook ads. 
 2. Based on my past experience, my choice to click on Facebook ads is a wise one. 
 3. In general, I am happy with my earlier decision to click on Facebook ads 
 4. In the past, my experience with clicking on Facebook ads has proven a very unsatisfactory 
experience 
 5. In general, I think I do the right thing by deciding to click Facebook ads 
EXPECTATIONS OF NEGATIVE 
EXPERIENCES LACK OF INCENTIVE 
1. No incentive is offered for the continued clicking of Facebook ads 
 2. Continued clicking of SNS  ads provides no benefit 
 3. I am not given any incentive for my loyalty and continued use of the service after clicking on 
Facebook ads 
EXPECTATIONS OF NEGATIVE 
EXPERIENCES WORD OF MOUTH  
1. Most people who are important to me think that I should not click on ads on Facebook 
 2. It is expected of me that I do not click on ads on my Facebook 
 3. The people in my life whose opinions I value would not approve of me clicking on the ads on 
Facebook. 
PERCEPTION OF RELEVANCE OF AD 
MESSAGE 
1. When looking at the sponsored ads on my Facebook site I find them beneficial to me 
 2. When I look at the sponsored ads on my Facebook sites, I find they are important to me 
 3. When l look at the sponsored ads on Facebook sites I find the ads of concern me 
 4. When looking at the sponsored ads on my Facebook  sites, I find the ads relevant to me  
 5. When looking at the sponsored ads on my Facebook site I find the ads mean a lot to me 
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 6. When I look at the sponsored ads on my Facebook site, I find the ads valuable to me 
SCEPTICISM OF ADVERTISING 
MESSAGE 
1. We can depend on getting the truth in SNS  advertising 
 2. Advertising on Facebook aim is to inform the consumer 
 3. Facebook advertising is generally truthful 
 4. Facebook advertising is generally a reliable source of information about the quality and 
performance of products 
 5. Facebook advertising is truth well told 
 6. I feel I’ve been accurately informed after view most Facebook advertising 
 7. Most Facebook advertising provides consumers with essential information 
 8. In general Facebook advertising presents a true picture of the product being advertised 
ATTITUDE TO SNS  AS AN 
ADVERTISING MEDIUM 
Facebook as an advertising medium is 
 
 1. Unpleasant/pleasant 
 2. Bad/ good 
 3. Dislike/like 
 4. Useless/useful 
 5. Negative/positive 
 6. Uninteresting/interesting 
 7. Irritating/not irritating 
 8. Poor quality/excellent quality 
 9. Not at all familiar/very familiar 
ADVERTISING AVOIDANCE 
COGNITIVE 
1. I intentionally ignore any ads on my Facebook site 
 2. I intentionally don’t put my eyes on sponsored ads on Facebook 
 3. I intentionally don’t put my eyes on ads in my newsfeed 
 4. I intentionally don’t pay attention to sponsored ads on Facebook  
 5. I intentionally don’t pay attention to ads in my newsfeed 
 6. I intentionally don’t click on any sponsored ads on Facebook 
 7. I intentionally don’t click on any ads in my newsfeed 
ADVERTISING AVOIDANCE 
AFFECTIVE 
1. I hate sponsored ads in Facebook 
 2. I hate ads in my newsfeed 
 3. It would be better if there were no sponsored ads on Facebook 
 4. It would be better if there were no ads in my newsfeed 
ADVERTISING AVOIDANCE 
BEHAVIOURAL 
1. I scroll down to avoid ads in my newsfeed 
 2. I do any action to avoid ads on my Facebook 
 3. I have blocked ads from my Facebook 
 4. I unfriend brands on my Facebook 
 5. I delete cookies regularly to avoid targeted ads on Facebook 
 6. I hide brands from my newsfeed 
 
 
 
 
7.6 Results 
 
7.6.1 Participants 
The questionnaire was distributed via an online-based research company, with a 
total of 849 usable responses returned. There was an equal ratio between men 
(49%) and women (51%) and respondent ages ranged from 18 to 44 years old, with 
275 respondents aged 18 to 24 (32.4%), 301 respondents aged 25-34 (35.5%) and 
273 respondents aged 35 to 44 years 32.1%). The participants all were regular users 
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of Facebook, and 27% had previously had a MySpace account, 28% used Twitter, 
23% used Instagram and 20% had a LinkedIn account. YouTube was popular with 
65% of participants and 10% had used Tumblr, 13% had used Pinterest and 14% had 
used Snapchat. The average amount of time spent on Facebook each week was 11 
hours. Participants accessed Facebook via their computers at work (average of 3.7 
hours a week), computers at home (5.2 hours per week) and personal laptop (5.6 
hours per week). Mobile digital technology allowed participants to spend an average 
of 5.7 hours on Facebook using their smart phone and 3.5 hours on their tablets.   
 
7.6.2 Measurement model 
Before analysis, the data was cleaned by either deleting incomplete responses or 
replacing missing data from the data set. In accordance with recommendations of 
Acock (2005), any cases with more than 20% missing data were removed from the 
data set. As the online research company did not send any incomplete responses, in 
this instance only one response was deleted.  Scale items were both positively and 
negatively worded in order to minimise acquiescence bias (Mattila and Enz, 2002).    
Table 11 shows that Cronbach alphas and composite reliability scores are .75 or 
above, demonstrating good reliability of the measures (Nunnally & Bernstein, 1994).  
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 Table 11: Cronbach alpha, Standard Deviation and Means 
 
N=849, All correlations are significant at p<.01. AABEH= Behavioural Advertising Avoidance, AACOG= Cognitive Advertising 
Avoidance, AAAFF=Affective Advertising Avoidance, SSAM= Attitude towards SNS  as an Advertising Medium, SAM=Scepticism 
of advertising message, PRAM= Perceived relevance of advertising message, ENEWOM=Expectation of a Negative experience 
due to Word of Mouth,  ENELOI=Expectation of Negative Experience due to Lack of Incentive, ENEDIS=Expectation of a negative 
experience due to past negative experience (dissatisfaction), PAC=Perceived Advertising Clutter,  PGI= Perceived goal 
impediment, PCONC=Privacy Concerns and PCONT= Privacy Control. 
Tests to see if the data met the assumption of collinearity indicated that 
multicollinearity was not a concern (VIF values ranging from 1.5 to 3.7, and 
Tolerance values ranging from .268 to .547).  The data also met the assumption of 
independent errors (Durban-Watson value = 2.1). 
 
7.6.3 Multiple regression model 
Multiple regression analysis on SPSS was conducted to test the relationship between 
each antecedent and advertising avoidance.  The dependant variables were Affective 
advertising avoidance, Cognitive advertising avoidance and Behavioural advertising 
avoidance. Predictors (key antecedents) include Attitude to SNS as an advertising 
medium, Negative experience due to word of mouth, Negative experience due to 
lack of incentive, Negative experience due to past negative experience, Scepticism of 
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advertising message, Relevance of advertising message, Goal impediment, Perceived 
advertising clutter, Privacy concerns and Privacy control.  
Table 12 provides details of each antecedent and the relationship between each 
avoidance dimension.  The relationships that are shaded in the table indicate a 
significant finding.  
Table 12: Multiple regression model results 
 
N=849, ***Significant at p<.01 
 
Table 12 indicates that Scepticism of advertising message did not have an impact on 
any of the dependant variables.  Privacy concerns, Privacy control, Perceived 
relevance of the advertising message and Perceived advertising clutter did not show 
a significant relationship with Behavioural Avoidance.  Perceived advertising clutter 
also did not have a significant relationship with Cognitive Avoidance.  Expectation of 
a negative experience due to lack of incentive did not show a significant relationship 
with Affective Avoidance.  All other independent variables were seen to have an 
impact on the dependant variables 
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7.7 Hypothesis findings 
 
The findings from the study support 21 of the proposed hypothesis as outlined in 
Table 13. These supported hypotheses propose that there is a relationship between 
nine of the tested antecedents and one or more of the avoidance dimensions. Four 
of the antecedents have a direct impact on all dimensions of advertising avoidance.  
These antecedents are Attitude towards SNS as an advertising medium, Expectation 
of a negative experience due to word of mouth, Expectation of a negative experience 
due to a previous negative experience and Perceived goal impediment. 
Privacy concern, Privacy control, and Perceived relevance of advertising message 
influenced both Cognitive and Affective avoidance but did not influence Behavioural 
avoidance.  Perceived advertising clutter had an impact on Affective avoidance but 
no significant influence on Cognitive or Behavioural avoidance.  Expectation of a 
negative experience due to lack of incentive did not significantly impact Affective 
avoidance but had an influence on both Cognitive and Behavioural avoidance.  The 
only antecedent that did not have a significant influence on any avoidance 
dimension was Scepticism of advertising message. 
 
Table 13: Summary of results of hypotheses 
 
HYPOTHESES 
 
 
RESULT 
Hypothesis 1a: Negative experience through word of mouth has an impact on affective advertising avoidance 
 
Supported 
Hypothesis 1b: Negative experience through word of mouth has an impact on cognitive advertising avoidance.  Supported 
Hypothesis 1c: Negative experience through word of mouth has an impact on behavioural advertising 
avoidance.  
Supported 
Hypothesis 2a: Negative experience through lack of incentive has an impact on affective advertising avoidance.  Not 
supported 
Hypothesis 2b: Negative experience through lack of incentive has an impact on cognitive advertising avoidance.  Supported 
Hypothesis 2c: Negative experience through lack of incentive has an impact on behavioural advertising 
avoidance.  
Supported 
Hypothesis 3a: Negative experience through previous negative experience has an impact on affective 
advertising avoidance.  
Supported 
Hypothesis 3b: Negative experience through previous negative experience has an impact on cognitive 
advertising avoidance.  
Supported 
Hypothesis 3c: Negative experience through previous negative experience has an impact on behavioural 
advertising avoidance.  
Supported 
Hypothesis 4a: Attitude towards SNS as an advertising medium has an impact on affective advertising 
avoidance.  
Supported 
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Hypothesis 4b: Attitude towards SNS as an advertising medium has an impact on cognitive advertising 
avoidance.  
Supported 
Hypothesis 4c: Attitude towards SNS as an advertising medium has an impact on behavioural advertising 
avoidance.  
Supported 
Hypothesis 5a: Perceptions of advertising clutter has an impact on affective advertising avoidance.  Supported 
Hypothesis 5b: Perceptions of advertising clutter has an impact on cognitive advertising avoidance.  Not 
supported 
Hypothesis 5c: Perceptions of advertising clutter has an impact on behavioural advertising avoidance.  Not 
supported 
Hypothesis 6a: Perceived goal impediment has an impact on affective advertising avoidance. Supported 
Hypothesis 6b: Perceived goal impediment has an impact on cognitive advertising avoidance. Supported 
Hypothesis 6c: Perceived goal impediment has an impact on behavioural advertising avoidance. Supported 
Hypothesis 7a: Perceptions of privacy control has an impact on affective advertising avoidance.  Supported 
Hypothesis 7b: Perceptions of privacy control has an impact on cognitive advertising avoidance.  Supported 
Hypothesis 7c: Perceptions of privacy control has an impact on behavioural advertising avoidance.  Not 
supported 
Hypothesis 8a: Privacy concerns have an impact on affective advertising avoidance.  Supported 
Hypothesis 8b: Privacy concerns have an impact on cognitive advertising avoidance.  Supported 
Hypothesis 8c: Privacy concerns have an impact on behavioural advertising avoidance.  Not 
supported 
Hypothesis 9a: Relevance of advertising message has an impact on affective avoidance. 
 
Supported 
Hypothesis 9b: Relevance of advertising message has an impact on cognitive avoidance. 
 
Supported 
Hypothesis 9c: Relevance of advertising message has an impact on behavioural avoidance. 
 
Not 
supported 
Hypothesis 10a: Scepticism of the advertising message has an impact on affective avoidance. 
 
Not 
supported 
Hypothesis 10b: Scepticism of the advertising message has an impact on cognitive avoidance. 
 
Not 
supported 
Hypothesis 10c: Scepticism of the advertising message has an impact on behavioural avoidance. 
 
Not 
supported 
 
 
7.8 Discussion  
 
This study attempts to provide insights into the antecedents of advertising avoidance 
on SNS and test their relationships with the three dimensions of advertising 
avoidance. In doing so it furthers the understanding of what influences SNS users to 
avoid advertising on their sites. The results have been developed into three 
theoretical models of advertising avoidance on Facebook (as seen in Figures 5, 6 and 
7).  These models show the antecedents that had a significant relationship to 
Affective, Cognitive and Behavioural avoidance, and antecedents that did not have 
significant relationships were not included.  This research suggests that even though 
consumers may exhibit Affective avoidance (they do not like advertising on 
Facebook) and Cognitive avoidance (intentionally ignoring advertising on Facebook) 
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it does not necessarily mean that they will behaviourally avoid it (using ad blocking 
software). 
Consumers’ attitudes towards Facebook as an advertising medium influenced all 
dimensions of avoidance. Researchers are aware that attitude towards the 
advertising medium has an impact on how the advertising is perceived by the 
consumer (Alwitt & Prabhaker, 1994; Speck & Elliott, 1997). Previous studies have 
suggested that online users do not trust Internet advertising (Grant, 2005; Moore & 
Rodgers, 2005) and specifically advertising on their SNS (Kelly, et al., 2010). Our 
study confirms that a negative attitude towards SNS will have a positive influence on 
whether consumers exhibit affective, cognitive and behavioural advertising 
avoidance.  
Clutter is recognised as an antecedent of avoidance in most advertising media (Cho 
& Cheon, 2004; Nelson-Field, et al., 2013; Speck & Elliott, 1997). Advertising on SNS 
has evolved rapidly and exponentially over years, and now brand messages are not 
only seen in sponsored messages, but also in users’ newsfeeds and activity details. 
This bombarding of brand messages and images is having an impact on SNS users 
who may resent the intrusion. Early studies on SNS found that clutter was not an 
issue with users (Kelly, et al., 2010). However, given the increase in advertising in this 
medium, it is not surprising to find that clutter has a powerful influence on how 
consumers feel towards advertising on SNS.  Despite this, clutter does not have a 
significant relationship on whether consumers might cognitively or behaviourally 
avoid advertising. This might be because consumers have become accepting of 
advertising clutter, and while they might find it irritating they feel powerless to do 
anything about it and therefore do not give it additional thought or action. 
Privacy concerns and consumers’ perception of privacy control has become an 
important topic for discussion with academics and practitioners alike. Cho and 
Cheon’s (2004) previous studies on advertising avoidance online did not identify 
privacy concerns as having an influence on advertising avoidance. Owing to 
developments in online technology however, most SNS advertising uses online 
behaviour to target brand messages to consumers. How a consumer feels towards 
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this behavioural targeting and privacy online can impact on their feelings towards 
advertising. This study found that if consumers did not feel that they had control 
over their information on Facebook, this was likely to have a negative influence on 
how they felt and thought about advertising on Facebook but it did not have a 
significant impact of Behavioural avoidance.  This might be due to a lack of technical 
knowledge about how to mechanically or behaviourally avoid advertising on 
Facebook. 
Privacy concerns also influenced Cognitive and Affective avoidance but not 
Behavioural avoidance.  This finding supports the research by Baek and Morimoto’s 
(2012) on personalised email advertising.  Their study found that when consumers 
were concerned about privacy, they were more likely to avoid advertising.  Our study 
may reflect a modern day social media user who while they may be concerned about 
privacy in SNS  and privacy control they are not prepared to implement any 
behavioural avoidance techniques. 
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Figure 5: Antecedents of Affective avoidance on Facebook 
 
Figure 6: Antecedents of Cognitive avoidance on Facebook 
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Figure 7: Antecedents of Behavioural avoidance on Facebook 
 
 
Two antecedents that impacted on all dimensions of avoidance were Expectation of 
a negative experience through negative word of mouth and also Expectation of 
negative experience due to past negative experience.  Many of the participants are 
of an age where they grew up using social media and their earlier experiences were 
guided by parents and teachers warning them about the dangers of computer 
viruses and online predators (Kelly, et al, 2010).  This has influenced how they think 
and feel about advertising on Facebook and has also encouraged the understanding 
of behavioural avoidance.  Social networking sites are based around the idea of 
peers sharing ideas and recommendations. If a consumer has been told by others 
not to trust or engage with advertising on Facebook then this will influence the way 
the consumer thinks and feels towards advertising on SNS. If this word of mouth 
warning is also reinforced by negative past experiences with advertising on 
Facebook, consumers are likely to feel very strongly towards advertising in this 
medium.  This learned behaviour may be difficult for marketers to change, so 
strategies to encourage interaction with advertising on SNS which result in a positive 
experience may be required.  
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SNS users also need a reason to engage with advertising online.  If they see no value 
or incentive to investigate the advertising they will develop cognitive and 
behavioural avoidance.  As Facebook is a site for interaction and sharing, it is 
imperative for marketers to provide a reason to engage with the advertising on this 
site otherwise it will be ignored, and mechanically avoided.  If value is not perceived 
then consumers will react in a negative manner (Edwards, et al, 2002) but as this 
study found, it does not have an influence on how they feel towards the advertising 
in this medium. 
Consumers exhibited affective, cognitive and behavioural avoidance when they felt 
that advertising stopped them from moving around their Facebook site.  This 
supports Cho and Cheon’s (2004) finding and also serves as a warning to advertisers 
that consumers are tolerant of advertising on Facebook, but if it inhibits their 
experience on Facebook then they are likely to have a negative cognitive, affective 
and behavioural responses to the advertising. 
Scepticism towards the advertising message was identified in earlier qualitative 
studies by Kelly et al (2010) as being an antecedent to advertising avoidance, yet in 
this large scale quantitative study, scepticism did not have a significant influence on 
any of the avoidance dimensions.  This might be due to the level of scepticism 
towards advertising on Facebook.  Perhaps consumers already have little trust in the 
advertising message, and this does not influence how they think, feel or behave 
towards advertising. 
The results of this study suggest that SNS  consumers have a strong emotional 
connection with their Facebook site with eight of the ten tested antecedents 
influencing Affective avoidance, yet their expectations of advertising in this space i.e. 
scepticism of advertising message and Expectation of a negative experience due to 
lack of incentive do not influence how they feel towards advertising.  This finding 
might suggest that consumers do see much value in advertising on Facebook and if 
they are sceptical or do not see incentives to engage with the advertising, then it is 
unlikely to influence how they feel towards advertising. 
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The cognitive avoidance dimension is also influenced by eight of the antecedents, 
yet it is interesting to note that scepticism of advertising message and the amount of 
advertising clutter did not influence their cognitive reaction. 
And finally, the study suggests that consumers will take action to behaviourally avoid 
advertising if they have a negative attitude towards advertising, if they do not see 
value or incentive in the advertising, if it stops them from doing what they set out to 
do on Facebook.  Behavioural avoidance is possibly the most challenging of the 
dimensions of avoidance.  If consumers are taking measures to block advertising 
online, then this poses infinite challenges to marketers and advertisers.   For brands 
wanting to share this emotional space with their consumers, understanding their 
expectations and being sensitive to the emotional nature of the medium, may result 
in more engaging and more influential campaigns.  
 
7.9 Limitations, suggestions for future research and conclusions 
 
This study aimed to further the research into why consumers might avoid advertising 
and using the context of Facebook has presented a model of advertising avoidance. 
This model confirms three dimensions of advertising avoidance as cognitive, 
affective and behavioural avoidance and identifies the specific antecedents that 
influence each dimension.  
Future research could see this study being replicated for other online and traditional 
media, and it would be interesting to test if this model, developed for SNS, was 
applicable to the broader advertising context. As the age of the participants ranged 
between 18 to 44 years the generalizability of this study to all people may be limited. 
Future research in this area may consider targeting a younger and older group and 
comparing the findings.   
The research provides several important theoretical contributions. Firstly, it presents 
three models of advertising avoidance on SNS, acknowledging that each antecedent 
may influence one or more differing dimensions of advertising avoidance. This is 
important for both academics and practitioners, as some antecedents may influence 
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one type of avoidance but not the others, and by understanding these insights, 
strategies may be developed to limit advertising avoidance.  
The models also advance the understanding of advertising avoidance on SNS by 
identifying the role of privacy concerns on advertising avoidance. It also recognises 
that if a consumer does not have a favourable attitude towards SNS as an advertising 
medium, then this may result in avoidance. Preconceived attitudes and expectations 
of advertising on Facebook are influencing how consumers relate to advertising in 
this medium. 
The challenge for any researcher studying social media is that this medium is 
constantly changing and evolving as new platforms are introduced and swiftly 
embraced. This study chose Facebook as its context because of its universal 
acceptance and its increasing power as an advertising medium. But while it may be 
extremely popular now, Facebook is being challenged by other social media for 
eyeball time and as such the research needs to keep pace with possible changes in 
SNS. 
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Chapter Eight Discussion 
 
8.1 Introduction 
 
Chapter One of this thesis outlined the aims of the research and the justification for 
the study. It presented the overarching research question and the four sub research 
questions that would guide the study. Chapter Two presented a review of the 
literature relating to the research questions and identified gaps in the literature. 
Chapter Three provided an overview of the three research studies and the four 
journal papers that resulted from the research. Each research question is aligned 
with a journal paper and these manuscripts are presented in Chapters Four, Five, Six 
and Seven. Chapter Eight synthesises the results from across the three studies and 
four papers in order to answer the overarching research question by contrasting and 
comparing results and drawing conclusions. Implications to theory and practice will 
also be outlined. 
 
8.2 Revisiting the research purpose and design 
 
The aim of this research is to contribute to the understanding of advertising 
engagement and advertising avoidance on SNS and therefore the overarching 
research question for this thesis is: 
What influences consumer engagement or advertising avoidance behaviour on 
social networking sites? 
The aim of Study One was to better understand how attitudes towards SNS have 
evolved over time, and this was done through a series of longitudinal cohort focus 
groups. Study One addressed the first two research questions: 
Research Question 1   How do the consumer perceptions of advertising avoidance in 
social networking sites alter over a four year timeframe? 
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Research Question 2   How do consumer online privacy concerns in social networking 
sites alter over a four year timeframe? 
Study Two consisted of twenty CIT interviews which identified the triggers for 
engagement and avoidance on SNS and addressed the third research question which 
was: 
Research Question 3   How do critical incidents influence consumers' advertising 
engagement and advertising avoidance in social networking sites?    
The final study, Study Three, developed and tested a model of advertising avoidance 
in SNS using large online quantitative study and addressed the fourth research 
question which was:  
Research Question 4   What are the antecedents of advertising avoidance in the 
online social networking environment? 
 
8.3 Key research findings 
 
As a result of these three studies and in answer to the overarching research 
question, seven key research findings emerged and will be discussed in this chapter. 
These findings are: 
1. Authenticity and relevance are the most important triggers of 
engagement on SNS. 
2. The social impact of engaging with brands on SNS determines 
engagement. 
3. Privacy concerns have an influence on avoidance in the context of SNS.  
4. Increasing clutter on SNS is influencing advertising avoidance. 
5. Affective, cognitive and behavioural are dimensions of advertising 
avoidance. 
6. Advertising engagement and advertising avoidance on SNS sit at opposite 
ends of a continuum. 
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7. Facebook is an emotional advertising medium 
 
The first of these finding recognises the importance of authenticity and relevance to 
engagement. 
 
8.3.1 Authenticity and relevance are the most important triggers of engagement 
on SNS. 
Authenticity on Facebook is important to SNS users, who are very confident in their 
ability to identify brands that are not legitimate. Studies One and Study Two showed 
that users will verify the authenticity of the brand via a Google search rather than 
click on an advertisement on Facebook. Study Two recognised that if a consumer 
feels that the brand is authentic they are more likely to engage with it online. 
However, social media users are more confident in trusting the messages found on 
the brand’s general website rather than the Facebook offering. This reliance on 
alternative sources of information and a general distrust in brand messages 
advertised on Facebook is of concern for marketers and also Facebook. Brands must 
seek to provide an authentic presence on SNS and ensure that their brand messages 
are convincing. Social networking site users have been disappointed by brands 
making incredible promises of prizes and realising that they are not legitimate, and 
this has made them generally distrustful and annoyed at themselves for being 
tricked.   
The research found that SNS users are sceptical about advertising in general on 
Facebook and prefer to engage with brands in their newsfeed as opposed to the 
sponsored advertising. SNS users understand that advertising on Facebook is very 
affordable and this affordability may have potentially devalued the credibility of 
Facebook advertising in the eyes of the consumer.  
Many participants in Study One and Two recalled times when they had engaged with 
brands via advertising that was not legitimate and as a result question the reliability 
of all advertising messages on Facebook.   
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Relevance of brand and message was identified as influencing engagement. 
Relevance of brand was very important to participants in Study Two. Given the 
ability for brands to target audiences based on their online behaviour, consumers 
expect to receive messages that are appropriate and relevant. When advertising was 
not relevant to the consumer the message would be avoided or ignored. This finding 
is supported by previous researchers, who have considered the link between 
relevance, engagement and advertising avoidance (Kelly, et al., 2010; Mollen & 
Wilson, 2010; Rappaport, 2007; Wang & Calder, 2007).   
In Study Two, the relevance of the brand, message or product was considered to be 
a trigger of engagement in 75% of the incidences, and relevance was found to be the 
most important of the seven triggers of engagement. The same study found that 
relevance of brand, product or message was considered to be a trigger for 
advertising avoidance in 24% of incidences. These findings might go some way to 
support the suggestion that relevance has a stronger link to engagement than it does 
to avoidance.  
When the relationship between relevance and advertising avoidance was tested in 
Study Three, Perceived relevance of the advertising message had an impact on how 
the consumer felt towards an advertisement (affective avoidance) and how they 
thought about the advertising (cognitive avoidance) but it did not have a significant 
impact on Behavioural avoidance. This result suggests that relevance or lack of 
relevance is not enough incentive for consumers to implement avoidance 
behaviours, but it makes them dislike the advertising and potentially ignore it. 
Whatever the reason, relevance is a more important predictor of engagement than 
behavioural avoidance and this has not been previously explored in the literature.   
 
8.3.2 The social impact of engaging with brands on SNS determines engagement. 
Because SNS differs from other forms of media in that it is a social space for sharing 
of personal messages, it is unique in terms of engagement and avoidance.    
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Personal referrals 
SNS (specifically Facebook) allows consumers the opportunity to actively support 
brands by referral. This is a powerful marketing tool, yet also a risky strategy if the 
wrong person is doing the referral. Consumers are prepared to engage with a brand 
if it is recommended by a good friend or someone they respect. This gave the brand 
credibility and interest.  However, this research also found that if the referral was 
from a person that the user did not know well or did not really like, the user was less 
inclined to engage with the brand or avoid the message. This finding is important for 
brands relying on referrals as they need to make sure that they have the appropriate 
people endorsing their brand otherwise they may see negative results. 
Consumers need to have a relationship or incentive to add a brand to their site. The 
SNS user wants to be in control of their social media space, and as such were 
defensive when brands became too intrusive. Brands need to offer appropriate 
incentives to reduce this barrier. This finding was supported by Campbell, Conare 
and Hernandez (2010) who suggested that brands need to allow consumers to 
approach them and allow the consumer to control the nature of the message. This is 
an essential first step in engagement. 
Social capital and engagement 
The social nature of SNS was found to be important when users were making 
decisions about engaging with brands. When consumers engage with brands on 
Facebook, their ‘friends’ are notified of this interaction. It is this broadcasting of 
engagement activity that makes SNS like Facebook  a unique advertising medium 
compared with other traditional and online media. Study Two found that consumers 
make a conscious decision to engage with brands if they believe that association 
with the brand will reflect positively on their social capital. They liked the idea of 
associating with a brand that showed their social awareness and felt that this made 
them look good in the eyes of their peers. Conversely, if a brand was not congruent 
with the users’ self-image or if they feared that their peers would judge them 
negatively by their involvement with a brand, they are more likely to avoid 
engagement. This finding has ramifications for brands which might be considered to 
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be of a sensitive nature, and marketers may need to consider strategies that focus 
on engaging with consumers based on consumer insights and interests. 
Expert advice on rules of engagement 
The research found that if SNS users have been warned by authority figures about 
the dangers of engaging with advertising on SNS they were more likely to exhibit 
behavioural avoidance activity. The participants in Study One were very young when 
they first began using social media and many were warned by teachers and parents 
about the dangers of getting a computer virus if they clicked onto an unknown site. 
This early training in advertising avoidance may have had an influence on their 
current behaviour.   
In Study Three, where the participants’ were aged from 18 to 44 years old, the same 
connection between expectation of a negative experience due to negative word of 
mouth and behavioural, cognitive and affective avoidance was identified. This study 
found that when a consumer had been warned about the negative aspects of 
engaging with a brand on SNS they were more likely to exhibit all avoidance 
dimensions. This idea of consumers exhibiting avoidance behaviour if they expect a 
negative outcome is supported by outcome expectancy theory (Bandura, 1994). This 
is a new finding and it highlights the strength that word of mouth has in this 
environment. It also suggests that SNS users heed the warnings of those in authority 
and these warnings have caused them to make a conscious decision to avoid 
advertising as a way of protecting themselves.   
The results of this study highlight the importance of the social element of SNS. The 
research found that peer referrals, peer reactions and people of authority have an 
influence on consumer engagement and avoidance behaviour. SNS users cannot 
engage with brands without sharing that information with their friends and they are 
conscious of this fact. They make a decision prior to engaging and evaluate whether 
this activity will reflect positively or negatively on them.   
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8.3.3 Privacy concerns influence avoidance in the context of SNS  
The findings from all three studies highlight the role that consumer privacy concerns 
have on how consumers engage with or avoid advertising on SNS. Study One 
demonstrated that consumers have become more cognisant of the importance of 
protecting their privacy online, and that SNS  users have a better understanding 
regarding how their online activity is used to target them. However, our research 
also found that this is not encouraging them to investigate privacy policies. This is 
despite a shift in the responsibility for privacy protection from the medium to the 
consumer (Nehf, 2007). This could be because most participants in Study One and 
Two were under 25 years and did not feel that they had information that would be 
of value to marketers so were not too concerned about privacy issues. They also felt 
they had control regarding how their information is used and did not feel particularly 
vulnerable in this space, as they trusted the site (and the policies) to protect their 
information.   
Privacy and its relationship with affective, cognitive and behavioural advertising 
avoidance was tested in Study Three. The results found when consumers have 
concerns about their privacy on Facebook, they are more likely to exhibit cognitive 
and affective avoidance but not behavioural avoidance.  This finding may speak more 
to the SNS user than first anticipated, with users who are concerned about their 
privacy online not having the technological understanding to implement behavioural 
or mechanical avoidance.  Study One found that some consumers are providing 
incorrect information online as a privacy protection strategy. This incorrect 
information leads to the consumer receiving advertising that was incorrectly 
targeted to them. Malhotra et al (2004) also found that consumers limit their online 
disclosure due to privacy concerns.   
Study One and Two found that SNS users also expressed concern when the 
advertising was too relevant to them. SNS users are aware that their online 
behaviour is being used to target them, however they do not like being reminded of 
this fact. If they were searching for a specific brand or product online and then 
received advertising on their Facebook site for that product, they felt uncomfortable 
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with this level of targeting and began to feel concerned about their privacy. Baek and 
Morimoto’s (2012) research into the different methods of personalised advertising 
also found that if the message was too personalised, consumers have a negative 
reaction to the message. Study One and Two found that SNS users have an 
understanding of how they are targeted, yet do not really pay much attention about 
its ramifications to their privacy. When they are reminded that their sites are not 
truly private and that their online behaviour is being tracked, they begin to feel a 
little vulnerable. The findings also serve as a reminder to marketers that online 
advertising has inherent challenges, and as behavioural targeting gets more specific 
and in some case intrusive, consumers may increase avoidance behaviours.   
 
8.3.4 Increasing clutter on SNS is influencing advertising avoidance 
Clutter has been identified as influencing whether a consumer will avoid advertising 
in both traditional and digital media (Cho & Cheon, 2004; Nelson-Field, et al., 2013; 
Speck & Elliott, 1997). Early studies of advertising on Facebook suggested that clutter 
did not have an influence on advertising avoidance (Kelly, et al., 2010). However, this 
is no longer the case as the volume of advertising on SNS like Facebook has both 
accelerated and changed. This research found that SNS users are overwhelmed with 
messages both from their peers and brands on SNS. Study One and Two found that 
consumers struggle to recall advertising on their sites with SNS users saying they 
usually ignore advertising on Facebook.     
In Study Two clutter was found to have an influence on advertising avoidance 
especially if a brand sends too many irrelevant messages that offer no value. Again, 
the idea of reward, mentioned earlier is important. Cluttering the SNS users’ 
newsfeed often caused SNS users to ‘unfriend’ the brand, which is a type of 
behavioural advertising avoidance. Consumers want value in the messages they 
receive and when brands add to this clutter by providing useless messages 
consumers are likely to have a negative emotional reaction. 
Study Three investigated the influence of clutter on the three dimensions of 
advertising avoidance. Clutter was found to influence on affective avoidance.  
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However, while clutter influenced how consumers felt about the advertising on 
Facebook, it did not affect them cognitively or behaviourally. The findings suggest 
that consumers will have a negative emotional reaction (rather than a cognitive 
rational reaction) to advertising when they believe that there is too much clutter on 
their site but they are unlikely to implement advertising avoidance behaviours.   
 
8.3.5 Affective, cognitive and behavioural are dimensions of advertising 
avoidance. 
Industry and academic researchers have studied advertising avoidance and the 
antecedents influencing avoidance in order to better understand why some 
advertising is avoided, and to develop media strategies that minimise advertising 
wastage (Cho & Cheon, 2004; Hadija, et al., 2012; J. P. Johnson, 2013; Kelly, et al., 
2010; Speck & Elliott, 1997; Turow, et al., 2009). Speck and Elliott’s (1997) research 
on traditional media and Cho and Choen’s (2004) on online advertising both tested 
advertising avoidance as a single construct, with Speck and Elliott (1997) identifying 
avoidance as being cognitive, behavioural and mechanical, and Cho and Cheon 
(2004) defining it as cognitive, affective and behavioural. Yet typically advertising 
avoidance is measured as one construct. Study Three sought to identify the 
relationship between antecedents of avoidance and affective, cognitive and 
behavioural avoidance.  
This research confirmed that some antecedents influence one or more of the 
avoidance dimensions.  Affective avoidance was influenced when consumers 
expecting a negative experience with advertising on SNS (either due to past negative 
experience or by being warned about advertising).  Having a negative attitude 
towards SNS as an advertising medium and clutter influenced how consumers felt 
towards advertising on Facebook.  If advertising disrupted their time on Facebook, 
this also influenced affective avoidance. 
Cognitive avoidance was influenced by negative consumer perceptions about 
advertising on SNS (based on others warning them about advertising in this medium 
and by the feeling that there is no value in the advertising).  Marketers are not able 
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to influence the way consumers feel about being warned about advertising, but they 
can ensure that there is some incentive or value for the consumer to click on or 
engage with the advertising. 
Behavioural avoidance is the most challenging for marketers as it may mean that 
they are not able to access their consumers at all if ad blocking software is installed. 
When consumers had a negative attitude towards Facebook as an advertising 
medium, when advertising stopped them from doing what they had planned to do 
on Facebook and when they had a negative expectation of advertising on Facebook 
they were likely to engage in behavioural avoidance. 
 
8.3.6 Advertising engagement and advertising avoidance on SNS sit at opposite 
ends of a continuum. 
Study Two defined engagement using the ARF definition of ‘that which occurs when 
a prospective consumer’s mind is turned on to a brand idea enhanced by the 
surrounding content’ (cited in Calder and Malthouse, 2008, p. 2). The question was 
posed that if engagement is the turning on to a brand idea, then is the opposite of 
this the ‘turning off to a brand idea’ or advertising avoidance? To the researcher’s 
knowledge, there is no academic research that connects the two concepts as polar 
opposites, and yet it would seem reasonable to assume that if a consumer is not 
engaging with an advertising message then they are avoiding it in some form. The 
results from Study Two suggest that there are seven triggers that influence whether 
a consumer might engage with or avoid advertising on social media.   
These triggers also highlight the key differences between advertising on social media 
and other advertising channels. Unlike most other media, Facebook permits peer 
referrals and delivers social outcomes. If an SNS user has a positive or negative 
response to the brand referral this leads to either engagement or avoidance 
behaviours. The potential for positive or negative social outcomes as a result of 
association with a brand on Facebook can also influence engagement and avoidance. 
Consumers make judgment calls regarding whether an association with the brand 
will increase their social standing with their peers (which will increase their 
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likelihood of engagement) or whether it will be detrimental to their personal 
reputation (and therefore make avoidance likely).    
Utilising the findings from the three studies, an Advertising Engagement and 
Avoidance Continuum (Figure 8) has been developed to highlight the influence of 
some of the key triggers of engagement and antecedents of avoidance on SNS. As 
previously discussed, cut through, relevance, authenticity and positive social 
outcomes are identified as influencing engagement. At the other end of the 
continuum, clutter, privacy concerns, scepticism and negative word of mouth have 
emerged as the most influential antecedents of advertising avoidance on SNS.    
This continuum is useful as it provides visual clues to the strengths and importance 
of the various antecedents of engagement and avoidance.  It is notable that many of 
the antecedents for engagement are brand specific.  This suggests that brands can 
influence the level of engagement by providing advertising on SNS that is relevant 
(i.e. accurately targeted). It is also important for brands to provide some type of 
reward for engagement (either financial or informational) and that their 
communication messages are authentic.  Advertising avoidance may be minimised 
by ensuring that consumers do not feel that their privacy may be compromised and 
that they are delivered advertising messages that do not incite scepticism. 
This study is the first to consider engagement and avoidance as opposite ends of the 
spectrum and as such has provided new insights into why consumers might engage 
or avoid advertising on SNS. There is considerable potential for additional research in 
this area to provide insights into engagement and avoidance triggers in other media 
channels. 
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Figure 8: Advertising engagement and avoidance continuum  
 
 
8.3.7   Facebook is an emotional advertising medium  
One of the emergent themes from the qualitative data from Study One and Two, 
which was supported by the quantitative findings from Study Three, was that 
Facebook is a medium with which consumers have an emotional connection. 
Throughout the focus groups and in-depth interviews, participants spoke with 
emotion about their Facebook site and the messages that they received there. The 
words they used were emotionally charged, with statements that they were excited, 
or despised, or hated, or loved a particular message, brand or incident on their SNS. 
They had a sense of ownership of this medium, and felt that unlike other more 
traditional media, they had control of the messages on their SNS.   
Some said they hate advertising on SNS and others felt uncomfortable when they 
were targeted too closely. Others were excited by the advertising when it was for 
something that they were interested in. This emotional connection to SNS was also 
evident in Study Three where eight of the ten antecedents of advertising avoidance 
were seen to influence affective avoidance. The message to advertisers from this 
finding is that brands are sharing an emotional space, and consumers on SNS have 
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different expectations of their SNS as an advertising medium. Strategies for social 
media should consider the emotional connection to the advertising medium and 
develop strategies that support this relationship. 
 
8.4   Implications for theory  
 
This research has explored advertising engagement, advertising avoidance and 
privacy concerns in the context of social networking sites, and as a result has 
presented four manuscripts for submission into leading academic advertising and 
marketing journals. The contributions to theory are as follows: 
8.4.1   Topography of triggers of engagement and avoidance 
This research is the first to consider engagement and avoidance as opposite ends of 
the spectrum and contributes to theory by presenting a typography of engagement 
and avoidance triggers for social networking sites. These triggers are: 
1. Cut through 
2. Relevance 
3. Authenticity 
4. Time 
5. Social outcomes 
6. Reward 
7. Referral 
This research is important as it contributes to the knowledge of engagement and 
avoidance by acknowledging the triggers that cause consumer reaction either in a 
negative or positive manner. To the researcher’s knowledge, engagement and 
avoidance have not been explored in this manner, and this research provides a 
starting point for future research into engagement and avoidance in other media. 
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8.4.2   Model of antecedents of advertising avoidance on Facebook 
This research contributes to academic theory by testing a model of advertising 
avoidance on Facebook and identifying the antecedents that influence cognitive, 
affective and behavioural avoidance. This research is important as is the first major 
study of advertising avoidance where the antecedents for each dimension of 
avoidance are tested separately, providing evidence that some antecedents of 
avoidance may have stronger influences on some avoidance dimensions than on 
others.  
Figure 9: Model of antecedents of Affective advertising avoidance on Facebook  
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Figure 10: Model of antecedents of Cognitive advertising avoidance on Facebook  
 
 
Figure 11: Model of antecedents of Behavioural advertising avoidance on Facebook  
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8.5 Implications for practice 
 
This research provides some important issues for practitioners regarding advertising 
engagement and avoidance, and the influence that consumers’ privacy concerns may 
have on how advertising is perceived in social media.   
 
8.5.1   Guidelines for maximising engagement and minimising avoidance on SNS  
Practitioners are aware that advertising on social media poses new and challenging 
opportunities to reach audiences based on their interests and activities online. The 
research has identified six ways in which managers should change practice to 
differentiate advertising on SNS.   
1. Recognise the social element of social media. It is timely for practitioners to 
remind themselves that SNS was developed as a social interaction tool and 
that it is not a commercial exchange where users go to for advertising 
messages. This means that brands using SNS must be sensitive to the social 
nature of the medium and not become too intrusive.   
2. Harness the power of referral. This research highlights the importance of 
referral as a trigger to engagement. Referral has the ability to leverage peers 
on social media to support or refer brands, which makes SNS unique and 
provides new opportunities for marketers. However, there are also risks 
involved. If the person referring the brand is not considered a valued friend 
the message is likely to be avoided.   
3. SNS users need to be assured of the value in engagement. Facebook users 
are inherently suspicious and need to be convinced of the value in engaging 
with a brand on Facebook (either informational value or financial incentives). 
They are sceptical of the motivations of brands as they have been 
disappointed in the past by brands misleading them. They constantly 
evaluate the risks or rewards in dealing with a brand. Brand messages should 
be relevant, informational and provide value to the consumer. However 
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brands should not inundate users with messages, especially when they are 
not relevant to your brand, as you will be ‘unfriended’, which is the ultimate 
form of behavioural avoidance 
4. Authenticity is important to consumers. If a brand is sharing their social 
media space, the brand should not pretend to be their friend. Brands need to 
be brands not friends, and SNS users are savvy enough to know the 
difference. Brands need to present as professional organisations with a 
website which reinforces the Facebook campaign. If consumers suspect that 
the brand or product is not authentic they will not risk engagement. 
5. SNS users need to feel that they have control. Unlike other more traditional 
media, SNS are perceived to be the user’s private space. They want to be in 
control of who has access to their information, who sees their photos and 
status updates, who can post messages in their newsfeeds. They will 
‘unfriend’ peers that annoy them and they will readily ‘unfriend’ brands who 
become intrusive or annoying. Once users are reminded that there are limits 
to the control they have on this site, by over specific targeting of messages or 
random brand activity, they are likely to dislike the advertising and engage in 
behavioural avoidance activity. 
6. Facebook is an emotional medium. Consumers have a sense of ownership of 
their Facebook site and can have an emotional reaction with they feel that 
their space is being cluttered by irrelevant information or are concerned 
about their privacy. More so than other media options, advertisers need to 
be conscious of the personal nature of SNS and the emotional response their 
brand messages may elicit.   
 
8.5.2   Using the topography for planning 
Understanding the triggers that influence engagement and avoidance on SNS can 
contribute to more engaging advertising and media strategies.   These applications 
are outlined in Table 14. 
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Table 14: Using a Topography for Planning 
Engagement or 
Avoidance 
trigger 
 
Application for practitioners 
 
Cut Through 
 
The creative approach for SNS message must be attention grabbing and be able 
to stand out from the growing clutter on social media. Advertisers must not add 
to this clutter by messages in newsfeeds that do not provide value to the 
customer. Consumers are not interested in messages that do not relate to your 
brand. Do not try to pretend to be their friend. 
 
Relevance  
 
Relevance is crucial to engagement, with both brand relevance and message 
relevance being important. If the brand or message is not relevant then the 
customer will ignore the message. Keep your messages relevant. 
 
Authenticity 
 
SNS users are sceptical and will not engage with brands if they suspect the 
brand or the message is not authentic. Brands need to gain consumer trust 
through honest communication and a credible and professional looking 
website. Do not over promise and under deliver on prizes or offerings online.  
Work on getting your potential customers to trust you. 
 
Time 
 
Consumer engagement on SNS is dependent upon their time constraints, 
therefore timing of advertising messages is crucial.   
 
Social Outcomes 
 
Consumers make decisions on whether they will engage with a brand or not, 
based on the impact that this association will have on their peers. Peer 
approval on SNS will influence engagement or avoidance behaviour. Advertisers 
promoting more sensitive brands online need to develop strategies that focus 
more on consumer insights rather than the brand itself. 
 
Reward 
 
Consumers will engage with brands if they perceive they will receive some 
unique type of informational reward not available to the general public.  
Financial rewards are also valued but advertisers need to be aware that there 
are limits to the amount of activity that consumers are prepared to do to 
receive rewards.   
 
Referral 
 
Utilising the power of peer referral can prove to influence engagement 
however advertisers need to be conscious that referral is more likely to lead to 
engagement if the consumer trusts and likes the person referring. If that is not 
the case then the SNS user is likely to avoid the message. 
 
 
8.5.3 Addressing consumers’ privacy concerns 
It is necessary for brands to be aware that if consumers begin to question their level 
of privacy online, this can lead to avoidance behaviours. Brands using SNS  as an 
advertising medium can take steps to alleviate consumer concerns by ensuring that 
their customers understand how their information may be collected and used and 
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keeping them up to date with privacy changes. When brands target too closely, 
based on previous online behaviour, they trigger a privacy concern response which 
influences whether consumers will engage with or avoid a brand message. Many of 
the participants in our research had used social media for many years, yet the 
findings show that SNS users are still naive about SNS  privacy policies and how their 
online behaviour is tracked and used to target them. They trust in the SNS not to 
misuse their information and generally do not believe that they have information 
that would be of value to marketers. They are genuinely surprised to find some 
messages in their SNS, believing their privacy settings will protect them. 
 
8.6 Limitations of the study 
 
As Study One and Two were qualitative in nature, there are limitations to the 
generalisability and reliability of the findings. Study One was exploratory and as such 
the findings may not be generalisable to all SNS users. However, the study did 
provide a starting point for further research and provided some rich data to better 
understand consumer perceptions of advertising avoidance and privacy on 
Facebook. Study Two was also qualitative; however using the CIT method and the 
NVivo analysis software assisted in improving the validity of the findings (Hoover & 
Koerber, 2011; Siccama & Penna, 2008).  Study Three was a quantitative research 
project with over 800 participants who are regular Facebook users so the 
generalisability to people who use Facebook aged 18 to 44 is sound; however as the 
participants were Australian, the findings may not be generalisable to all SNS or 
Facebook users.   
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8.7 Opportunities for further research 
 
Social media and platforms are constantly evolving and changing and SNS users are 
quick to move on to the next new platform if it interests them and provides new 
ways to engage with their peers. This provides new opportunities for research 
especially in the areas of engagement and avoidance. Three potential research topics 
have been identified for further consideration. 
The research presented in this thesis was conducted in Australia, consequently, 
understanding the perceptions of SNS users from other countries and cultures may 
be valuable to ascertain whether the antecedents of advertising avoidance are 
culturally influenced. Considering the triggers for engagement and avoidance and 
the cultural influences on these triggers is also a topic worthy of avoidance. 
Study One investigated SNS users perceptions of advertising on SNS, specifically 
advertising avoidance and privacy concerns, and how these perceptions had changed 
over a four year period from 2007 to 2011.  It is the researcher’s intention to do 
another study in 2015 with the same participants to extend the longitudinal nature 
of this study and to evaluate any additional shifts in perceptions. 
Finally, this research has provided tested models that identifies the antecedents of 
advertising avoidance and the relationship of each antecedent to cognitive, affective 
and behavioural avoidance. Future research could use these models as a starting 
point to investigate the antecedents of other types of media, both traditional and 
online.   
 
8.8 Conclusion 
 
This chapter has provided discussion into the findings from the three studies and has 
attempted to answer to this thesis’ overarching research question which was 
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What influences consumer engagement or advertising avoidance behaviour on 
social networking sites? 
The seven key research findings that emerged from the three studies were outlined 
in this chapter as well as the contributions to theory and practice. The limitations of 
the study were discussed and the recommendations for future research were 
presented.  
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Appendices 
 
Appendix A: Study One focus group interview guide 
 
FOCUS GROUP QUESTIONS   
DECEMBER  2011 
 
Participants will be asked to fill in a brief questionnaire, which asks for demographic 
information. The purpose of the focus group is explained and how the information 
from the focus group will be used. It is also important that the participants believe 
that the comments that they make are confidential and that they respect the 
confidentiality of other peoples’ statements in the focus groups (Silverman, 2006, 
p.323). Participants will be asked to read and sign an informed consent form which 
will outline how the information will be used and give a brief outline of some of the 
questions that will be discussed (Silverman, 2006 :324). 
Questions will be based around the research by Grant (2005) who outlines the five 
motivations behind using the internet.  They are  
1. Mood enhancement 
2. Experiential learning 
3. Passive escapism 
4. Social interaction/personal involvement 
5. Information and advice 
Questions will also consider the concept outlined by Rappaport (2007) which 
suggests that with the introduction of the internet consumers now see advertising as 
a service to be provided by marketers, to aid in the ease of purchase or of 
information. 
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Grant (2005) found in his research that many teenagers felt that advertising was 
intrusive and at times invading their right to privacy which is in direct contrast to 
Rappaport’s view, so questions exploring the participants’ view of corporate 
intrusion have been included. 
 
Introduction 
 Who has a Myspace (MS) or Facebook or any other site? 
 How long have you had that page? 
 Is it private or open?  Why? 
 How often do you go on MS? 
 
Mood enhancement 
Online Social Network 
 How do you feel when you check you SNS? What kind of emotions? 
 When have you been really pleased you’ve been on SNS?   
 
Advertising as a Service 
 Do you notice ads on SNS? Do you ever find them entertaining or even 
useful? 
 
Corporate Intrusion 
 Do you think it’s appropriate to have advertising on SNS? 
 Do you find it an intrusion, or is it the price you pay for being on the site? 
Similar to how you’d expect to see ads on TV. 
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Experiential learning 
Online Social Network 
 What kinds of new things have you learnt on SNS? 
 Are there any particular experiences you remember? 
 
Advertising as a Service 
 Have you ever bought something as a result of seeing it on someone’s SNS? 
 Do you think the product must be OK if it is on their site? 
 
Corporate Intrusion 
 Do you ever find it confusing to work out what is the website and what is the 
advertising? Do you ever find yourself responding to something then realising 
that it’s an ad? How can you tell it is an ad? How can you control ads? 
 
Passive escapism 
Online Social Network 
 If you couldn’t use SNS for 6 months, what would you miss most? Why do 
you really go on SNS? 
 
Advertising as a Service 
 Have you ever posted an ad just for fun? Do you know anyone who has? Are 
there any funny ads you pass on? 
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Corporate Intrusion 
 Are any kinds of ads more annoying than others?  What about pop ups? 
 How does the standard of ads in SNS compare with those on TV? Do you 
think they are just as creative? 
 
Social interaction/personal involvement 
Online Social Network 
 Have you formed any new friendships outside your normal group through 
SNS? How did this happen? Does it happen often? 
 Are there any people you would definitely not want on your space? What 
about your parents?  
 
Advertising as a Service 
 Do you ever talk about advertising or shared an ad in SNS?  
 Have your ever had a conversation or interaction with a product site? Have 
they ever tried to be your friend? Or asked your advice? Have you ever felt 
part of a community around a product or a brand or a service? 
 
Corporate Intrusion 
 Do you feel it’s appropriate for brands to try and befriend you on SNS?  
 How do you feel about companies using your information online? What if 
they actually do it to provide you with a better service? 
 If it is on your site, how private do you think the information really is? 
 How accurate do you think most of the information is on SNS? Do people tell 
lies to impress others? 
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Information and advice 
Online Social Network 
 Do you have any particular links to products on your page? Why or why not? 
 Is there a brand that you like to champion? Or you like to be associated with? 
 
Advertising as a Service 
 What brands do you have on your website? Why did you choose them? 
 Would you ask your friends on SNS to recommend a brand or a product? 
 
Corporate Intrusion 
 How well do you think the ads are targeted? Are they relevant or 
meaningful? How useful do you find the advertising on SNS? 
 Is SNS a place where you would go for information and advice? 
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Appendix B: Study Two CIT interview guide 
 
CIT INTERVIEW QUESTION GUIDELINE 
DECEMBER  2012 
 
Once participants have signed the QUT consent form they will be asked some 
general questions: 
 Participant’s age? 
 Male or female? 
 Employment? 
 Are they regular Facebook users? 
 How long have they been a user of social networking sites (e.g. Myspace, 
Facebook etc)? 
 What type of social media do they use each day? 
 How much time do they spend on Facebook each day, and each week? 
 How do they usually access Facebook (by mobile, tablet or PC)? 
 Why do they participate in Facebook? 
 How do they generally use Facebook? 
 
CONSUMER ENGAGEMENT 
 
Think of a time in the past 6 months where you have had an emotional response to 
an ad on your Facebook site?   
Please describe what happened during this incident?  
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FEEL 
What was the relevance of the brand or message to you?   
Had you seen this product before on other media?   
How do you feel about this product?   
How do you feel about this ad?  
 
THINK 
Why did you choose to engage with this brand?   What were you doing at the time?  
What were your previous perceptions of that brand?   
Was it the ad that caused an emotional response or the brand? 
 
DO 
How did you respond to the ad?  
How would you explain the experience?   
What do you think are the consequences of engaging with this brand on Facebook?  
 
Think of a time in the past 6 months where an ad really got your attention on 
your Facebook site?   
Please describe what happened during this incident?  
 
FEEL 
What was the relevance of the brand or message to you?   
Had you seen this product before on other media?   
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How do you feel about this product?   
How do you feel about this ad?  
 
THINK 
Why did you choose to engage with this brand?   What were you doing at the 
time?  
What were your previous perceptions of that brand?   
Was it the ad that caught your attention or the brand? 
 
DO 
How did you respond to the ad?  
How would you explain the experience?   
What do you think are the consequences of engaging with this brand on 
Facebook?  
 
 
Think of a time in the past 6 months where an ad really got you thinking on your 
Facebook site?   
Please describe what happened during this incident?  
 
FEEL 
What was the relevance of the brand or message to you?   
Had you seen this product before on other media?   
How do you feel about this product?   
How do you feel about this ad?  
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THINK 
Why did you choose to engage with this brand?   What were you doing at the time?  
What were your previous perceptions of that brand?   
Was it the ad that caught your attention or the brand? 
 
DO 
How did you respond to the ad?  
How would you explain the experience?   
What do you think are the consequences of engaging with this brand on Facebook?  
 
 
ADVERTISING AVOIDANCE 
Participants will then be asked to remember incidents when they have been online 
and have avoided advertising on their Facebook site being guided by the following 
questions; 
 
Think of a time in the past 6 months where you have avoided advertisements on 
your Facebook site?   
 
 Please describe what happened during this incident?  
 Why did you choose to avoid this advertisement? 
 Have you previously had a negative experience from an ad on Facebook?   
 Or have you just heard about others who have? 
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 Did the brand or message have some relevance to you? 
 Describe the advertising message?   
 Was it believable? 
 In general describe your overall experience in advertising messages and their 
validity? 
 Where you ignoring or avoiding the ad? 
 What do you think the difference is? 
Explain how you avoided the ad (cognitive or behavioural/mechanical) 
 
PRIVACY ON FACEBOOK 
Think of a time in the past 6 months where you have considered your privacy was 
being protected or exposed by a brand on your Facebook site?  
Please describe what happened during this incident?  
 
Why did you feel this way? 
How did you respond? 
Explain how technology may have influenced the privacy on your site? 
Discuss how Facebook protects your privacy online? 
Discuss how your own personal information is protected on Facebook?  How 
important is it to you that your information is kept private? 
 
*Considering deterrent based, knowledge based and identification based trust 
(Dinev and Hart, 2006). 
Appendix C: Study Three quantitative research questions  
 
SURVEY QUESTIONS 
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JUNE 2013 
 
CONSTRUCTS MEASUREMENT ITEMS 
PRIVACY CONTROL 5. I believe I have control over who can get access to my personal information collected by Facebook 
 6. I think that I have control over what personal information is released by Facebook. 
 7. I believe that I have control over how personal information is used by Facebook 
 8. I believe I can control my personal information provided to Facebook. 
PRIVACY CONCERNS 5. I am concerned that the information I submit to Facebook could be misused 
 
 6. I am concerned that other can find private information about me on Facebook 
 7. I am concerned about providing personal information to Facebook, because of what others might 
do to it. 
 8. I am concerned about providing personal information to Facebook, because if might be used in a 
way I did not foresee. 
PERCEIVED GOAL IMPEDIMENT 10. Facebook ads make it harder to browse on my Facebook page 
 11. Facebook ads slow down information downloading on my Facebook site 
 12. Facebook ads make my navigation of Facebook more difficult 
 13. Facebook ads disrupt my viewing of my Facebook 
 14. Facebook ads disrupt my reception of desired content 
 15. Facebook ads intrude on my search for desired information 
 16. Facebook ads distract me from the content on my Facebook site 
 17. Facebook ads interrupt the flow of my Facebook site 
 18. Facebook ads infringe on my control 
PERCEIVED AD CLUTTER 4. When I am on my Facebook, I think the amount of advertising is excessive 
 5. When I am on my Facebook site, I think the amount of advertising is irritating 
 6. I think that Facebook is exclusively an advertising medium 
EXPECTATIONS OF NEGATIVE 
EXPERIENCES DISSATISFACTION  
 
6. Based on my past experience, I am dissatisfied with my decision to click on Facebook ads. 
 7. Based on my past experience, my choice to click on Facebook ads is a wise one. 
 8. In general, I am happy with my earlier decision to click on Facebook ads 
 9. In the past, my experience with clicking on Facebook ads has proven a very unsatisfactory 
experience 
 10. In general, I think I do the right thing by deciding to click Facebook ads 
EXPECTATIONS OF NEGATIVE 
EXPERIENCES LACK OF INCENTIVE 
4. No incentive is offered for the continued clicking of Facebook ads 
 5. Continued clicking of SNS  ads provides no benefit 
 6. I am not given any incentive for my loyalty and continued use of the service after clicking on 
Facebook ads 
EXPECTATIONS OF NEGATIVE 
EXPERIENCES WORD OF MOUTH  
4. Most people who are important to me think that I should not click on ads on Facebook 
 5. It is expected of me that I do not click on ads on my Facebook 
 6. The people in my life whose opinions I value would not approve of me clicking on the ads on 
Facebook. 
PERCEPTION OF RELEVANCE OF AD 
MESSAGE 
7. When looking at the sponsored ads on my Facebook site I find them beneficial to me 
 8. When I look at the sponsored ads on my Facebook sites, I find they are important to me 
 9. When l look at the sponsored ads on Facebook sites I find the ads of concern me 
 10. When looking at the sponsored ads on my Facebook  sites, I find the ads relevant to me  
 11. When looking at the sponsored ads on my Facebook site I find the ads mean a lot to me 
 12. When I look at the sponsored ads on my Facebook site, I find the ads valuable to me 
SCEPTICISM OF ADVERTISING MESSAGE 9. We can depend on getting the truth in SNS  advertising 
 10. Advertising on Facebook aim is to inform the consumer 
 11. Facebook advertising is generally truthful 
 12. Facebook advertising is generally a reliable source of information about the quality and 
performance of products 
 13. Facebook advertising is truth well told 
 14. I feel I’ve been accurately informed after view most Facebook advertising 
 15. Most Facebook advertising provides consumers with essential information 
 16. In general Facebook advertising presents a true picture of the product being advertised 
ATTITUDE TO SNS  AS AN ADVERTISING 
MEDIUM 
Facebook as an advertising medium is 
 
 10. Unpleasant/pleasant 
 11. Bad/ good 
 12. Dislike/like 
 13. Useless/useful 
 14. Negative/positive 
 15. Uninteresting/interesting 
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 16. Irritating/not irritating 
 17. Poor quality/excellent quality 
 18. Not at all familiar/very familiar 
ADVERTISING AVOIDANCE COGNITIVE 8. I intentionally ignore any ads on my Facebook site 
 9. I intentionally don’t put my eyes on sponsored ads on Facebook 
 10. I intentionally don’t put my eyes on ads in my newsfeed 
 11. I intentionally don’t pay attention to sponsored ads on Facebook  
 12. I intentionally don’t pay attention to ads in my newsfeed 
 13. I intentionally don’t click on any sponsored ads on Facebook 
 14. I intentionally don’t click on any ads in my newsfeed 
ADVERTISING AVOIDANCE AFFECTIVE 5. I hate sponsored ads in Facebook 
 6. I hate ads in my newsfeed 
 7. It would be better if there were no sponsored ads on Facebook 
 8. It would be better if there were no ads in my newsfeed 
ADVERTISING AVOIDANCE BEHAVIOURAL 7. I scroll down to avoid ads in my newsfeed 
 8. I do any action to avoid ads on my Facebook 
 9. I have blocked ads from my Facebook 
 10. I unfriend brands on my Facebook 
 11. I delete cookies regularly to avoid targeted ads on Facebook 
 12. I hide brands from my newsfeed 
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